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ABSTRACT

This monograph includes the discussion papers presented at the
Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group
held in Kuala Lumpur on 17 and 18 November 1998. It is the fifth in
the series to be published by the Shategic and Defence Studies Centre
on behalf of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group.

Maritime cooperation has become an important consideration in
the Asia-Pacific region. It is essential for the effective management of
the n'rarine environment ('oceans governance') ancl is regarded as an
important contributor to regional security as a confidence- and
security-building measure (CSBM). There is possibly no other region
of the world where maritime cooperation is so important or more
necessary. There is certainly no other region of the world where
maritime cooperation has gained such specific recognition as it has in
the Asia-Pacific during the 1990s. The need for maritime cooperation
in the region flows from both the importance of maritime issues and
the complexity of the regional marine environment.

The chapters in this monograph explore the strengths and
weaknesses of existing processes of maritime cooperation in the Asia-
Pacific region. They reflect the desire and necessity to pursue the
widening and deepening of existing cooperation and other maritime
CSBMS. Within the Working Group there is increasingly frank and
full discussion of such issues, and this is reflected in the interesting
and thought-provoking chapters contained within.



Canberra Papers on Shategy and Defence are a series of monograph
publications that arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre at the Australian National University. Previous Canberra Papers
have covered topics such as the relationship of the superpowers, arms
control at both the superpower and Southeast Asian regional level,
regional strategic relationships and major aspects of Australian defence
policy. For a list of New Series Canberra Papers please refer to the last
pages of this volume.

Unless otherwise stated, publications of the centre are presented
without endorsement as contributions to the public record and debate.
Authors are responsible for their own analysis and conclusions.
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PREFACE

This monograph is the fifth in the series to be published by the
Maritime Cooperation Working Group of the Council for Security
Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP). It includes the discussion
papers presented at the Fifth Meeting of the Working Group that was
held in Kuala Lumpur 17-18 November 1998. The papers are
published under the auspices of the Australian Committee for CSCAP
(AU$CSCAP).

The CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group is a unique
forum in the Asia-Pacific region. It is the only forum in the region
that regularly considers the important connection between the
maritime environment and regional security and seeks to draw out
the confidence- and security-building benefits of the vast range of
activities in the region that may be loosely cast under the rubric of
maritime cooperation.

Maritime cooperation has become an important consideration in
the Asia-Pacific region. It is essential for the effective management of
the marine environment ('oceans governance') and is regarded as an
important contributor to regional security as a confidence- and
security-building measure (CSBM). There is possibly no other region
of the world where maritime cooperation is so important or more
necessary. There is certainly no other region of the world where
maritime cooperation has gained such specific recognition as it has in
the Asia-Pacific during the 1990s.

The need for maritime cooperation in the region flows both
from the importance of maritime issues and the complexity of the
regional marine environment. Major maritime issues in the Asia-
Pacific region include shipping, fishing, marine safety, marine
environmental protection and the exploitation of offshore
hydrocarbons. Shipping is essential in the region for both inter-
regional and intra-regional trade. Most Asia-Pacific countries have a
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high dependence on fish and related marine products as a source of
protein. More than half of the world's fish are caught and bred in
Asian waters and slightly more than half are consumed in the region.l
East Asian countries, in particular, are increasingly looking towards
oil and gas reserves beneath the sea for future economic prosperity,
and to ease the problem of a growing energy shortage. However, the
driving force for regional maritime cooperation and the key interest of
all regional countries should be the fundamental obligation of all
states to protect and preserve the marine environment.2

The complexity of the marine environment in the Asia-Pacffic
region resulb both from enduring features of strategic geography and
from dynamic aspects of the contemporary regional scene. Enduring
geostrategic features of the region include enclosed and semi-enclosed
seas,3 numerous archipelagoes and islands, the number of
international straits and confined shipping channels, complex
oceanography, and a relative abundance of marine resources,
although these are under considerable pressure from unsustainable
development. Dynamic aspects include continued growth of regional
naval forces and seaborne trade (despite the economic downturn of
recent years); greater exploitation of marine resources; progressive
development of regional maritime regimes (such as joint development
zones/ cooperative marine environmental protection measures, and
procedures for archipelagic sealane passage); and increasing stresses

on the marine environment through higher levels of land-based
marine pollution, degradation of marine habitab and over-fishing.

These dynamic aspects of the marine environment suggest the
difficulty of managing the regional seas and oceans effectively and the

'Fishing for Trouble', Far Eastern Economic Reaiew, 13 March 1997, p.50.
Article 192 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS),
opened for signature 10 December t98Z UN Doc.A/CONF.62/1,22(1,982),
reprinted in Official Text of the United Nations Conlerence on the Law of the
Sea, UN Sales No.E.83.V.5 (1983).

An 'enclosed or semi-enclosed sea' is defined by Article 122 of UNCLOS as 'a
gulf, basin or sea surrounded by two or more States and connected to another
sea or the ocean by a n.urow outlet or consisting entirely or primarily of the
territorial seas and exclusive economic zones of two or more coastal States'.
Examples include the Gulf of Thailand, the South China Sea the Timor Sea, and
the Yellow Sea.

1

2
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need to strengthen maritime cooperation in the region. Without this
strengthening, there are strong possibilities of both maritime
competition and tensions over maritime issues intensifying in the

Asia-Pacific. An almost insoluble situation exists with the resolution
of many maritime boundaries in East Asian waters. The drive for
sovereign rights over offshore resources and conllicting claims to
offshore territory and maritime space constitute serious threats to
regional stability and inhibit the processes of ocean management,
cooperation and regime building.

These problems will only be overcome by the greater
preparedness of regional countries to cooperate, yet significant
barriers to maritime cooperation exist and they may be becoming
even harder to overcome. A.y failure to cooperate on the solution of
maritime problems, particularly with marine environmental
protection, sustainable development and the conservation of marine
biodiversity, will lead to a'tragedy of the commons' as a result of each

country pursuing its own self-interest. If all countries act solely in
their own self-interest in the maritime domain, all will eventually lose.

I would like to thank the Maritime Institute of Malaysia (MIMA)
for its support in making arrangements for the meeting of the

Working Group in Kuala Lumpur and for providing the venue at
MIMA. I am also grateful to Lesley McCulloch of the AU9CSCAP
office for providing administrative support for the Working Group
and for her help in collating the papers h this volume and Helen
Hookey and Karen Smith of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre
at the Australian National University for their assistance with
preparing these papers for publication.

The Editor
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EXISTING MARITIME COOPERATION
ARRANGEMENTS IN THE ASIA.PACIFIC REGION

Stanley B. Weeks

Background
Shipping and security and access to sea lines of communication

are of increasing importance in the Asia-Pacific region, as the sea lines
and the shipping on them are ocean highways for vast trade flows
critical to regional economic growth and development. Figure 1.1
illustrates the major sea lanes and critical straits in the ASEAN and
East Asian region, notably the South China Sea and the straits of
Malacca (including the Phillip Channel and the Strait of Singapore),
Sunda and Lombok.i More than half of the world's merchant fleet
capacity sails through these straits and the South China Sea, much of
it bound to or from Northeast Asia. The Strait of Malacca, where
more than 200 ships a day pass, is the main passage between the
Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. It is relatively shallow in
places and as narrow as 1..5 miles at its eastern end, leading to the
preferred use of the deeper Lombok Shait by the largest tanker ships.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the flow of oil in tankers from the Middle East to
Northeast Asia. The South China Sea, larger than the Mediterranean,
extends over 1,800 miles from Sumatra to Taiwan, with the critical sea
lines connecting South Asia/Southeast Asia and Northeast Asia.
Shipping over these sea lines accounts for over a trillion dollars in
trade - a large percentage (as much as a fifth) of the GDP of Asia-
Pacific regional nations.2

John H. Noer with David Gregory, Clnkepoints: Maritinrc Econontic Concerns irr
tle South Aina Sen (National Defense University Press, Washington DC,
1,ee6).

For details, see Stanley B. Weeks, 'Sea Lines of Communication (SLOC)
Security and Access' in Mnritime Slipping in Nortlrcast Asia: Lau of tfu Sea, Sea

Lanes, and Security, Policy Paper No.33, (lnslitute on Global Conflict and
Cooperation (IGCC), University of California, February 1998), Study
commissioned for the Northeast Asia Cooperation Dialogue VI at Harriman,
New York,24 Aonl1997.
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Figure 1.1: Principal International Sea Lanes through Southeast

Asia
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Figure 1.2: Inter-regional Maritime Crude Oil Shipments, millions
of long tonnes (MLT)
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Value of Regional Maritime Cooperation
In view of the critical importance of shipping and sea lines of

communication to the Asia-Pacific region, regional maritime
cooperation to help safeguard both the seas and the shipping on them
is an area of increasing interest and promise. This survey will thus
consider the current status of regional maritime cooperation
(including support for global international maritime agreements) in
the areas of maritime/shipping safety, law and order at sea, and
marine environment. This overview will also examine the potential
value of the Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation,
developed by the unofficial Council for Security Cooperation in the

Asia Pacific (CSCAP) and recently forwarded for consideration to the

official ASEAN Regional Forum.

Maritime Safety
In considering regional cooperation in maritime safety, five

areas merit attention: regional nations' adherence to key safety

conventions of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), the

Tokyo Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on Port State Control,
regional cooperation in search and rescue (SAR), cooperation in
dealing with maritime disasters, and regional cooperation in training.

At the initiative of the United Nations, the International
Maritime Organisation was established fifty years ago as a specialised
agency of the United Nations, headquartered in London. The IMO is
a technical organisation of about 160 nations, with shipping safety and
pollution prevention as its highest priorities.3 Table l..L summarises
the status of Asia-Pacific nations' ratification of six major IMO
conventions regarding maritime safety.a Perhaps the most important
of these conventions are the International Convention on Safety of Life
at Sea (SOLAS "1974), the Convention on the International Regulations
for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS 1972), the International

For more information, see the IMO publications: 'Basic Facts About IMO'
(January 1998); 'lMO - The First Fifty Years' (5 January 1998); and 'IMO:
What It Is, What It Does, How It Works', IMO Publication No.384/98.
For further details on IMO conventions and status, see the following IMO
publications: 'A Summary of IMO Conventions' (February 1998); 'IMO
Conventions - Status' (1 January 1998); 'Status of Conventions' (9 April 1998);

and IMO Publication No.384/98.
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Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping
for Seafarers (STCW 1978), and the International Convention on
Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR 1979). Overall, regional nations
have ratified almost all of these critical maritime safety agreements,
with the exception of certain landlocked states and several nations not
yet adhering to the SAR convention. This wide adherence provides
an excellent basis of regional agreement on key maritime safety areas.

Table 1.1: Maritime Safety - Key IMO Safety Conventions

Convention Status of ARF Nations'
Ratification

. International Convention on
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS
"t974)

- SOLAS Protocol 78 (Tanker Safety)

-All (Less Laos*,
Mongolia)

* Laos not an IMO
member
- AII (Less Canada, Laos,

Mongolia, PNG,
Philippines, Thailand)

r International Convention on
Load Lines (LL7966\

- All (Less Laos,
Moneolia)

. Convention on the International
Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea (COLREGS

1972\

- All (Less Laos,
Mongolia, Philippines)

. $afet/ of Fishing Vessels
Protocol1993 (SFV-P)

- None

o International Convention on
Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping
for Seafarers (STCW) 1978

- All (Less Cambodia,
Laos, Mongolia)

International Convention on
Maritime Search and Rescue
(sAR 1e7e)

- All (Less Brunei,
Cambodia, India,
Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam)
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The Tokyo MOU on Port State Control of 1993 is one of several

recent regional agreements (encouraged by the IMO) designed to
establish regional systems of reciprocal cooperation in inspecting and

surveying ships to verify their compliance with international safety

standards. Snce 1997 the ASEAN Plan of Action in Transportation

has also supported the implementation of the Tokyo MOU with a

project on harmonisation of procedures for port state control, as well
as other marine transport initiatives encouraging ASEAN members to
accede to the SAR and other conventions.s

There have been several regional, bilateral, and multilateral
initiatives for SAR cooperation in the Asia-Pacific. The ASEAN

Regional Forum (ARF) sponsored two Intersessional Meetings on SAR

(Honolulu 1996 andSingapore 1997),with themes of SAR cooperation
and SAR training. These meetings also drafted an ARF Declaration on

Search and Rescue Cooperation, and encouraged continued
cooperation at the technical level. SAR cooperation has also been

endorsed as part of overall mariti.me cooperation by the Western

Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS), where since 1988 Chiefs of Navies
in the region have met biennially in an unofficial capacity to discuss
'enhancing regional maritime cooperation and stability'. Indeed, SAR

exercises by regional navies (often even by former adversaries) have

been a common initial step in regional naval cooperation in recent

years.

Dealing with maritime disasters is another area of potential
cooperation in a Pacific region prone to severe typhoons and
tsunamis. Good standards of ship safety and cooperation in search

and rescue can help address maritime disasters. The WPNS has been

advocating cooperation in haining and information on humanitarian
assistance and disaster relief. There is also a role here, with courses as

a potential focus for regional cooperation in training for disaster relief,
for the new Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, in the Asian Institute
of Technology, Bangkok.

ASEAN Secretariat, 'lntegrated Implementation Programme for the ASEAN
Plan of Action in Transport and Communications', Jakarta, Marchl'997.
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Training in maritime safety is an area ripe for greater regional
cooperation. Some of the key topics might be ship safety and port
state control procedures, training of ships' crews, SAR training, and
maritime disaster relief haining. The Association of Maritime
Education and Training Institutions in Asia Pacific (AMETIAP),
founded in late 1996 with IMO and shipping industry support, now
links forty maritime education and training institutions in countries
throughout the region, and may help in coordinating these various
areas of training cooperation.

Law and Order at Sea

Piracy, smuggling, drugs, terrorism, illegal migration, and
illegal fishing are of particular concern in the Asia-Pacific region, and
may be considered under the category of law and order at sea.

Regional maritime cooperation in dealing with these issues, however
necessary, is complicated by several facts. These issues are
traditionally handled by a variety of domestic law-enforcement
agencies, there is sensitivity regarding national sovereignty, and such
cooperation as exists tends to be bilateral and closely held.6 However,
there are several areas where cooperation among Asia-Pacific nations
on these issues could be enhanced.

The key IMO convention in this area is the Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime
Navigation 1998 (Rome Convention, SUA) and the related protocol on
offshore oll/ gas platforms. The Rome Convention was originally
spurred by the Achille Lauro terrorism, but also clearly applies to
piracy attacks where violence is used or the ship is seized. It obliges
states either to extradite or prosecute persons who seize ships by
force, commit acts of violence against persons on board ships, or place
destructive devices on board ships. Parties to the Rome Convention
include the United States and Canada, and all major European

For furtlrer discussion, see Stanley B. Weeks, 'l,aw and Order at Sea: Pacific
Cooperation in Dealing with Piracy, Drugs, and Illegal Migration' in Sam
Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds), Calning tlrc Waters: Initiatftrcs for Asia Pacifc
Mnritinrc Cooperation. Canberra Papers on Shategy and Defence No. 114
(Strategic and Defence Srudies Centre, Aushalian National University,
Canberra,l 996), p p.43 -56.
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countries, but only Australia, China, and fapan in the Asia-Pacific
region. Clearly, regional cooperation in law and order at sea would
benefit by greater adherence of regional countries to this basic

international convention.

Piracy has been an increasing problem in recent years,

particularly in the Asia-Pacific region, where both the frequency and
violence of organised acts of piracy have increased. Under
international law (Article 101 of the 1982 UN Law of the Sea

Convention), piracy is defined as illegal acts of violence or detention
committed for private ends on the high seas (outside the 12-mile limit
of territorial waters). But the broader definition of piracy of the

International Maritime Bureau (IMB) of the International Chamber of
Commerce, which includes such acts in territorial seas or even in
ports, is more relevant to most Asian piracy, which generally occurs in
ports, territorial seas, or archipelagic waters.T Over haU of the 229

global piracy incidents in1997 and the 198 incidents in 1998 occurred
in the Asia-Pacific region, with Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines,
India, and Sri Lanka having the most incidents. Most regional piracy
incidents are still'sea robbery' at anchor, but actual seizures of ships
and cargo have been increasing (15 ships hijacked in 1998), and
attacks have been increasingly violent (67 sailors killed, 35 injured in
1998).8 However, there have also been positive trends in cooperation
to counter piracy in the Asia-Pacific region. ln 1992, agreements

between Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia on coordinated patrols
and anti-piracy cooperation drastically reduced piracy incidents in the
Malacca Strait/Phillip Channel. In October 1992, the IMB established
the Piracy Reporting Centre in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, as a free 2L
hour information centre to alert ships and law enforcement agencies,

issue regular marine broadcast piracy status reports, and maintain
records on piracy. In 1993, discussions between PRC and Japanese
coast guard agencies, and unilateral naval patrols by Russia, halted a

See Stanley B. Weeks, 'Piracy in East Asia: Trends and Counter-Measures'
and Russ SwinnertorL'Piracy in East Asia', both in Mohamed Jawhar Hassan
(ed.), A Pacifc Peace: lssues and Respon*s (ISIS Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur,
1998),pp389420.
ICC Intemational Maritime Bureau (IMB), Piraql and Armed Robbery against

Ships: A Special Report (lMB, rev. edn March 1998); and ICC IMB fact sheet on
1998 Annual Report on Piracy.
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trend toward increased piracy in the East China Sea. Although
national law enforcement action in ports and territorial waters
continues to be the best measure to combat piracy in this region,
several other actions might contribute to effective regional
cooperation against piracy: wider adherence to the Rome Convention,
use of the Piracy Reporting Centre, increased operational cooperation
by neighbouring coastal states (perhaps including joint patrols), and
including piracy considerations in the existing criminal information
exchange database of ASEANPOL (Conference of ASEAN Police
Chiefs), and in Tokyo MOU on Port State Control inspections.

Beycnd piracy, transnational crime at sea - including illegal
drugs, smuggling, and illegal migration - are of increasing concern in
a globalised, modernised, and increasingly urbanised Asia-Pacific
region. Almost all illegal drugs intercepts/arrests of drug traffickers
are in ports or territorial waters, and most regional cooperation is
closely held, bilateral, and between law enforcement agencies.
Smuggling continues to be a major problem in regional waters, with
scope for increased cooperation by customs and law enforcement
agencies. Illegal migration, intensified in times of economic
downturn, poses particular problems for national maritime authorities
and requires closer cooperation with neighbouring states. In dealing
with transnational crime at sea, there are several areas of potential
initiative. The United States Coast Guard has developed a Model
Maritime Service Code which might assist some regional nations in
improving their own legislative and operational framework for
maritime enforcement in law and order as well as marine safety and
environmental areas. More region-wide information sharing on
maritime smuggling and drug trafficking is needed, and could build
on existing ASEANPOL cross-border criminal information exchange
databases. Unofficial regional cooperation in CSCAP, which has
international working groups on both maritime cooperation and
transnational crime, might jointly develop specific recommendations
on cooperation in law and order at sea issues for future official
consideration.

A final area of concern to maritime law and order (and to the
marine environment) is illegal fishing. Fishing disputes complicate
relations throughout the Asia-Pacific region, but several recent
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initiatives have the potential to improve regional fisheries law
enforcement. The South Pacific subregion provides a model, with the
Forum Fisheries Agency (1979), and the Niue Treaty on Fisheries

Surveillance and Law Enforcement in the South Pacific (1993)

providing regional island states a framework for cooperation in
managing regional fisheries, for regional technical assistance by other
nations and international organisations, and for cooperative fisheries

enforcement.e In the Southeast Asia subregion, the 1997 Vietnam-
Thailand Agreement on the Gulf of Thailand maritime boundary not
only was the first Southeast Asian agreement delineating exclusive
economic zones since the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea

entered into effect in November 1994, but also included a related
agreement which might be a model for bilateral fisheries enforcement
cooperation. This agreement provides for joint patrols to prevent
fisheries violations, establishes contact points for exchange of
information of potential violations, establishes a joint Programme to
provide information to fishermen on laws and regulations, and
promotes business cooperation in fisheries industries as a confidence-

building measure.l0 More recently, in late 1998 Japan and the ROK,

and Japan and Russia concluded bilateral fisheries agreements. The

US Coast Guard has an active programme of cooperation with other
regional nations, including China, to support the UN prohibition on
large-scale high seas drifbretting, and is also helping to develop a

regional organisation to implement the UN agreement on

conservation and management of highly migratory species. A final
indication of recent progress in regional cooperation in fisheries is the
recent APEC Oceans Conference declaration, including agreement on
enhanced cooperation and data sharing, and a comprehensive vessel

regrstry.

Grant Hewisory 'South Pacific' in Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds),

Regional Maritime Management and Secui$, Canberra Papers on Shategy and
Defence No.124 (Shateglc and Defence Studies Centre, Aushalian National
University, Canberra, 1998), pp.105-16.
Nguyen Hong Thao, 'Vietnam and Thailand Seftle Maritime Dsputes in the

Gulf of Thailand' , MIMA Bulletin, No.2, 1998.
10
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Marine Environment
The geography of the Asia-Pacific region, with a series of critical

shaits and semi-enclosed seas stretching from Southeast Asia to
Northeast Asia, as well as high dependence on the seas as a source of
food and energy, makes the safeguarding of the marine environment
a particular necessity. Cooperation on marine environment is
moreover required by the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.

Article 123 requires states bordering enclosed or semi-enclosed seas to
cooperate in the exercise of rights and performance of duties, Article
192 obligates states to protect the marine environment, and Article 61

requires the conservation of living resources in the EEZ. Similar
commitments on the protection of oceans are contained in Chapter 17
of the United Nations' Agenda 21. However, significant challenges to
regional cooperation on the marine environment are posed by the
large number of sovereign nations involved, many with undefined
and/or overlapping claims to boundaries, island territories, and
exclusive economic zones. Additionally, there is a need for national
and regional technical capacity building and training, and for
common regional marine information and databases. Cooperation is
further complicated by the redundancy and overlap of many
organisations (global, regional, subregional, and national) dealing
with various aspects of the marine environment. Despite these
complications, a robust (if largely uncoordinated) web of regional
cooperation already exists, as will be seen in the survey below of key
IMO conventions affecting the marine environment, current
cooperation in the Southeast Asia, Northwest Asia, and South Pacific
subregions, and a variety of other regional marine environment
initiatives.

The IMO has several major conventions designed to protect the
marine environment from pollution by shipping and dumping of
waste. Of the IMO conventions summarised in Table 1..2, a majorlty
are dedicated to prevention of oil pollution, particularly Annex I and
II of the MARPOL 73/78 International Convention for the Prevention
of Pollution from Ships. Closely related are other conventions to deal
with the consequences of any oil pollution that does occur, such as the
1990 International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness,
Response, and Cooperation, and various conventions on liability and
damages. Other Annexes of MARPOL 73/78 establish strict rules to
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minimise pollution by packaged substances, sewage, and garbage

from ships. The 7972 London Convention restricts dumping at sea,

particularly of hazardous wastes. Finally, a convention is under
development to establish standards for dumping of ship's ballast

water to control global transfers of harmful non-native organisms in
this water.11 As Table 1.2 indicates, the limited overall adherence of
Asia-Pacific nations to these key IMO conventions on the marine
environment leaves much room for improvement (which would
contribute to regional maritime cooperation).

Table 'j...2: Marine Environment - Key IMO Environmental
Conventions

Resolution A. 858(20), 'Guidelines for the Control and Management of Ships'

Ballast Water to Minimize the Transfer of Harmful Aquatic Organisms and
Pathogens', IMO Publication No.661E, 1998. Also, see 'Non-Native Sea Life
Ride Ships to New Habitat, Wreak Havoc', Washington Times,31. January 1999.

Convention Status of ARF Nations'
Ratification

r Internabional Convention on
Civil Liability for Oil Pollution
Damage 1969 (CLC)

- 1992 Protocol

- All (Less Australia, Japan, Laos,
Mongolia, Myanmar, Philippines,
ROK, Thailand, US, Vietnam)
- Australia, Canada, Japan, New
Zealand, Philippines, ROK,
SinsaDore

o International Convention on
the Establishment of an
International Fund for
Compensation for Oil
Pollution Damage 1971
(FUND)

- 1992 Protocol

- All (Less Australia, Cambodia,
China, Japan, Laos, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Philippines, ROK,
Singapore, Thailand, US, Vietnam)
- Australia, Canada, Japan, New
Zealand, Philippines, ROK,
Sinqapore

r International Convention on
Liabiliry and Compensation for
Damage in Connection with
the Carriage of Hazardous and
Noxious Substances by Sea

1996 (HNS)

- None
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Turning to a survey of current marine environment cooperation
in the principal subregions of the Asia-Pacific, in Northeast Asia most
of the cooperation has been in the area of marine scientific research
and monitoring. Perhaps the major initiative has been the Northwest
Pacific Region Action Plan (NOWPAP) of the Regional Seas

o Control and Management of
Ballast Water to Prevent
Introduction of Non-
Indigenous Species

- New Annex VII to MARPOL to be
drafted in 2000

o Internafional Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships 1973 and 1,978

Protocol (MARPOL 73/78)
(Annex I/ll) (Oil and
Noxious Liquids)

- Annex III (Packaged
substances)

- Annex IV (Sewage)
- Annex V (Garbaee)

- AII (Less Laos, Mongolia, New
Zealand, Philippines, Thailand)

- AII (Less Brunei, Canada, India,
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia,
Myanmar, New Zealand, Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam)
- Cambodia, Japan, PNG, Russia
- Australia, Cambodia, China, ]apan,
Malaysia, PNG, ROK, Russia, US

r Convention on the Prevention
of Marine Pollution by
Dumping of Wastes and
Other Matter 1972 (LONDON
coNVENTION)

- 1996 Protocol (Replaces 1972
Convention)

- All (Less Brunei, Cambodia, India,
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia,
Myanmar, Singapore, Thailand,
Vietnam)

- None

o International Convention
Relating to Interventions on
the High Seas in Cases of Oil
Pollution Casualties 1969

0NTERVENTTON 69)
- "1973 Protocol (Substances
other than oil)

- Australia, China, Japan, New
Zealand, PNG, Russia, US

- Australia, China, Russia, US

r International Convention on
Oil Pollution Preparedness,
Response, and Cooperation
1990 (OPRC)

- Australia, Canada, China, India,
Japan, Malaysia, US
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Programme of the UN Environmental Programme (UNEP).

objectives of NowPAP include monitoring and assessing the state of
the regional marine environment, creating an information base,

integrating coastal area planning, and establishing a cooperative legal

framework.l2 This subregional programme is overlapped and

complemented by various other regional initiatives. The 19-nation
Working Group for the Western Pacific (WESTPAC), headquartered
in Bangkok, was established rn 1977 by UNESCO to plan and
coordinate multilateral ocean science Programmes of the International
Oceanographic Commission (IOC). The UN Development

Programme/General Environmental Fund/IMO (UNDP/GEF/IMO)
Regional Programme on Prevention and Management of Marine
Pollution in East Asian Seas includes Japan, the Koreas, and the PRC,

as well as ASEAN nations. The North Pacific Marine Science

Organisation, PICES, focuses on marine pollution and impacts

monitoring. There are also various bilateral cooperation projects, such

as the PRC/ROK Action Plan for Monitoring and Protection of the

Yellow sea Large Marine Ecosystem, which has received world Bank

assistance.

In the Southeast Asia subregion, marine environment
cooperation has focused on the UNDP/GEF/IMO Regional

Programme on the Prevention and Management of Pollution in the

East Asian Seas. This programme received $8 million in UN GEF

funding in the 1994-9 period, and plans a larger programme in the

next five years, and until 1997 also received UNDP funding. The

programme is executed by the IMO, with a project office in Manila,

and has the goal of helping regional nations prevent and manage

marine pollution through technical assistance and monitoring and

regional capacity building and coordination. The programme

currently has three demonstration projects - in the PRC, the

Philippines, and the Malacca Strait.13 The Coordinating Body on the

1,2 UNEP Document, 'Action Plan for the Protectiory Management and

Development of the Marine and Coastal Environment of the Northwest

Pacific Region (NOWPAP)'.
13 For details, see IMO, 'On Course for Cleaner Oceans: IMO Technical

Assistance Services for the Protection of the Marine Environment', March

1997; and'Regional Programme for the Prevention and Management of

Marine Pollution in the East Asian Seas', 1997.
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Seas of East Asia (COBSEA) serves
coordinate the UNEP Regional Seas

scientific research projects.

as the UNEP's focal point to
Programme with other marine

In the South Pacific subregion, the UNEP's Regional Seas
Programme works through the South Pacific Regional Environmental
Programme (SPREP), with a regional secretariat in Apia, Samoa, and
funding from the GEF/UNDP, through the IMO.Ia SPREP members
include 14 island states, 8 island territories, plus Australia, France,
New Zealand, the United States. SPREP has prepared the Pacific
Ocean Pollution Prevention Programme (PACPOL), a five-year (1999-
2004) programme focused on ship-based pollution in the Pacific
islands.rs A host of other initiatives have the objective of cooperation
for resource conservation in the South Pacific. These initiatives
include the work of the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA),
the Canadian-financed Western Pacific Fisheries Consultative
Commission (WPFCC), the Wellington Convention for the Prohibition
of Fishing with Long Driftnets in the South Pacific (which stimulated
the subsequent UN global ban on high seas driftnet fishing), the 1991
Naura Agreement concerning Cooperation in the Management of
Fisheries of Common Interest, a regional register for fishing vessels,
and the 1987 US Multilateral Fisheries Treaty. In many ways, the
South Pacific subregion is a model of both wide regional cooperation
in marine environment issues and of the complex, varied and often
overlapping network of initiatives and organisations involved.

Other significant initiatives for marine environment cooperation
in the Asia-Pacific region include the ASEAN '1997 Plan of Action in
Transportation's project on transboundary shipping pollution, which
advocates accession to and implementation of IMO conventions, and
lists areas of possible cooperation. ASEAN has also developed an Oil
Spill Contingency Plan with private companies. The multinational
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) organisation has a
Working Group on Marine Resource Conservation (MRC) and has
developed an Action Plan for Sustainability of the Marine

1.4

lf,

Hewisorr,'South Pacific'.
'PACPOL: An Initiative. to Address Maritime Pollution in the Pacific Islands
Region (Draft)', SPREP, May 1998.
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Environment (approved by APEC ministers in June 1997), with the

objectives of integrating approaches to coastal management,

preventing and controlling marine pollution, and ensuring sustainable

ttrunug"*".t of marine resources; to be accomplished through
research, exchanges of inforrnation, technology, and expertise,

capacity building and training, including private-sector participation.

The APEC MRC Working Group also has several ongoing projects

and workshops to support this broader programme. A unique

organisation in Southeast Asia, the Southeast Asian Programme in
Ocean Law, Policy and Management (SEAPOL), headquartered in

Bangkok since its origin in 1981, with Canadian support conducts

workshops to help states comply with international maritime
obligations. It also commissions studies and plans for marine

environment management in the Gulf of Thailand and has recently

begun an initiative to establish a network of marine affairs institutions
from throughout the broader Asia-Pacific region' The Maritime
Institute of Malaysia (MIMA) in Kuala Lumpur, and the Centre for

Maritime Policy at the university of wollongong in Australia have

become active focal points for fostering regional maritime cooperation

through education, research, conferences and workshops' Finally, but
by no means least, the Indonesian-sponsored Workshops on the South

China Sea have included meetings on the marine environment.

CSCAP Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation
The unofficial track-two Council for Security Cooperation in the

Asia Pacific (CSCAP) has, since its beginning n 1994, established a

Maritime Cooperation Working Group where representatives from
regional nations meet at least once a year to develop ideas for regional
maritime cooperation. In late 1998, after three years of working grouP

efforts, the co-chairs of CSCAP forwarded to the official ASEAN
Regional Forum (ARF) chairman, as CSCAP Memorandum No' 4, the

Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation. These guidelines are

designed to be a general'set of fundamental, non-binding principles
to guide regional maritime cooperation...'.16 In addition to
recognising the general confidence-building benefits of naval

CSCAP Memorandum No. 4,'Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation',

December 1997. Also included as Annex in Bateman and Bates (eds), Regional

Maritime Management and Secarity.

1,6
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cooperabion, the guidelines support regional maritime cooperation in:
maritime safety (Articles 13-15) and search and rescue (Articles 22,
23), marine resources (Articles 24, 25), marine scientific research
(Articles 26, 24, technical cooperation and capacity building (Article
28), and training and education (Article 29).

As our earlier review showed, maritime issues are of major
importance in the Asia-Pacific region, and so is cooperation to address
these issues. The Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation
constifute an important confidence-building measure for
comprehensive regional security. They also may help in developing
an integrated and stable ocean management regime for the region.
Perhaps most importantly, the guidelines lay the basis for further
development of regional cooperative initiatives in each of the various
maritime issue areas addressed.

Conclusion
This overview of existing maritime cooperation arrangements

and support by countries in the Asia-Pacific region suggests that
levels of cooperation vary depending on the issue area. In maritime
safety, most regional nations adhere to the key IMO conventions.
There is potential for increased regional cooperation in port state
control, search and rescue, maritime disaster relief, and maritime
safety haining. In the area of law and order at sea, the IMO's Rome
Convention needs more regional support, and there is potential for
increased cooperation in countering piracy, drugs, smuggling, and
illegal migration. In the area of marine environment, regional nations'
adherence to key IMO anti-pollution conventions is at best mixed.
With various activities and initiatives underway in each subregion,
there is a need for more focused regionwide coordination and
technical cooperation. The CSCAP Guidelines for Regional Maritime
Cooperation establish general agreed principles of regional maritime
cooperation in the various maritime issue areas and luy the
groundwork for further work to advance this cooperation in the
region.
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MIMA MARITIME CONFIDENCE-BUILDING
MEASURES

f.N. Mak

Background
The question of maritime confidence-building measures (CBMs)

in the Asia-Pacific region has been much discussed at both the official
and track-two levels in recent years. Aware of the critical importance of
maritime affairs in the regional security equation, regional experts have
identified maritime CBMs as a priority for consideration.

However, though much useful effort has been expended in the
Asia-Pacific region to explore maritime CBMs in conceptual and
political terms, relatively little has been done in the region on how such
CBMs operate at the working level. Clearly, a need exists to hold
working-level meetings at which regional naval officers can develop an
expertise with the operational aspects of maritime CBMs, and examine
how they might be relevant to their own unique maritime situations.

Two issues or projects were initially identified: the role of
INCSEA/or INCSEA-like'agreements' in naritime confidence-building;
and enhancing the effectiveness of resource protection. The strategy
was to start with national workshops before holding a series of bilateral
meetings with Malaysia's neighbours, ending in a multilateral
workshop. The workshop approach was emphasised because it was felt
that this format was the best way to deal with substantive issues.

INCSEA: The Concept
Many different maritime CBM ideas have been discussed in the

region. One of the most commonly raised ideas is the concept known as
'prevention of incidents at sea' or INCSEA arrangements. INCSEA
provisions exist between several navies on a bilateral level, and one
example of a multilateral INCSEA has recently been developed in the
Middle East.
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In order to contribute to the discussion of maritime security and
confidence building in the region, and in an effort to stimulate dialogue
between regional naval officers and hopefully put in place an INCSEA
agreement in the region in the medium term, MIMA and SIPRI, in
cooperation with the Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN), decided to hold an
initial series of workshops on the operation of INCSEA arrangements.

The objective of these workshops is to demorutrate that INCSEA
is a straighfforward and useful maritime CBM, which is non-political in
its operations. Naval officers who have had no practical experience
with maritime CBMs may be concerned that such arrangemenb may
infringe on their freedom of operatiory or perhaps be the'slippery slope'
to arms control agreements they coruider undesirable.

The SIPRI-MIMA workshops seek to demorutrate that INCSEA is
little more than mutually agreed naval supplements to the existing
Collision Avoidance Regulations, the lnternational Code of Signals and
the common practice of good seamanship and does not represent a
threat to the freedom of naval action. Indeed, arrangements like
INCSEA can be invaluable in enhancing safety, resolving confusion and
contributing to stability by ensuring that intentions are clearly
understood.

The first INCSEA workshop (13-15 October 1997), in which the
utility of the concept was intensively debated, largely involved the
RMN. Syndicate simulation exercises and discussions were also held.
The participants in the first workshop felt that there was utility for a
modified INCSEA-like agreement for the region, be it known as a
SAFESEA agreement or something else. Thus, it was decided to hold a
bilateral workshop with the Indonesian Navy, since it was recognised
that both the Indonesian Navy and the RMN operated in areas of
potential teruion involving both countries.



Maraysia-rndonesiaK"::;'':::::::"#:::::::":
Buildingl

This Malaysia-Indonesia workshop on regional maritirne
confidence building took place at MIMA from27 to 28 July 1998. It was
attended by nine officers of the Royal Malaysian Navy, eleven from
other Malaysian maritime departments and by seven officers from the
Indonesian Nury. The Indonesian delegation was led by Rear Admiral
TNI Yoost Frederieck Mengko. The Malaysian delegation was led by
Rear Admiral Datuk Mohd HussinbinTamby.

The focus of the discussions was on whether and how a regional
variant of the Prevention of Incidents at Sea (INCSEA) agreement might
be beneficial to the two navies and to the cause of broader regional
maritime safety. It was agreed that the idea deserves greater study by
the two navies and that such an agreement might well be of benefit to
their operations. It was also agreed that the idea should be studied
further from the point of view of its application to other maritime
relationships in the region. However, both sides strongly agreed that
the basic INCSEA model is not relevant to this region for a number of
operational and political reasons. The primary one is that the INCSEA
concept as it has developed in other regions is based on a Cold War
notion of adversarial relations between two navies which is entirely
inappropriate to this region. Any agreement which may be reached in
this region will have to take account of its unique operational and
political environment.

The workshop was an academic session. All participants took
part in their private capacities and all statements were off the record and
unofficial. The workshop was opened by Rear Admiral Dato' Abu
Bakar bin Abdul Jamal, Deputy Chief of Navy, RMN. In his opening
remarks, Admiral |amal stressed the excellent relations which exist
between the Malaysian and Indonesian navies and the determination of

This report was prepared by the workshop facilitators (Mr J.N. Mak of MIMA,
Mr David Griffiths of Canada and Dr Peter Jones of Canada). It does not
represent an official document or record of the proceedings and is intended
purely to provide an informal review of the discussions. The workshop
facilitators are solely responsible for the contents of this report. Financial
support for the workshop was provided by MIMA and the Canadian
Department of Foreign Affairs and Intemational Trade.
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the two sides to improve and strengthen these. This workshoP was
being conducted in that spirit. He then spoke of the concerru which do
exist in the region (such as competing maritime boundary claims
between some nations, competing claims over resources, environmental
concerns and piracy issues). Admiral Jamal said that all nations in the
region need to intensify their already excellent record of consultation
and cooperation if they are to meet these challenges while preserving
their relations. It is in this context that the idea of maritime confidence
building is timely and Admiral famal suggested that the two sides

should explore these concepts with a view to adapting such ideas to the

unique situation in the region. He concluded by pledging that the RMN
is determined to do everything it can to ensure that the close relations

between itself and the lndonesian Navy are shengthened to the benefit
of both sides.

The workshop then heard presentations by both navies on their
perceptions of the regional maritime situation. Both sides agreed that
their relationship is excellent and is characterised by close cooperation

and a shong desire to work together for the mutual benefit of their two
counhies. They agreed that those few differences which exist between
them must and will be resolved by dialogue in the traditions of the
region. Turning to the wider regional situation, concerns were
expressed that such problems as puaq, pollution, over-fishing,
competing maritime boundary claims and others were placing strains
on the regiorLs maritime security. Both sides agreed that it was in this
context that maritime confidence-building measures may play a role in
helping to ensure that misperceptions are avoided and that safety and
cooperation between govemment vessels is enhanced.

The workshop then reviewed the history of the INCSEA concept.

It was pointed out that the concept arose from the Cold War competition
at sea between the United States and (then) Soviet navies. INCSEA is

not intended to be complex or intrusive, or to develop new maritime
laws or practices. lnstead, INCSEA is a very simple set of operational
guidelines which are intended to remove ambiguities and provide
commanders at sea with a clear set of instructions as to how they should
operate when in proximify to each other's vessels so as to ensure that
unintended incidents are avoided. The INCSEA model also provides
for regular consultations between the two navies involved to ensure that
the agreement is being properly adhered to. It was pointed out that
these consultations have become a catalyst for a deeper exchange of
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views between the navies involved. It was further pointed out that one

of the keys to the success of the INCSEA model has been that it
emphasises a navy-to-navy approach which concenhates on the issue of
safety and leaves wider political issues for others to decide. A standard
INCSEA agreement was then reviewed (in this case, the Canada-Russia
INCSEA agreement) and a brief simulation was played out by the
workshop participants to demonstrate the basic concepts.

In subsequent discussions it was agreed that the INCSEA concept

has been remarkably successful in achieving ib limited aims and has

dramatically improved maritime security for all of those nations which
have signed such agreements. It was also noted that the key to success

has been to clearly identify exactly what the aims are and to keep them
limited to purely operational matters. The participants could see

benefits in the application of such a concept to their relationship. At the

same time, both the Malaysian and Indonesian participants expressed

the view that such an agreement is not relevant to them in its present
form for three reasoru: first, the agreements assume a competitive
relationship between the two navies which does not exist in this case;

second, the agreements assume that the two navies participating do not
already have close operational relations which is not the case in this
region; and finally, the existing agreements are limited to navies only
and to events which take place on the high seas.

The final point is critical, in that the participants agreed that many
of the issues which arise in this region do so in territorial waters. In
some cases, these are waters claimed by more than one side' Moreover,
it is not just naval vessels which are sometimes involved in these cases,

but also other governments vessels, such as coast guard, maritime
police, fisheries patrol vessels and so forth. The two sides agreed that if
an arr,rngement such as this is to be useful in this region, it should apply
to all government vessels and provide guidance as to their conduct
wherever they should meet. In particular, it was noted that a substantial
set of standard operating procedures (SOPs) already exists which
governs relations between the two navies when they are conducting
joint patrols and exercises. However, these SOPs may be too extensive
to provide ready guidance to operational commanders when ships meet
in unplanned circumstances. In these circumstances, a set of clear

guidelines may well be useful as an addendum to the SOPs.
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The history of efforts to develop INCSEA-type arr.rngements in
other regional contexts was then reviewed. It was pointed out that these
efforts have succeeded where there was a clear operational aim and a

desire to focus on safety. Attempts to develop such arrangemenb for
primarily political aims and to inhoduce issues beyond the purely
operational safety aspecb had failed. In particular, the experience of
other regions seems to indicate that attempb to use this concept for the
purposes of making political points with respect to wider legal or
political issues, or to introduce operational constraints on regional or
outside navies, were not likely to succeed.

The workshop then reviewed a new concept for this region. It is
called SAFESEA (or safety at sea arrangement) and is intended to adapt
the INCSEA concept to the political and operational realities of this
region. The key points of this concept were:

o that it would seek to provide a set of clear operational guidelines
for commanders of government vessels meeting in unplanned
circumstances wherever they might meef

r that safety should be the sole objective and that wider political
questions should be left outside the parameters of the
arrangemenf

o that the arrangement should assume that all will comply in good
faith and be framed in that spiri! and

o that a formal, treaty-like approach should be avoided.

The remainder of the workshop was devoted to a freewheeling
discussion of the possibilities for such an arr;rngement. The discussion
was framed around four basic questions: what might be the political
framework within which such an arr,rngement might be developed?;
what might the core provisions of such an arrangement be?; what might
the modalities of negotiation and implementation be?; and what might
the title of any such document be?

Political Frameu)ork
It was agreed that the two navies already have a relationship

which would allow them to work on such an arrangement within their
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mandate from higher political authorities to develop a supplement to
the already existing SOPs, so long as the objective would be limited to
an effort to enhance operational safety. The question of whether this
should be a purely bilateral arrangemenf or whether efforb should be
made to develop a multilateral approach, was raised. It was widely
agreed that the idea is relevant beyond the Malaysia-Indonesia
relationship and should be explored with other navies. However, it was
felt by many that the two nations involved in this workshop should
begin to discuss the issue between themselves and that others might
wish to benefit from their experience. In other words, the initial
approach should be bilateral, with the prospect of extension to others as

and when the situation was appropriate. This extension could take
many forms, and the needs of the moment would dictate which was
best. It was also generally agreed that discussions could begin on a
navy-to-navy basis and extend to other government departrnents when
appropriate.

Core Proaisiotrs
It was agreed that the core provisions of the existing INCSEA

model are a useful starting point and should be studied closely.
However, there was a strong sense that these core provisions would
have to be adapted and supplemented to make them appropriate for
this region. In particular, existing models all stress a list of 'don't's' for
commanders meeting at sea. It was felt that any Malaysia-Indonesia
model should also contain a list of 'do's' which would be intended to
build on the friendly relations between the two navies. One point made
by all participants was that emphasis should be laid on things which
commanders at sea should do upon meeting each other to create the
best atmosphere. All of these are related to the traditions of maritime
etiquette and the brotherhood of the sea. In this context, it was agreed
that a regional arrangement should begin by requiring commanders
meeting in unplanned circumstances to identify themselves and send
friendly greetings to each other.

Modalities of N egotiation and lntplementation
It was agreed that detailed discussions of this idea could only take

place on a navy-to-navy basis in an atmosphere of confidence and trust.
It was also agreed that implementation should take place within the
existing Malaysian-Indonesian naval relationship. As for the extension
of the idea, there was a strong belief that academic workshops such as
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this one would be useful in explaining the idea to other regional navies.

It was recommended that MIMA and the Canadian facilitators explore
the prospects for holding such workshops with other regional navies.

Title
It was agreed that any arrangement would have to have a title

which shessed the friendly haditions of the two navies and their desire

to enhance their relationship and to provide for operational safety at sea.

Conclusion
The workshop was judged by all participants to have been a

success in furthering the already excellent relations between the Royal

Malaysian Navy and the lndonesian Navy. It was also ageed that the

idea of an arrangement between the two navies to enhance operational
safety at sea should be placed on the agenda of future bilateral contacts
between the two navies. Finally, it was agreed that MIMA and the
Canadian facilitators should explore opportunities for further academic
workshops such as this one ur the region for the PurPose of acquainting
other regional navies with the idea. Thus, it is planned that MIMA will
hold a series of bilateral workshops n 1999 and the year 2000, with a

multilateral workshop in the year 2000 as well.
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PROSPECTS FOR MULTILATERAL MARITIME REGIME
BUITDING IN ASIA1

Mark ]. Valencia

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea came into
effect on 16 November 1,994, one year after the last of the requisite 60
signatories ratified it.2 The convention changed considerably the rules
of international law relating to the boundaries of the continental shelf
and to movement through international straits and archipelagoes; it
created the 200-nautical-mile exclusive economic zone and developed
new principles relating to scientific research and the protection of the
marine environment. Its plethora of rights and responsibilities in the
ocean is now international Iaw for those nations which have ratified it,
including, in Asia, all except North Korea. And regardless of whether
or not a state has ratified the treaty, many of its provisions have
arguably already become customary international law.

Among these provisions are the right to national jurisdiction
over resources and certain activities extending out to 200 nautical
miles from coastal baselines. Indeed, scientific and technological
advances have stimulated almost all coastal countries in Asia to claim
such exclusive economic zones. One consequence of this 'sea
enclosure' movement has been a recognition that global standards
and regimes may not adequately address the special circumstances
that distinguish the variety of national maritime needs and interests.
Thus the trend toward unilateralism in the seas has been partially
balanced by an incipient development of marine regionalism, when
groups of countries have perceived that some of their mutual needs
and interests based on physical geography, complementary uses, or
policy distinguish them from other countries and are best satisfied by

Tiris chapter is basecl on Mark J. Valencia, A Maritime Regime for NortbEast Asia
(Oxford University Press, Hong Kong,1996).
Congressional Record, Procacdings and Debates of tlrc '103d Congress, Second
Session, Vo1.140, No.86, 30 June 1994.
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a regional approach. This chapter attempts to assess the prospects for
regional maritime regime building in Asia and to set out the
conceptual basis and framework for the initiation and development of
such regimes.

The Growing Prominence of Maritime Issues in Asia
Maritime issues are rising to the forefront of Asian security

concerns.3 The Convention on the Law of the Sea has introduced new
uncertainties and conflict points into Asia, particularly in regard to
EEZ and continental shelf claims and boundaries. Many emerging
regional security concerns - such as piracy, pollution from oil spills,
safety of sea lines of communication, illegal fishing and exploitation of
others' offshore resources - are essentially maritime. The addressing
of issues like environmental protection, illegal activities at sea, and
resource management and protection necessitates acceptance of
broader responsibilities and different priorities by military authorities,
for both force structure development and their operations and
training.a These concerns, together with the requirements for defence
self-reliance and force modernisation, are reflected in the significant
maritime dimension of the current arms acquisition programmes in
the region - for example, the maritime surveillance and intelligence-
collection systems, multi-role fighter aircraft with maritime attack
capabilities, modern surface combatants, submarines, anti-ship
missiles, naval electronic warfare systems, and minewarfare
capabilities. Unfortunately, some of these new capabilities tend to be
more offensive, inflammatory and, in conllict sifuations, prone to
inadvertent escalation. It is increasingly recognised that regional
mechanisms must be instifuted to address these maritime issues.
Such mechanisms can in turn contribute to tactical learning - in which
the behaviour of states towards cooperation is changed - and

Desmond Ball,'A New Era in Confidence Building: The Second-Track Process
in the Asia-Pacific Region', Secarity Dialogue, Vol.25, No.2, 1994, p|1,64.

]ack McCaffrie and Sam Bateman, Maritime Confidence and Security Building
Measures in Asia-Pacific: Challenges, Prospects and Policy Implications, paper
presented to the first meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on Maritime
Cooperatiory Kuala Lumpur, June 195, pp.1,5, 11.
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eventually to complex learning in which values and beliefs about
reaching goals through cooperation are changed.s

The growing acceptance of the notion of comprehensive security
is a positive development for maritime regime building.
Comprehensive security implies that security should and can be
achieved through a web of interdependence including cooperation in
economic development and scientific research and a general
enhancement of human interactions. In this perspective, military
might alone does not define security nor generate long-term peace.
Indeed, the failure to comply with basic standards of good
neighbourliness, for example not preventing or not notifying
neighbours about transnational pollution, or not carrying out
transboundary environmental clean-up and impact assessments, can
cause significant tension. The concept of 'comprehensive security' is
gaining currency among policy makers in the region, and in
Washington.6

East Asian specialists list similar maritime problem areas for
greater cooperation: piracy, smuggling, illegal immigration,
transnational oil spills, incidents at sea, search and rescue,
navigational safety, exchange of maritime information, illegal fishing,
and management of resources in areas of overlapping claims.T These

Richard Higgott,'Economic Cooperation: Theoretical Opportunities and
Political Constraints', TIrc Pacfic lTeuiezo, Yol.6, No.2, 1993, p.105; Vinod K.
Aggarwal, 'Building Intemational Institutions in Asia-Pacific', Asian Suruey,
Vol.33, No.11, November 1993, pp.1.02942.
Robert W. Bamett, Beyond War: lnpan's Concept of Conrprelrcnsiue National
Security (Pergamon Brassey's, Washington DC, 1984); John l-ancaster and
Barton Gellman, 'National Security Strategy Paper Arouses Pentagon, State
Department Debate', Waslingtott Post, 3 March 7994, p.A-14.
David I. Hitchcock Jr, 'East Asia's New Security Agenda', Tle Waslington
Quarterly, Vol.17, No.1, lVinter 1994, pp.95, 96, 103; Paik Jin-Hyun,
Sfrengthening Maritime Securi$ in Northeast Asia, paper presented to the 8th

Asia-Pacific Roundtable on Confidence Building and Conflict Reduction in the
Pacifig Institute for Strategic and International Studies, Kuala Lumpur, 5-8 June
1,994, pp."l-'17; Stanley B. Weeks, Law and Order at Sea: Pacific Cooperation in
Dealing with Piracy, Drugs, and Illegal Migration, paper presented to the first
meeting of the CSCAP Working Group on Maritime Cooperahion, Kuala
Lumpur, June 1995, pp.7-75; and Charles A. Meconis and Stanley B. Weeks,
'Cooperative Marihme Securi$ in the Asia-Pacific Region: A Shategic Arms
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issues are all maritime safety problems of a civil as opposed to a
military nature. Proposals for maritime cooperation can be formulated

againsi no single adversary but rather against common problems of

..i-", human depredation, pollution and natural disaster. Progress

on the harder issues may well depend on successful development of a

softer, essentially civil, maritime safety regime. Indeed, successful

cooperation in the marine realm can build the confidence necessary

for initiatives in other spheres, and for the jump from tactical to

complex learning.

Arguably, the most significant of the current proposed maritime

confidenie- and security-building measures is the concept of regional

oceans management.s There has been considerable Progress in this

regard in the Pacific, particularly for environmental protection

(spREP) and fisheries (FFA). In Southeast Asia, although numerous

organisations have been proposed or established for this purPose,

most progress in ocean management has tended to be bilateral rather

than multilateral. Managing Northeast Asian seas will be especially

complicated because they are surrounded by several countries that

share the same historical and cultural background, but differ in
internal political systems, external economic alignments, and levels of

economic development. Indeed, relations among the states bordering

these marine regions have been tenuous or even estranged' For the

past half-century, the political environment in the region has inhibited

Control Assessment Report' (lnstitute for clobal security studies, seattle, July
7995, pp.75-8o.
For bickground and specific proposals for cooperation in a variety of maritirne

sectors, see Joseph R. Morgan and Mark J. Valencia (eds), Atlas for Marine Policy

in East Asian Seas (University of California Press, Berkeley,1992), p"l'52; Mark J'

Valencia (ed.,\, International Conference on the Sea of Japan, Occasional Papers of

the East-west Environment and Policy Institute No.3 (EasFWest Centel,

Honolulu, 1989), p'1,65; Mark J. Valencia, 'Sea of fapan: Transnational Marine

Resource Issues and Possible Cooperative Responses', Maine Policy, Yol.lL,

No.6, L990, pp.507-25; Mark J. Valencia, 'Northeast Asian Perspectives on the

security-enhancing Role of CBMs' in Disamnment: Confdence and searity-
Building Measurei in Asia (Department for Disarmament Affairs, United

Nationi, New York, 199f,), pp.1'2-1'8; Mark J. Valencia, 'The Yellow Sea:

Transnational Marine Resource Management Issues', Maine Policy, Yol.12'

No.4, 1988, pp.382-95.
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multilateral ocean management programmes. But now - for the first
time in two generations - Northeast Asia has an opporfunity for
lasting peace. And the muting of the Cold War, the concomitant
warming of relations in most of the region, the extension of maritime
jurisdiction, and the coming into the force of the Law of the Sea

Conventione provide a narrow window of opportunity to forge a new
order for regional seas before resurgent nationalism further
complicates these issues. Needed now is a process - or first, a

framework and a blueprint - for developing multilateral regional
marine policy regimes.

Regime Theory and Maritime Regime Building
In order to assess the prospects for maritime regime formation

in Asia, we must first examine the general principles, definitions,
context and demand for regimes.

Cooperation is a process which governments enter because they
believe that the policies of their partners can facilitate realisation of
their own objectives through policy collaboration or coordination.lo
Although cooperation can develop on the basis of complementary
interests, it is more often viewed by policy makers as a means to other
objectives rather than an end in itself. Cooperation requires
adjustment of policies to meet the demands of others; it emerges from
a pattern of discord or potential discord such as exists in the marine
environment and fisheries sectors in Asia. Indeed, cooperation occurs
when actors adjust their behaviour to actual or anticipated preferences
of others, thus facilitating realisation of each other's objectives.
Cooperation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
fonnation of a regime.

What is a regime, what are its functions and why would
governments want to form and participate in one? Formally, regimes
are sets of implicit or explicit principles (beliefs of fact, causation and

Congressional Record, Proceediugs and Debates of tlrc 103'd Congress, Second
Session, Vo1.140, No.86, 30 June 1994; Stt'ven Greenhouse, 'US, after Negotiating
Changes, ls Sct to Sign Pact on Sea Mining', Netu York l'irues, 1.O March 1994,

p.A-13.
Robert Keohane, Aftcr Hcgcmony: Coopcrntiotr and Discorrl iu tlrc World Political
E co t r o t t t y (Princeton Unversity Press, Princeton, 7985), p.243.
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rectitude), norms (standards of behaviour defined in terms of rights

and obligations), rules (specific prescriptions or Proscriptions for

action), and decision-making procedures (prevailing practices for

making and implementing collective choice) around which actor

expectations converge.ll A more applied definition treats regimes as

multilateral agreements among states which aim to regulate national

actions within an issue area.12 Implicit in this definition is the

condition that regimes can define the range of permissible state action
by outlining explicit injunctions. This definition allows a sharp

distinction between the concept of regime, and that of cooperation;

regimes are subsets of 'cooperative behaviour and facilitate it - but

cooperation can exist without a regime' Regimes are also

distinguished from the broader concept of institutions, which arise

from the intersection of convergent expectations and patterns of
behaviour or practice.l3

Regimes are created to solve dilemmas of collective goods' The

optimal provision of international collective goods (a protected

environment, shared natural resources, collective security) can only be

assured if states eschew the independent decision making that would
otherwise make them 'free-riders' and would ultimately result in
either the sub-optimal provision or the non-provision of the collective

goods. Two different bases of regime formation are the dilemmas of

common interest and common aversion.la Regimes established to

deal with the dilemma of common interests require collaboration while
those created to solve the dilemma of common aversion require

coordination.ls Most issues of maritime management are dilemmas of
common interest and thus require collaboration.

Stephen D. Krasner, 'structural Causes and Regime Consequences: Regimes as

Intervening variables' in stephen D. Krasner (ed.), International Regimes (Comell

University Press, Ithaca, 1983); Robert O. Keohane, 'The Demand for
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A major function of international regimes is to facilitate the
making of mutually beneficial agreements among governments and
thus to avoid shucfural anarchy and a climate of 'each against all'.16
Specific agreements are usually neither random nor ad hoc but are
nested within more comprehensive agreements covering a plethora of
issues. This makes it easier to link issues and thus facilitates trade-
offs and side payments. Within these multi-layered systems,
international regimes facilitate the convergence of governments'
expectations. Thus regimes develop because states believe that such
arrangements will enable mutually beneficial agreements that would
otherwise be unattainable, and that the results of repetitive nd hoc joint
action would be worse or more costly than negotiation within the
context of a regime. Further, some agreements that would be
beneficial to all parties are not consummated and thus international
regimes can help correct this 'market failure'. For regimes to be
formed, there must be sufficient complementary or common interests
in agreements benefiting the essential members; clearly governments
that find their fundamental interests to be empathetically
interdependent will find it easier to form international regimes.

Regimes fill one or more of three critical needs: they establish a

clear legal framework with liability for actions; they improve the
quality and quantity of information available to states; and/or they
reduce transaction costs. They also provide a valuable mechanism for
formulating and presenting a united stand on issues uis-i-uis outside
actors. Regimes thus create the conditions for orderly multilateral
negotiations, legitimate and de-legitimate different tvpes of state
action, and facilitate linkages among issues. By clustering issues
together in the same forums over a period of time, they foster
continuous interactions between governments, thus reducing
incentives to cheat, raising the costs of defection and enhancing the
value of reputation. And the marginal cost of dealing with an
additional issue is less with a regime - which is one reason why
regimes often expand in scope.17

Stcin, 'Coorclination and Collaboration'; Keolrane, 'The Denrand for
Intemational Regimes'.

Ke.ohane, Aftc r Hegenony, pp.103-6.
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Indeed regimes alter the international environment so that

cooperation is more likely. By establishing mutually acceptable

standards of behaviour for states to follow and by providing ways to

monitor compliance, regimes create the basis for decentralised

enforcement based on the principle of reciprocity. 'Reciprocation' is

the golden rule - with a reward: it is the belief that if one helps

otheis, or at least fails to hurt them, they will reciprocate when the

tables are turned. Implicit in this formulation is that statespersons

should avoid maximising their interests in the short term for the sake

of expected long-run gain.la

Although it depends on the issue, there are several general

reasons why multilateralism can be preferable to bilateralism.

Development of a multilateral mechanism is organisationally cheaper

than a web of bilateral contacts.le And multilateral processes or

mechanisms can mute bilateral tensions and disputes. But for

management of the maritime environment and mobile resources

which are shared or claimed by several nations, multilateralism is not

only more efficient, it is politically and ecologically essential.

The Oigin of Regimes
Regimes originate through a combination of imposition,

spontaneous processes or negotiation. There are four main theories as

to why regimes develop and change - structural, functionalr $om€-
theoretic and cognitive.2o Each captures important features of reality
but none offers a satisfactory explanation for the full range of
observable phenomena. The shuctural theory of hegemonic stability
links regime creation and change to the existence of a dominant
power - in Northeast Asia, for example, this might be Japan or China -
and the weakening of regimes to the decline of a hegemon. In a
negative view, the hegemon provides coercive leadership, and

enforces regime rules with positive and negative sanctions. In a

positive mode, the hegemon is willing to originate and sustain a

Robert Jervis in Krasner, International Regimes, p.364.

Vinod Aggarwal,, Liberal Protectionisn: Tle lnternational Politics of Organized

Textile Trafu (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1985), p.28.

Stephan Haggard and Beth A. Simmons, 'Theories of Intemational Regimes',

International Organization, Vol.41, No'3, 1987, p.498; Young Resource Regimes'
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regime because it benefits from a well-ordered system, even if the
weaker nations'free-ride'. ]apan can be considered a hegemon in the
fisheries and marine science sectors, and instifutions that arise in these
sectors are likely to reflect its interests.

With the waning of American hegemony, leadership in the
region may become joint hegemonic (Japan and China) or alternafive
hegemonic.2l Or there may emerge a set of like-minded regional
policy makers with a common set of values committed to cooperation
(ASEAN). Commitment to a regime reduces the flexibility of
governments by limiting their ability to act in their narrow self-
interest. In this situation, it is important for small powers to make
their support for cooperative endeavours genuine and credible; that
is, to provide public goods and thus refute 'free-rider' implications.
Indeed small states can help provide the forum to mitigate major-
power conflict.

But international behaviour cannot be predicted or explained
solely by interests and the distribution of power - it must also be
understood within its functional context. Institutions determine the
patterns of cooperation. Although the form and content of regimes
will inevitably be strongly influenced by their most powerful
members pursuing their own interests, regimes can also affect
powerful state interests by altering state expectations and values.
Abstract plans for morally worthy international regimes which do not
consider the reality of seH-interest are not practical. But the critical
factor here is the state's definition of its self-interest. Although
realism must be a basis for analysis of cooperation and discord, it fails
to take into account that a state's definition of its interests depends not
only on national interest and the distribution of world power, but on
the quantity and quality of information and its access to it. Regimes
thus thin the 'veil of uncertainty', and reduce transaction costs,
facilitating inter-state agreements and their decentralised
enforcement.

The value of regimes lies not only in their service of the present
national interest but also in their potential contribution to the solution

Higgott,'Economic Cooperation', p.109
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of problems that cannot yet be precisely defined. Anticipation of

future use of regimes with the same countries to which they have

current commitments acts as an incentive to keep these commitments
even when it is difficult to do so. If a country violates regime norms

and rules, this may make it difficult to make self-beneficial

agreements in future. Thus maintaining unreshicted flexibility can be

more costly than entering and complying with regimes. This means

that the reatpolitik model of an autonomous, hierarchical state that
keeps its options open and its decision-making Processes closed is

contradicted by the value of a reputation for reliability and the need to

supply and receive high-quality information as a basis and incentive

for mutually beneficial agreements. For example, North Korea may

be slowly removing the obstacles to cooperation posed by its autarkic

behaviour.

Actors will make agreements on the basis of their expectations

of a nation's willingness and ability to keep its commitments. Indeed,

for cooperation to succeed, each cooperative act must be perceived as

embedded in a chain of such acts. The essence of international
regimes is injunctions which are sufficiently specific that violations
are identifiable and changes observable. Thus a good reputation is

advantageous for forming, and entering into, international
agreements. A government's reputation is also an important asset in
persuading others to enter into agreements with it. Moreover,

international regimes help governments to assess others' reputations

by providing standards of behaviour against which performance can

be measured, by linking these standards to specific issues, and by
providing forums, often through international organisations, in which
these evaluatioru can be made. For certain types of activities - such as

sharing research and development information - weak states with
much to gain but little to give may have more incentive to participate

in regimes than strong ones, but less incentive to spend funds on

research and development. But without the shong states, the

enterprise as a whole will fail.

Events external to the bargaining process can precipitate a

credible crisis providing a window of opportunity to create a regime.
Examples of crises in the resource and environment sectors which
produced regimes include the precipitous decline in fur-seal
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populations in the Bering Sea in the early twentieth century, the
alarming drop in blue-whale stocks in the 1930s, and the discovery of
an ozone hole over Antarctica in the 1980s. I argue that the revelation
of Russian and Japanese nuclear waste dumping in the Sea of Japan
has produced just such a credible crisis in the marine environment
sector in Asia. It has already led to modification of the London
Dumping Convention to include a ban on all ocean disposal of
radioactive material.z Similarly, the increasingly obvious decline in
fish stocks in Northeast Asia, the changes in the nature of the catch,
and the increased incidence of poaching are producing a web of
bilateral regimes, and the increasing issue densig may lead to a
multilateral regime.

The windows of opportunity created by credible crises do not
last long and thus those advocating regimes and institutions must be

able to recognise such opportunities and seize them promptly. This
means that it is necessary to devote time and intellectual energy to
thinking systematically about the nature and relative merits of
alternative regimes in specific issue areas even when there seems little
possibility of positive movement in the near future.

Spontaneous regimes often exhibit longevity and flexibility even
when the structure of relationships changes. This is because the costs
to individual actors - even leading members - of not complying with
or defecting from established regimes are generally highzs and the
alternatives are limited. For example, what is the alternative for a

particular state which objects to an emerging regime for marine
fisheries management? This observation tends to undermine the
realist contention that collective behaviour at the international level is
a reflection only of prevailing interests and will last only as long as

those interests are met. However it should be recognised that
defection does occasionally occur despite its high costs, such as

Mark J. Valencia, 'Engaging North Korea in Regional Economic Co-operation',
ISEAS Trends, Business Tinres (Singapore), Weekend Editioo 25-25 December
1,9E3.

Y oung, I n te rnat io nal Coope ration, p.203.
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fapan's violation of International Whaling Commission quotas and

practices.2a

Game theory argues that in the real world of complex and
consecutive interactions, such as that embodied in international ocean

management in Asia, the costs of defecting in any particular situation

must be considered in relation to the opportunity costs of foregone

future interactions. Iterative interaction can limit the number of
players, increase the transparency of state action, and alter the payoff
structure. Thus game theory shows that cooperation among self-

interested parties is possible even in the absence of common

government.

Cooperation may be enhanced when central intellectual players

in the region form an epistemic community which coordinates their
activities and attempts to translate their beliefs into public policies
furthering cooperation.E CSCAP may be such a community. The

influence on decision makers of such communities grows under

conditions of uncertainty such as pertain in Asia today. Such

communities are identified by the presence of:

a broadly shared set of normative and principled beliefs,

combined with an internalised and self-validating set of causal

and methodological principles and a common policy goal

operating within a set of formal, semiformal and informal
institutions and networks that, in a period of dramatic historical
change and uncertainty, provide the framework within which
to broker a set of policy options drawn from their normative

In September 192, Norway, Iceland and other whaling nations established the

North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission as an altemative to the

Intemational Whaling Commission (IWC), and they may defect from the IWC
altogether. Japan is considering establishing a similar organisation in the

Pacific (Tsuneo Akaha, Balancing Developmental Needs and Environmental
Concems, Domestic and Intemational Interests: Japan's Ocean Policy in the

Post Cold War Era, draft manuscript,1993, p.84).

Peter M. Haas, 'lntroduction: Epistemic Communities and Intemational Policy

Coordination' in Peter M. Haas (ed.), 'Knowledge, Power and Intemational
Policy Coordination', International Organization, Yol'46, No.1, Special Issue,

'1992,pp.31-2.

.A
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beliefs and amenable to their causal and explanatory
principles.26

These communities have enormous value for international and
regional organisations because their loyalties are more to the
production and application of their knowledge than to any particular
government. Through networks and 'invisible colleges', these
communities seek to promote cooperation across national boundaries.
Often, the epistemic communities are able to introduce values and
visions that can capture the imagination of decision makers who, on
the basis of their new understanding, may redefine strategic and
economic interests so as to enhance collective human interests across
national borders. I would argue that such a community exists and is
gaining strength in the narine policy arena in Asia. Leadership is
important to the formation of successful regimes. Leaders seize
opporfunities, initiate and structure the bargaining process, set the
focus on integrative rather than distributive issues, and facilitate
package arrangements.

In sum, regimes reduce asymmetries of information by
upgrading the general level of available information. They thus
reduce uncertainty and minimise disagreements based on
misapprehension and deception. They establish patterns of legal
liability and reduce the costs of negotiation and bargaining. Regimes
are formed because governments anticipate they will facilitate
cooperation. Costs of reneging on commitments - both for their

Higgott, 'Economic Co-operation', p.114. Michel Foucault may have invented
the term'epistemic cornmunity' in his Tlre Order of Things (Random House, New
\ork, 1970), however, as Emst Haas has argued, Foucault's usage is
indistinguishable from what rnight be called 'ideological comrnunities'. For the
n-reaning, definition, role, value, and examples of who may or may not
constitute an epistemic comrnunity, see Burkhart Holzner and John H. Marx,
Knozuledge Application (Allyn and Baron, Boston, 7979), pJI9; EmstHaas, Wwn
Knozuledge Is Pouer (University of Califomia Press, Berkeley, 7Vl0), pp.40-6;
Haas, 'lntroduction: Epistemic Communities and Intemafional Policy
Coordination', pp.1-36. Thc tcrm cpiste'mic community was first applied to
international relations by John G. Ruggie, in 'lntemational Responses to
Technology, Concepts and Trcnds', lntertntiornl Organization, Vo1..29, No.3,
Summer 1975. See also Peter M. Haas, 'Do Regimes Matter? Epistemic
Comrnunities and Mediterranean Pollution Control', International Organization,
Vol.43, No.3, Summer 7989, pp.377-403.
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reputations and because of the effects of retaliation - are increased,

and the costs of operating within these frameworks are reduced.
International regimes can be and are frequently altered, and regime
rules are changed, ben! ignored and broken. Nevertheless, because

regimes are so difficult to construct in the first place, actors usually
prefer to obey the rules rather than have the regime break down
altogether.

Uncomplicated regimes that produce the desired results are
much preferable to loose or complex regimes. Loose regimes which
leave much to be worked out in administrative arenas often founder

on the bureaucratic politics of implementation. Regimes that require

an elaborate adminishative shucture like the proposed deep seabed

regime often do not command sufficient support to come into
existence. And arrangements that make verification of compliance
difficult often breed distrust rather than confidence or cooperation.

The Demand for, and Evolution of, Regimes
Regimes are supplied when there is sufficient demand for the

functions they perform.2T Increasing issue density, as in the ocean
sector in Asia, is likely to lead to increased demand for international
regimes.2s And the incentives to form international regimes will also

be greater when different issues are closely linked to one another.

Thjs is because ad hoc agreements will begin to interfere with one

another and raise the costs of continually considering the effect of one

set of agreements on others. Cooperative regimes in one issue-area
may also arise as an unintended consequence of cooperation in some
other area. Thus as issues and the realisation of their interdependence
grow, so will the demand for international regimes. The sifuation in
the fisheries and environment sectors in Asia is rapidly approaching
this point.

Regimes evolve. For example, the global regime for the oceans
evolved in this century from imposed to spontaneous to negotiated.
Rapid change in the international political environment often erodes
spontaneous regimes without creating conditions conducive to the

Haggard and Simmons, 'Thmries of Intemational Regimes', p.507.
Keohane, After Hegemony, p.79.
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formation of new arrangements.
regimes are attractive and more
change.

Thus negotiated and even imposed
durable during times of rapid social

Further, regimes are influenced by shifts in the structure of
power in international society as a whole and in the region in
particular. For example, the decrease of US and Russian influence in
Northeast Asia and the expansion of Chinese and Japanese influence
will affect the formation and evolution of regimes. Technological
change, such as advances in fish-capture techniques and equipment
and detection and understanding of the effects of pollution on human
health, are undermining the existing common property fisheries and
environmental regimes in favour of restricted access or use regimes.
And major shifts in domestic priorities, such as demand for resources
due to population growth or consumer tastes, can render regimes
obsolete.

Nevertheless, once established, many regimes are resistant to
change even when the existing arrangements are inefficient and
unfair. Common property regimes for renewable resources like
fisheries and the environment are particularly difficult to change.
This is because individual agencies within governments often define
their roles in terms of administering and maintaining the provisions
of international regimes. Also, international regimes commonly give
rise to non-governmental interest groups committed to defending the
provisions of specific regimes and prepared to press governments to
comply with their rules. In fact, the establishment of a regime can
stimulate the growth of powerful interest groups in the member
states, which then form transnational alliances in order to persuade
responsible agencies to comply with the requirements of the regime.
Indeed, the key variable accounting for policy change in the
environment arena is the degree of domestic environmentalist
pressure.2e

Mark A. Levy, Robert O. Keohane and Peter M. Haas, 'lmproving the
Effectiveness of Intemational Environmental Institutions' in Peter M. Haas,
Robert O. Keohane and Marc A. Levy (ed.s), lnstitutions for tlte Earth: Sottrces of
Effectit e Internntional Protectiotr (MIT Press, Cambridge Ma, 1993), p.14.
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Compliance utith Multilateral Regimes
Non-compliance obviously limits the effectiveness of any

regime, and of resource and environmental agreements in particular'
It also undermines the international legal process and contributes to
conflict and instability in the international system. Non-compliance
can occur for a variety of reasons, including a lack of institutional,
financial or human resources, and differing interpretations as to the
meaning or requirements of a particular obligation. Therefore, despite

the prevalence of rules in resource and environmental regimes,

unilateral actions, bargaining and coercion remain central to the

processes of arriving at social choices within these regimes.

There appear to be four types of national policy responses to
resource and environmental regimes: avoidance of commitmen!
commitment but non-compliance; commitment and compliancei and

commitment and compliance beyond that required.30 Countries in the

first two categories of choice are 'laggards'. Laggards usually have a

low level of concern regarding the issue, a lack of capacity to fulfil the

obligations of the regime or domestic political resistance to collective
action. Laggards also usually have weaker standards and typically
agreed to the regime hoping to gain assistance in capacity building.
Rich laggards can be prodded to compliance by political
embarrassment or pressure from their own scientists and public. Poor

laggards require financial assistance to comply. However
implementation of policies is seldom a matter of compliance alone,

but more often involves a combination of binding international law,

public exposure of non-compliance, normative persuasion, scientific
facts and, where necessary, financial aid and technical and scientific
assistance.3l

Marine Policy Regimes
A marine policy regime is a system of governing arrangements,

together with a collection of institutions (formal or informal) for the

implementation of these arrangements, in a given social structure or
marine region. More specifically, a marine policy regime is a set of

ibid,pp.1,G17.
Peter Sand (ed.), Tlv Effectiueness of lnternational Enuironmental Agreements: A

Suruey of Existing l-egal Instruments (Grotius Publications, Cambridge 1992).
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agreements among a defined group of actors specifying the

dishibution of power and authority for the marine geographical
region, a system of rights and obligations for the members of the
group, and a body of rules and regulations which are supposed to
govern the behaviour of members.

It is thus a system of governance. As such, it has strucfure,
objectives, functions, powers, processes and programmes.3z Shucture
includes the activity for which an arrangement is designed,

geographic coverage, rnembership, administrative framework and
institutional affiliation. The objectives of marine regional
arrangements can be divided loosely into three major categories:
conservation, management and development. Conservation may
include maintenance of water quality, and protection of living marine
resources, wetlands, marine sancfuaries, endangered species and
scenic areas. Management implies the planning and execution of
programmes whereby maritime activities may be carried out more
effectively. It also involves managing conllicts between and among
ocean users. Development focuses on the use of such resources as

fish, hydrocarbons and minerals, shoreline space, shipping lanes and
ocean space. Development also involves acquiring knowledge and
understanding of marine areas, as well as skills and equipment for
their management. It may also include improved systems within the
member countries for marine-related action and multi-state regional
systems for dispute settlement or other goals.

At the state level, there are other objectives of regional action,
such as the protection of national interest by denying access to
competitors. Another objective is provision of greater equity to
developing land-locked and geographically disadvantaged states

concerning access rights to the sea and its resources. At times, marine
regional arrangements may have more than one stated objective, as

well as several hidden objectives - such as the strengthening of
regional ties or aiding the quest by one or more states of the region for
a leadership position. To be fully effecfive, regional organisations,

Lewis Alexander, Maritinrc Regionalisnt

Environment and Policy Institute Report
1982), pp.8-10.

in Soutleast Asian Seas, East-West
No.11 (East-West Center, Honolulu,
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including those dedicated to marine affairs, should be linked to other
national, regional and global objectives.33

Functions and powers are the heart of maritime regimes, and
include the scope of the system and the degree of integration
achieved. Functions operate at four levels, each of which might entail
ever more politicisation and controversy. A first level involves
'service'; that is, information exchange, data gathering and analysis,
consultation, facilitation and coordination of programmes, and joint
planning.s Most maritime regimes perform this function. But
regimes stuck at this level tend to avoid controversy and to
concentrate on 'low priority' issues. Nevertheless, within a

geographic region, a proliferation of such organisations may build the
web of inter-relationships necessary to move to the next higher step of
successful regional arrangements.

A higher functional level involves norm creation and allocation,
which includes the establishment of standards and regulations and
the allocation of costs and benefits. Only a few regional marine
organisations have achieved this level; for example, the South Pacific
Forum Fisheries Agency. The third level, 'rule observance', includes
the monitoring and enforcement by the regional organisation of the
norms and agreed standards. At the highest functional level are
' operational' multilateral organisations concerned with implementing
the norms for management of resource exploration and exploitation
activities, technical assistance, research analysis and development. An
example - on paper - might be the Enterprise, the international
mining arm of the International Seabed Authority proposed in the
Law of the Sea Treaty.as

Muthiah Alagappa, 'Regionalism and the Quest for Security: ASEAN and the
Cambodian Conflict', Australian lournal of International Affairs, Yol.47, L93,
P.M2.
Eugene B. Skolnikoff, Tlte International Imperatiaes of Technology: Technological
Deuelopments and the lnternational Political Syslern (Institute of Intemational
Studies, University of California, Berkeley, 1.972), pp.1.3-1.6, 1.O2-1.O.

United Nations Convention on the law of the Sea (United Nations, New York,
1983).
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Approaches to Regional Marine Policy Cooperation
There are several different approaches to regional cooperation

in the maritime sphere: joint activities, regional organisations, treaty
arrangements, harmonisation of laws and policies, and informal
contacts.36 The most demanding of these approaches is joint activities
involving sustained close interaction in specific enterprises or projects
such as joint scientific research programmes, joint ventures in
fisheries, or joint hydrocarbon development. Regional cooperation
can proceed progressively from policy consultation, or discussion of
common or mutual policy problems; to policy harmonisation/ or
elimination of contradictory or conflicting national policies; to policy
coordination, or national policy adjustments in pursuit of common
policy goals; and finally to integration, or the implementation of
common policies and structural adjustments to eliminate barriers to
interaction among the region's economies.3T

Participation in regional organisations can range from symbolic
to substantial within the framework of larger multinational
organisations, such as the Intergovernmental Oceangraphic
Commission, the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United
Nations, or the United Nations Environment Programme. When an
organisation undertakes extensive activities, possibly including
management functions, participation can become costly, particularly
for developing countries. Treaties generally are concluded only after
difficult negotiations relating to specific problems. And they often
result in firm obligations that are not readily adapted to changing
circumstances.

Harmonisation may be defined as the deliberate alignment of
the laws and policies of different nations for the purpose of fulfilling
their national interests in the context of cooperation. In shipping,
fishing, and most other sectors, this can take the form of modest
adjustments in national laws and policies that yield significant

36 Mark J. Valencia and George Kent, 'Co-operation: Opportunities, Problems and
Prospects' in George Kent and Mark J. Valencia (eds), Marine Policy in Soutlrcast

Asin (University of Califomia Press, Berkeley,-1985), p.370.
Tsuneo Akaha, Northcast Asian Economrc Cooperation: National Factors and
Future Prospects, paper presented to the Intemational Sfudies Associatiory
Monterey, 1993.
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benefits to all concerned. Harmonisation is likely to be less

demanding than the other more obvious instruments of international
cooperation. Informal contact is the least costly and the least risky
method of undertaking regional cooperation, and it does not get the

recognition it deserves. With informal communication it may be

possible from time to time to find fruitful arenas for cooperation on a
modest scale. This may begin with the sharing of information and
databases.

The distribution of power and authority in a regime is a primary
concern of states. Fisheries regimes, for example, can vary along a
continuum from extreme centralisation to extreme decentralisation.38
Extreme decentralisation includes voluntary acquiescence in which
member states are free to comply or not with rules established by the
majority of members. At the other extreme is consensus, which means

that any member state may veto a proposal even if it is approved by a
majority of the other members. In between are various forms of
'binding majority'. Power and authority can vary independently,
although stability seems to require their approximate congruence'

Nevertheless, for fisheries regimes, for example, it should be possible

to combine centralised authority with decentralised power and vice

versa. Rights and obligations in a resource regime constitute a set of
economic and social relations defining the position of each actor with
respect to the use of the resource or environment. Variations in rights
and obligations will have substantial implications for dealing with
externalities, solutions for use of specific resources, and the

distribution of values among the members.

The term 'process' as used here means the interplay between
forces of integration and disintegration within a regional system; the
growth and/or decline of the organisation; the establishment of links
between one regional system and others within the same geographic

location; and the impact of organisations on the nature and use of the

ocean space over which their activities extend.3e

38 Young, lnternational Cooryration, p.51.
39 Alexander, 'Marine Regionalism in Southeast Asian Seas', p 3
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Among the integrative forces within a region that support
regional action are: the existence of other international arrangements
among the member states that could conhibute to the regional
consciousness of the participants; ethnic, cultural, historical or other
ties among the region's countries; and clear indicators of economic
benefits or other advantages to be gained through regional action, or
clear indicators of common cost that might be avoided through
regional cooperation. Disintegrative forces include: political,
territorial, ideological or other differences among countries of the
region; competition for positions of leadership among two or more
states of the region; and opposition to regionalism in the area by one
or more regional or outside power. Growth and decline of regional
arrangements may be measured by total membership, functions and
powers of the organisation, new programmes, and expansion of the
institutional region.

Lessotts Learned
Full or partial marine regionalism has been attempted or

proposed in several semi-enclosed seas: the Baltic,ao the
Mediterranean.al the North Sea.a2 and the Arctic.a3 In addition, the

For background, analysis and proposals for cooperation in the Baltic Sea, see

Matthew Auer, 'Prospects for Environmental Cooperation in the Yellow Sea',

Enrory International Lau Reuiao, Vol.S, 1.991., pp.163-208; Ton Ijlstra,

'Development of Resource Jursdiction in the EC's Regional Seas: National EEZ
Policies of EC Member States in the Northeast Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea,

and the Baltic Sea', Ocean Deaelopnnnt and lnternational Inu, Yol.'23, No.2-3,
1992; Baruch Boxer, 'Mediterranean Action Plan: An Interim Evaluation',
Science, Yo1.202, No.10, November 7978, pp.585-%; Gunnar Kullenberg, 'Long-
term Changes in the Baltic Ecosystem' in Kenneth Sherman and Lewis M.
Alexander (eds), Variability and Managenrcttt of Large Marine Ecosystenrs, AAAS
Selected Symposium No.99 (Westview Press, Boulder, 1986); B.L Dybem and
S.H. Fonselius, 'Pollution in the Baltic Sea' in Aamo Voipio (ed.), Tlrc Baltic Sea,

Elsevier Oceanography Series No.30 (Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company,
Amsterdam, 1981), pp.351-82; International Council for the Exploration of the
Sea (ICES), Assessment of tlrc Marine Enaironnrcnt of the Baltic Sea: Cooperath.te

Research, Report No.XX (ICES, Copenhagen, 1986); F.B. Pedersen, 'The
Sensitivity of the Baltic Sea to Natural and Man-made Impact' in Jacques C.J.

Nihoul (ed.), Hydrodrynanrics of Seni-enclosed Sens, Elsevier Oceanography Series

No.34 (Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, Amsterdam, '1982), pp.385-99.
For background, analysis and proposals for cooperation in the Mediterranean
Sea, see Aldo Chircop, 'The Mediterranean Sea and the Quest for Sustainable
Developnrent', Occnn Deoeloptne nt attd l nte rnat io nal Lau, Y ol !23, 1,992, pp -77 -3O;
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Norton Ginsburg, Sidney Holt and Williarn Murdoch, Tlp Mediterranean Action
Plan and Tlv Maritinrc Da;elopnent of a Region, Pacem in Maribus III,
Proceedings of a Conference, Split, Yugoslavia, 28-30 April L972 (Royal
University of Malta Press, Malta 7974); Adalberto Vallega A Human
Geographical Approach to Semi-enclosed Seas: Tlw Meditenanean Ca* in Regional

Deuelopment (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1988); S.I. Holt,
'Mediterranean: Intemational Cooperation for a Sick Sea', Enaironntent, Yol.16,
1.974, pp.29-33; United Nations Environment Programme, 'Activities for the
Protection and Development of the Mediterranean' in Ocean Yearbook

(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1,978), pp.5W-97; United Nations
Environment Programme,'Recommendation for the Future Development of the
Mediterranean Action Plan' in Octan Yearbook 2 (University of Chicago Press,

Chicago, 1980), pp.547-54; 'Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea

against Pollution from land-based Sources' in Ocean Yearbook 3 (University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1982), pp.489-96; 'MARPOL 73/78: The Intemational
Convention Conceming Pollution and the Mediterranean' in Ocean Yearbook 6

(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1986), pp.572-3; United Nations
Environment Programrne, 'The Mediterranean Action Plan: Retrospect and
Prospect', presented at the Fourth Ordinary Meeting of the Contracting Parties
to the Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution
and its Related Protocols, Genoa, 9-13 September 1985, published as Document
UNEP/ IG, 56 / 4, 26 Jllu:re'1985.
For background, analysis and proposals for cooperation in the North Sea, see

Sven Andersen and Brit Flostad, 'Sea Use Planning in Norwegian Waters:
National and Intemational Dimensions', Coastal Managenrcnt, Vol.16, 1988,

pp.183-200; H. Carison, 'Quality Status of the North Sea: Intemational
Conference on the Protection of the North Sea' in John King Gamble (ed.), Lnw

of tle Sea: Neglected Issuet Proceedings of the Law of the Sea Institute Twelfth
Annual ConJerence held at The Hague, The Netherlands, 2326 actober'1.978;
Gerard Peet, Teclmiques and Metlrcds for Sea Ux Planning and Management in
Selected Areas, Report of a Literature Study, commissioned by Directie Noordzee
(North Sea Directorate), Riikswaterstaat, L986; Second Chamber of the State
General, The Netherlands, Harmonization of Netlerlands North Sea Policy 1989-
1992 (Sdu Uitgerers, The Hague); A.l. Smith, Elizabeth Kennet and M.B.F.
Rankery Bitain and tlw Sea: Furtler Dependence - Furtler Opportunities (Scottish
Academic Press, Edingurgh,1984); H.D. Smith and C.S. l-alwani, Tltc North Sea:

Sea Use Management and Planning (Institute of Science and Technology,
University of Wales, Cardiff, 1984); Elizabeth Young and Peter H. Fricke (eds),
Sea Use Planning (Fabian Society, London, 1975); Steiner Andresen, 'The
Environmental North Sea Regime: A Successful Regional Approach' in
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, Norton S. Ginsburg and Joseph R. Morgan (eds), Oean
Yearbook 7 (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 7989), pp.378401; Steiner
Andresen, The Effectiveness of Regional Environmental Cooperation in the
Northem Seas, paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Intemational
Studies Association, Chicago, 23-25 February 1,995.
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creation and design of an'ideal regime' is informed by the work of
Young and Osherenko. For a maritime regime to form, several
conditions must be met:4

First and foremost, a positive perception of cooperation must exist
throughout the region as a foundation for forming and nurturing
a regime. Public and private institutions must have established
regional links, and a community must have developed that is
committed to the concept of regionalism. The regime can
therefore be supported by a significant political constituency.

The member countries must perceive that the benefits of
participation outweigh the costs. Such benefit/cost
considerations include direct benefits like better use of marine
resources, as well as indirect benefits such as the advancement of
state aspirations for regional leadership. In the initial stages of
cooperation, the economic and political costs should be kept as

low as possible.

The regime must be widely perceived as equitable, however
measured. The dishibutive consequences of the regime over time
should be difficult to predict, thus expanding the contract zone
and thickening the veil of uncertainty. These ambiguities will
mute the positional and distributive aspects of bargaining and
encourage the singling out of a few key problems and approaches
to them that each participant can accept as a package, rather than
as discrete elements. Expanding the contract zone also allows
participants to perceive themselves as occupying different roles;
for example as both sources and sufferers of pollution, or as

perpetrators and victims of overfishing. De-emphasising or
avoiding distributive issues enhances regime formation by
enabling the participants to focus their attention on the search for
mutually beneficial solutions.

Oran Young has devoted an entire book to a proposal for cooperation in Arctic
resource nanagenent, Ilesource Managcnrcnt at tlrc International lrael: 'flrc Case of
tlrc North Pacfic (F. Pinter, tondon, 1977).
Mark J. Valencia, Jon M. Van Dyke and Noel A. Ludwig, Slnring tfu Rcsources of
tlrc Soutlr Arina Sen (Martinus Nijhof, The Hague,7997\.
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A shock or crisis outside the negotiating process would enhance
regime formation or speed it along once the process had begun,
and the participants would be prepared to make the most of such
'windows of opportunity'. Such an event would stimulate the
emergence of political will to address the issues in integrative
bargaining and thus the regime would form. Such factors might
include broad shifts in values and ideas (such as a growing
environmental consciousness), changes in the political system
(such as the end or muting of the Cold War), or specific events
(such as an environmental crisis, the joining of ASEAN by
Viebram, or a clash between claimants in the South China Sea).

Once initiated, a regime may evolve in content and robushress if
some of the following conditions are met:

o Expectations of progress should be reasonable. Progress should
be slow - but steady and perceptible; otherwise the movement
toward cooperation could be weakened or its objectives altered.

o The regime should form in stages beginning with a limited and
temporary regime - perhaps a 'maritime council' - and move
eventually to a broader convention. It should initially place
priority on innocuous sectors so as to minimise controversy and
politicisation of the issues. Informal or supplementary
interpretations of the regime should evolve over time. To prevent
misunderstanding among the participants as to which track they
are on, the distinction between institutional bargaining and pre-
negotiation should be clarified.

r Objectives and functions should be clear. Objectives could
include conservation, management andf or developmen!
protection of state interests; or provision of greater equity. Others
could be linked to regional or global objectives. Functions could
initially include service, information exchange, data gathering and
analysis, consultation, facilitation and coordination of
programmes, joint planning, and technical assistance. Eventually
they might involve operation of an organisation, management of
resources, and exploration and exploitation. Ultirnately the
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functions could include norm creation, compliance, allocation,
and rule observance.

The regime should be uncomplicated but not loose. It should
define geographic scope, membership, rules and regulations,
procedures, decision making and - if an organisation is necessary

- financial matters and staffing.

Geographically the regime should fit the natural system on which
it focuses, although its exact boundaries could be ambiguous to
mute jurisdictional concerns. And it should initially be a
subregional effort rather than emphasise comprehensive
regionalisation.

Decision making should be decentralised. A coordination regime
should establish rules and procedures while leaving each member
free to implement them in their own way.

The regime should concentrate on policy questions and should be
negotiated by skilled diplomats.

Negotiations should produce one or more explicit agreement.

The issues should be defined at the outset rather than allowing
the process to correct faulty initial formulations.

Alternative regime designs should be available, new ways of
understanding the problem should be introduced, and the
participants should be willing and able to entertain new ideas.
Solutions should be creative, simple, and easily grasped by policy
makers, journalists and the public.

Member states should not make explicit or unsubtle attempts to
use power in institutional bargaining. A hegemon can use its
dominance in scientific research or diplomatic expertise to impose
its preferred outcome, but such efforts may backfire. Power must
be used with care, even by a hegemon. The distribution of power
and authority within the regime must be clear.
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. The regime should have access to willing and able national
leadership. But some countries should also be prepared to play
the role of effective follower in order to make the process work.
Shong leadership is both affected by and affects power
relationships, and also shapes values and ideas. But a desire for
mutual control will not necessarily produce a successful regime;
as long as participants sharply disagree as to who will control
what, regime formation will be difficult. The major Power -
China - must participate and a medium Power like Indonesia
should assume a key role by, for instance, offering to host and

chair meetings and thereby enabling the major Power to avoid
appearing too dominant or assertive.

o A strong leader or leaders should provide impetus and direction
for the regime.

With regard to Asia-Pacific confidence- and security-building
measures in particular, it should be remembered thal the Asia-Pacific
is not itself a homogeneous region; Asians tend to prefer informal
structures and place greater emphasis on personal relationships;
consensus building is a key prerequisite; Asians have a general

distrust of outside 'solutions'; and Asians have a genuine but
weakening commitment to the principle of non-interference in one

another's internal affairs. as

Why Do Regimes FaiI?
There are both obvious and subtle reasons why some marine

regional efforts do not succeed. Obvious problems include
inadequate leadership, limited management authority, lack of
effective enforcement powers, non-binding effects on non-parties,
disagreement among member states, shortage of funds, and shortage
of hained personnel or equipment. More subtle problems can include
limited information andf or the ability to use if jurisdictional
limitations, differing time horizons, and 'freedom' costs.6
Information shortcomings regarding scientific knowledge relevant to

Ralph Cossa, personal communicatioo 1998.
Lawrence Juda and R.H. Burroughs, 'The Prospects for Comprehensive Ocean
Management', Maine Policy, Vol.14, No.1, 1990,pp334.
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effective ocean management can cause disagreements between
governments and inhibit the generation of sound national and
international policy. Boundary disputes or uncertainties retard
implementation of jurisdictional control and, without this,
cooperation is made more difficult. Furthermore, existing jurisdiction
may not encompass the entire ecosystem and thus critical elements of
that unit requiring management are beyond state control. Ironically,
though segmented or sectoral approaches to cooperative ocean
management are much more likely to gain the political support
necessary to progress, this approach may ultimately be unsuccessful
in resolving the problem, particularly if it involves conflicting
uses/ users.

There is obviously a time gap between the average length in
office of ministers and the tens of years required to implement and
sustain successful cooperation. Yet policy makers need to show
results in the short term. This dilemma favours multiple short-term
programmes which may be insufficient to achieve long-term results.

'Freedom' costs at both individual and state levels may
ultimately block successful cooperation. Both individuals and states
will have to surrender their absolute 'freedom of the seas'; that is,

their absolute right to use the ocean environment at any time for any
purpose and to do so without regard for the interests and well-being
of anyone else. Such freedom will be surrendered with considerable
reluctance in the absence of anything less than a clear, overwhelming
and immediate need. However, formal sovereignty is different from
operational sovereignty - the legal freedom of action. The latter can

be eroded in the interest of effective collective action. Indeed,

environmental interdependence and related international negotiations
reinforce formal sovereignty while resulting in self-limitation of
operational sovereignty.aT

Levy, Keohane and Haas, 'lmproving the Effectiveness of International
Environmental Institutions', p.416.
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Factors Affecting Maritime Regime Formation in Asia

Integratiae Factors
Now that all the coastal nations of the region have formally

extended their maritime jurisdictions to 200 nautical miles or more
over resources and many activities, almost no marine area is left
unclaimed, and many areas are claimed by two or more countries.
The countries bordering Asian seas are now trying to identify and
pursue their national interests in the oceans. But many ocean

resources and activities - such as fish and fishing, pollutants and

environmental protection, sealanes and shipping, and hydrocarbon-
bearing basins and hydrocarbon exploration - are transnational in
character. There is insufficient understanding and consideration of
the transnational and interdependent character of the ocean

environment and the resources and activities that it harbours and
supports. But there is also a growing recognition that to improve this
understanding, cooperation is absolutely necessary.

What currently passes for national and particularly regional
ocean policy is quite primitive, both conceptually and analytically.s
The major impediment is the widespread inability to formulate and
implement ocean policy as an integrated whole, balancing the overall
interests of the nation and the region in the short and long term. Such

widespread fragmentation in national policy-making structures and
processes for the oceans seems to be a result of the development of
ocean uses largely in isolation from each other. Different
technologies have given rise to separate networks, agencies, laws and
ways of thinking and acting. And these interests have matured into
fully autonomous sectors with weak or no links between them. This
situation was not a problem when the pace of technological change
was slow, and human use of the high seas was limited. But it has now
been recognised as dysfunctional because the rate of technological
change is high, human use of the high seas is rapidly increasing and
diversifying, and different uses and users have begun to generate
adverse impacts on each other and across national boundaries.

48 Edward L. Miles,'Concept, Approaches, and Applications in Sea Use Planning
and Management', Ocean Deuelopnrcnt and International l-aw,Yo1.20,1989,p.21.5.
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The need is thus apparent for increased bilateral and
multilateral consultations as well as for a new degree of coordination
to meet the challenge of changes in marine-use patterns and concepts.
Indeed, the extension of national jurisdictions, by a curious dialectical
process, increases the need for international cooperation. When
nations extended their jurisdiction, they assumed that they had also
simultaneously extended their ability and authority to unilaterally
manage the seas they acquired. But what had been left unmanaged in
the past must now be managed, and purely national management is in
many cases frustrated by the overlapping of political and ecological
boundaries and by the high costs of exploitative and managerial
technologies and infrastructures. These factors should encourage
regional cooperation. Thus just as the extension of jurisdiction creates
an opportunity for the re-examination of national ocean management,
it also presents an opportunity for re-examining a nation's
relationships with its neighbours, with a view to moving toward a
more ideal structure of international relations.

With the signing of the historic Convention on the Law of the
Sea by 119 nations in December 1982,ae and its coming into force in
November 1994,s0 the venue for addressing issues of ocean law and
policy has moved from the global to the regional and bilateral level.
The 1982 convention thus heralds a new era of transnational rule
making regarding national rights and responsibilities in the world's
oceans. It already serves as a framework within which nations carry
out their ocean management rights and responsibilities. The
convention and customary international law now acknowledge
sovereignty over resources out to 200 nautical miles and most
valuable marine resources have thus now been encompassed by
national jurisdiction.

Article L22 of the convention defines an enclosed or semi-
enclosed sea in two ways: geographically, on the basis of its narrow
physical connections with nearby bodies of water; and legally,
enclosed in that it consists entirely of the territorial seas and EEZs of

United Nations Convention on the [-aw of the Sea (United Nations, New York,
1e83).
Steven Greenhouse, 'US after Negotiating Changes, Is Set to Sign Pact on Sea

Mining', Nctu York Tines, 'lO March 1994, p.A-13.
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two or more countries. All Asian seas - the East Sea/Sea of Japan, the
East China Sea, the Yellow Sea, the South China Sea, the Andaman
Sea, the Sulawesi Sea and the Arafura Sea - are semi-enclosed on both
grounds. The importance of enclosed or semi-enclosed seas in the

management of marine regions is emphasised in Article 723 of the
convention, which holds that:

States bordering an enclosed or semi-enclosed sea should
cooperate with each other in the exercise of their rights and in
the performance of their duties under this Convention. To this
end they shall endeavour, directly or through an appropriate
regional organisation:

(a) to co-ordinate the management, conservation,
exploration and exploitation of the living resources of the

sea;

(b) to co-ordinate the implementation of their rights and
duties with respect to the protection and preservation of
the marine environmenf

(c) to co-ordinate their scientific research policies and
undertake, where appropriate, joint programmes of
scientific research in the area;

(d) to invite, as appropriate, other interested States or
international organisations to co-operate with them in
furtherance of the provisions of this article.

The convention thus provides the international legal framework
within which regional problems should be solved. All Asian states

except North Korea have now ratified the convention. This
legitimises regional cooperation in marine matters and puts pressure
on North Korea to at least abide by the convention's provisions. The
political environment thus created could have positive implications
for marine regionalism in Asia. Unfortunately, the convention is mute
as to what sorts of regional bodies might be brought into being.

An integrative by-product of the sometimes divisive law of the
sea negotiations over more than two decades was the development of
a cadre of law of the sea experts from the region itself who had
frequent contacts and thus opporfunities to discover their mufual
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interests - in short, an epistemic community. Although real regional
cooperation is still in an early stage of development and marine policy
problems will come to play an increasingly important role in the
international relations of East Asian states, there are numerous
indications that the several entities concerned are being drawn slowly
but surely into what may become a continuing dialogue through
which constructive and mutually beneficial marine policies may
evolve within the region.sl

Disintegratia e F actors
There are also serious obstacles to marine regionalism in Asia

and the immediate benefits of international functional arrangements
may fade in the light of the immense political conflicts that still divide
the region. For example, in Northeast Asia there are six governments
with little history or experience in multilateral cooperation. In this
context, a primary obstacle to truly regional cooperation is the
difficulty of involving both China and Taiwan in a multilateral marine
policy regime covering areas claimed by both, particularly given the
increasing tension in their relationship.s2 However, China and
Taiwan have occasionally formed a united front regarding South
China Sea issues and have agreed to jointly explore for petroleum in

The Indonesia-sponsored, ClDA-funded South China Sea Workshops are the
prime example in Southeast Asia. Examples of relevant dialogue in Northeast
Asia include the following meetings: Intemational Conference on East Asian
Seas: Cooperative Solutions to Transnational Issues, Seoul, 27-'23 September
'1.992; The Soviet Far East and the North Pacific Region: Emerging Issues in
Intemational Relations, Honolulu, 20-23 May 1991; East China Sea:

Transnational Marine Poliry Issues and Possibi[ties of Cooperation, Dalian,27-
29 June 1991; Intemational Conference on the Japan and Okhotsk Seas,

Vladivostok, September 1989; lntemational Conference on the Sea of Japan,
Niigata, 11-14 October 1988; Intemational conference on the Yellow Sea,

Honolulu, 23-27 June "1987;'Japan to Seek Regional Meeting to Look at Water
Pollutiory Other Problems',lnternational Enuironment Reporter,4 December 1991;

Northeast Asian Conference on Environmental Cooperatiory Environment
Agency of Japan and Niigata Prefecture, 13-16 October 1992. Japan has
established a centre to elaborate the concept of regional cooperation and to
prepare specific proposals for cooperation around the Sea of Japan. See RA
Report No.15 (Center for Russia in Asia, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, July
1993), p.M.
Asian Wall Street lournal,ll-12 August "1995, p.1.;Jdtan Baum, 'Pressure Cooker',

Fnr Eastern Econonic |lsrtis71t,24 August 1,995, pp.-16-17.
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the East China Sea.s3 Another difficulty for Northeast Asia is the

isolation and pugnacious, non-participatory stance of North Korea.

Since North Korea borders and claims continental shelf, 'security
zones' and EEZs in the Japan and Yellow seas, its eventual
participation in functional marine policy regimes is important. Then

there is the problem of a destabilised and near-anarchical Russia. It
will not be clear for some time who speaks for Russian Far East

maritime policy and how stable and steadfast that policy is or will be.

Although the participation of the major powers - China and fapan - is
critical to a successful regime, both may be reluctant to participate
unless they can dominate. In general, most big Powers prefer to avoid
multilateral regimes in which the smaller nations can form blocs

against them. It will thus be necessary to present a convincing
argument that such major powers can gain more benefit from a

multilateral regime than from bilateral agreements which they can

dominate.

Another complicating factor is the island and concomitant
maritime boundary disputes that plague the region - the southern

Kurils/Northern Territories, Tok Do/Takeshima, and

Senkaku/Diaoyutai disputes, as well as the overlapping continental
shelf claims of China, Japan and Taiwan in the East China Sea.

In Southeast Asia, several multilateral regines are already in
existence for the South China Sea or parts thereof. These include the

Law of the Sea treaty itself and its relevant provisions, the ASEAN
Nuclear Weapons Free Zone treaty, the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation, and ASEAN's goal of a Zone of Peace, Freedom and
Neutrality. More germane to a specific management regime for the

South China Sea are the ASEAN Declaration on the South China Sea,

the repeated Indonesian South China Sea Workshop statements

signalling agreement by the claimants to resolve any territorial or
maritime disputes through peaceful means, UNEPs Regional Seas

Programme and its supporting bodies, and the Malacca Strait Safe

53 'China and Taiwan Plan Cooperative Exploration of the South China *a',World
lournal, Vo1.17, January tcl94, p.7; Mark J. Valencia, The South China Sea Issues:

Context, Coniecture and a Cooperahve Solution, PaPer Presented at the 8th Asia-

Pacific Roundtable, Institute for Strategic and Intemational Studies, Kuala
Lumpur, Jtrne 1994.
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Navigation Scheme under the auspices of IMO. However the
immediate prospects for moving beyond these general frameworks to
detailed management regimes are not good.

Nevertheless, on the positive side, the 6lites within the littoral
countries recognise the necessity of cooperation in the management of
transboundary resources like fish and the environment and a web of
bilateral arrangements has arisen to address these issues. All South
China Sea countries have ratified the convention and are in the
process of exercising their rights and determining and fulfilling their
responsibilities. Regarding security issues, conJlict has led to
cooperation. The Mischief Reef incident galvanised ASEAN into a

solid front and spawned the ASEAN Declaration on the South China
Sea and a formal appeal by ASEAN foreign ministers urging all
claimants to refrain from taking actions that could destabilise the
region, including possibly undermining the freedom of navigation
and aviation in the affected areas.s And Indonesia's Foreign Minister,
Ali Alatas, and his Ambassador for Law of the Sea, Hasjim Djalal,
have taken the lead in trying to broker a solution to the South China
Sea problems. The CSCAP working group's efforts, particularly its
Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation,ss are providing the
foundation for a process of comprehensive maritime security regime
building.

The foremost obstacles to multilateral maritime management
regime formation in the South China Sea are the conflicting territorial
and maritime claims and the concomitant lack of confidence and trust
between some of the claimants. Moreover, with the current financial
crisis absorbing most states' attention there is little likelihood of
multilateral initiatives in the maritime sphere. And with its severe
internal problems, Indonesia's role as a leader in the search for a
solution will certainly be diminished and may disappear altogether.

Last but not least there is a conceptual dichotomy inherent in
the Convention on the Law of the Sea. On the one hand the treaW

ASEAN Declarahon on the South China Sea.

'CSCAP Memorandum No.4, Cuidelines for Regional Maritime Co-operation',
Annex in Bateman and Bates (eds), Regional Maitinte Management and Security,

pp.187-98.
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enjoins its ratifiers to cooperate in managing semi-enclosed seas.

However, on the other Article 5656 gives the coastal state both
sovereign rights over the nafural resources, whether living or non-
living, and over other activities for the economic exploitation of the
zonei and jurisdiction as to the establishment and use of artificial
islands and other structures and installations, marine scientific
research, the preservation of the marine environment, and other rights
and duties provided for in the convention. Because most if not all of
the waters of Asian seas will be partitioned into the territorial seas
and EEZs of the littoral states, the provisions of Article 56 could
represent a serious obstacle to regional cooperation unless and until
the littoral states agree to yield some of their newly won rights to a
regional body.

In sum, the absence of multilateral maritime regimes in Asia
reflects political calculations by the nation-states regarding the
rewards/risks and losses/benefits of maintaining the status quo
versus developing regimes acceptable and beneficial to all sides
involved. Asian countries are simply not yet sufficiently aware of the
seriousness of the need for a multilateral maritime regime that focuses
on the management of fisheries resources and maritime
environmental protection. Indeed, when countries in Asia think
maritime, they think first and foremost about boundary disputes, not
protection of the deteriorating marine environment or management of
fisheries. It is these perceptions that must change - and indeed they
are changing. Taken together, these disintegrative forces argue
strongly for an ad hoc, issue-specific evolutionary process for
multilateral maritime regime building.

Objectives and Principles for a Multilateral Maritime Regime for
the South China SeasT

When and if the tirre is right, objectives and principles of a
regime should be negotiated and agreed upon. The following is a
'first cut' at such objectives and principles for a South China Sea

United Nations Convention on the l-aw of the Sea, Article 56.
Valencia, Van Dyke and Ludwig Sharing tlre Resources of the South China Sea,

pp.202'3.
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regime and some suggestions for fisheries and environmental regime
formation in Northeast Asia.

Obiectiaes
The objectives of any multilateral regime for the South China

Sea should include the following goals:

to enhance peace, security, prosperity and stability in the South
China Sea region;
to create a just, equitable, stable and predictable maritime regime
for the South China Sea based on mutual restrainf transparency,
trust and confidence;

to demilitarise the Spratly features through an agreed, mutual,
step-by-step process;

to manage the resources in a cooperative, equitable, efficient,
rational and sustainable manner;

to strengthen a sense of regionalism and regional cooperation
and to foster mutual understanding and friendship among the
people of the claimant states;

to ensure safe navigation and prevent piracf , drug smuggling,
poaching, purposeful pollution and other illegal activities;

to accommodate the interests of other South China Sea states
including the land-locked and geographically disadvantaged
states;

to accommodate the existing interests of companies in the area;

to provide a mechanism for consultations on maritime matters
and for resolving disputes among the South China Sea countries;

to maximise accumulation and availability of information on the
area;
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to promote scientific research and the exchange of scientific data

regarding the resources of the South China Sea;

to promote the transfer of technology among interested
countries; and

to transcend the sovereignty claims in order to avoid politicising
the issues.

Principles
o The territorial sovereignty and sovereign integrity of every

claimant should be equally recognised in the regime. Thus,

although the conflicting claims to maritime space in the Spratly

area should be set aside, the ultimate resolution of these claims

should be unaffected by the establishment of the regime.

. Regional disputes should be resolved through regional
mechanisms. Regional issues should not be further
internationalised.

Regional disputes should be resolved through peaceful means.

The resources of the South China Sea should continue forever to
be used exclusively for peaceful purPoses and should not become

the scene or object of regional or international military conflict.

Provocative military activities such as the establishment of
military bases and fortifications should be prohibited from this
region. Freedom and safety of navigation for all must be

maintained.

The resources of the South China Sea should be exploited
pursuant to the principles of equity and fairness toward all
countries and all peoples of the region.

Cooperative regional exploration, development and management
of the living and non-living resources of the South China Sea is

the most equitable solution to the controversies concerning this
area and will promote rational resource use and peace in this
region.
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Each country has the responsibility to ensure that activities within
its jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the claimed
territory, resources or environment of any other country.

The precautionary principle should govern the development of all
the resources of the South China Sea in order to ensure
sustainable development. Environmental protection should
constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot
be considered in isolation from it. Where an activity presents a
threat of causing serious or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.
The effects of resource exploitation, including cumulative effects,
should be examined holistically and should be fully understood
before new developments are undertaken.

Rare and fragile ecosystems as well as the biodiversity of the
living resources of this region should, as far as practicable, be
protected and managed to ensure their preservation for future
generations.

Further, any regime for the South China Sea has to address or take
into account the regional political realities:s8

the conflicting sovereignty claims to features and the need to
demilitarise them;

the conflicting claims to maritime space;

the conflicting definitions of the area that might be subject to a
resource management agreemen!

the claimants' primary interest in the petroleum potential of the
area;

the need to establish a stable administrative decision-making
structure that is perceived as fair and equitable;

ibid.
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. China's insistence on separate negotiations with each party;

. a necessity to allocate some Power and benefits to the smaller

Powersi

r the need to acknowledge and accommodate the interests of non-

claimant South China Sea countries; and

o the need to acknowledge and accommodate the interests of extra-

regional maritime Powers.

A Fisheries Management Regime for Northeast Asia?se

with extended jurisdiction, the need for cooperation has greatly

increased. Multilateral organisations will be needed to manage

shared stocks, to allocate catch and to obtain economies of scale in

costly research, as well as in management, training and marketing and

trade of fisheries products. These organisations could also ameliorate

misunderstandings and clashes over illegal fishing. such multilateral
fisheries regimes for Northeast Asian seas are already being explored.

For exampll, in March 1993 Russia announced that it wanted to hold

multinational negotiations with |apan, south Korea, China and other

countries on fishing in the Sea of Okhotsk.

Nevertheless, regional cooperation is made difficult by the

dominance of Japan. Japan is, by tradition and mastery of techniques,

the most important fishing nation in much of the region. It has the

most vessels as well as the biggest catch, and it has bilateral
government or private agreements with every country, including
North Korea. In fact, fapan is a fisheries hegemon with a virtual
monopoly of information. Theoretically, this system - an interlocking
web of bilateral agreements dominated by one nation - could

successfully manage the region's fisheries. But the many dangerous

incidents and the fact that most species are overfished indicate that

the system is not working well. Indeed, the present regime is

fundamentally flawed. Because of the history of conflict in Northeast
Asia, the first stage of regional fishery cooperation is not likely to

Mark J. Valencia, 'Fishing in N-E Asia's Maritime Cauldron', ISEAS Trends,

Business Times (Singapore), Weekend Edition, 29-30 July 7995' p.4.
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emerge directly from collective governmental initiatives, such as

treaty negotiations. Instead, it will probably evolve from the
convening of informal meetings and training programmes by a
coalition of respected non-governmental institutions.

A Marine Environmental Protection Regime in the East Sey'Sea of
Japan and the Yellow Sea?60

There is a convergence of factors which makes formation of a
marine environmental regime in the East Sea/Sea of fapan more likely
now than ever. Only four states border the sea, thus lowering the
complexity of the bargaining process. First, there is a growing
recognition that successful efforts in environmental regimes could
have spillover effects in other spheres closer to the core of
international relations, such as security and trade. Its unsettled
maritime frontiers may offer an opportunity for innovative
management approaches. The interconnectivity of the waters and
their biota, including fisheries resources, is increasingly apparent.
Moreover, the East Sea/Sea of |apan is considered relatively
unspoiled and therefore a prime candidate for preservation. The
nuclear waste disposal controversy is the exogenous shock to the
system necessary to enhance the desirability of regime formation and
speed it along. It has raised public awareness and placed the issue of
marine pollution on the national policy agenda. Moreover, it is
creating an epistemic community of scientists and environmentalists
in the bordering countries who are pressing for policy action.

Stimulants include fear and uncertainty regarding the long-term
effects of radioactive pollutanls, and the high cost of gathering
information - as well as the necessity to cooperate when undertaking
research beyond national jurisdiction. Finally, the obvious need for
continuing management and enforcement of anti-dumping
regulations and, indeed, broader pollution monitoring and control
measures, argues for a mechanism to coordinate policies and
approaches. Pressure to formulate sound environmental policy will
increase further now that UNCLOS has come into force. The treaty
obliges nations to protect the marine environment and thus provides

60 Valencia, A Maritinrc Regime for Nortleast Asia, pp.2324.
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ammunition to non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to persuade

governments to do so.

A different but equally shong argument can be made for the

establishment of a regime for the Yellow Sea. This sea is showing

signs of severe industrial and oil pollution, it contains significant

fisheries and ecological resources, and it is increasingly clear to policy
makers - particularly in China and south Korea - as well as the public

that with the quickening pace of economic development, pollution
will continue to increase, and damage those resources. only three

countries border the sea although a fourth, Japan, has activities and

interests there. Discussions of jurisdictional issues are ongoing

between China and south Korea and settlement - or provisional
arrangements in lieu of a settlement - could include an environmental

componenl the incentive for this may increase due to UNCLOS being

in force. The treaty urges countries to enter into the provisional

arrangements pending a settlement of boundary disputes.6l Of course

the North/South Korea dynamic is an obstacle but, if the nuclear

impasse is successfully resolved, cooperation on marine

".rrrito.r*"t 
tal matters would be an opportunity to 'feel each other

ou/ and to build confidence for cooperation on a broader front'

Because of the tentative relations, competition, sensitivity
regarding national jurisdiction, and mutual suspicions, the Yellow sea

regime should initially be consultative and of the self-help genre.

Eaih country must manage its own waters. But a loose consultative

mechanism can discuss common policies, cooperative research,

education and haining. Here the lead of a capable medium power/

South Korea, might be acceptable to all parties. South Korea, as it has

historically, can serve as a buffer between the major powers and

mitigate their reluctance to follow each other's lead. To decrease

sensitivities, areas of overlapping claims, around Tok Do/Takeshima
and the Kurils, might be initially excluded from the purview of the

consultative mechanism.

This consultative mechanism could also become the focal point
for rationalising the various international organisation initiatives with

6L United Nations Convention on the law of the Sea, Article 83(3)'
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a marine environmental focus, such as NOWPAP, WESTPAC and
UNDP/GEF, and for coordination of implementation of law of the sea

environmental responsibilities. As confidence builds and a habit of
consultative and cooperative behaviour gains a foothold, an
organisation could be added. This organisation could involve
conferences of environmental ministers which would make the
delegates directly responsible to their populaces and thus make it
more difficult for laggards to retard the process.62

The process of environmental regime creation for both the East
Sea/Sea of Japan and the Yellow Sea should be more or less the same.
The suggestion is to recognise the nafural course of events and to
allow the regime to form in stages or evolve. It should begin as it is
now with a limited and temporary focus on monitoring and possible
clean-up of dumped radioactive materials. But policy makers should
be prepared to move rather quickly beyond this limited ad hoc
arrangement to a broader coordination regime which would agree on
rules and procedures while leaving each member free to implement
them in its own way at its own pace. This more advanced
arrangement would focus on service functions, such as information
exchange, data gathering and analysis, consultation, coordination of
research programmes, and planning for joint action in emergencies.
Gradually and incrementally addressing ever more competing uses of
the seas can produce a more coherent, comprehensive, balanced set of
arrangements. The trend from a use-oriented to a resource-oriented
approach can move successively from pollution protection to species
conservation, to collective management and more refined monitoring
and research. Eventually the parties could agree on pollution
reduction targets as well as on reporting implementation, and on
improved public access to information.63

Haas, 'Protecting the Baltic and the North Sea', pp.1,73-5.

Andresen, The Effectiveness of Regional Environmental Cooperation
Northem Seas; Haas, 'Protecting the Balhc and the North Sea'.
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REGIMES FOR MANAGING REGIONAT SEAS AND

OCEANS: THE USE AND ABUSE OF

INTERNATIONAL LAW

Ian Townsend-Gault

Some of the problems dealt with in this chapter flow directly from

the apparently reasonable words and concepts in the title the organisers

of the CSCAP meeting chose for its opening session' 'Regimes for

tulu.,uging Regional Sea! and Oceans" and particularly from the concept

of a regime (meanrng legal regime) which will dictate the correlative

righs and obligationJ of"oppo'"it" and adjacent states which surround'

wholly or in part, a marine area' To some extent' the problem is one

well known to international lawyers: countries are very haPpy to- accept

the rights flowing from a particular- rule of international law' but are

able to furnish an inexhaustible set of reasons and excuses for failures to

;;;f.r* the obligations that go with them' A ready example is

iurnished by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea:

ho* ,r,ur,y of th" on" hunclrecl or so states party to-this agreement can

be said to be in compliance with all of its provisions? Or to be making a

serious effort to comPlY?

The answer to this question is to some extent academic' because it

appears that, for th" *osi part, the parties accept that implementation

will be an arduous f,o."", and ait seem content to undertake this

process at their o*rr'put", providecl that some sort of momentum is

maintained. But probiem, uii'" when countries go out of their way to

removethemselvesfromtheambitofprovisionstheydonotlikeof
treaties to which they have become party nonetheless' This can be done

in many ways, such as refusing to accept a certain interpretation of the

provisions in questlon. When"successful' this strategy allows countries

to be perceiv".t u, ,,rfporting the development of the international legal

order on the one hand, but avoicling some of the consequences on the

other. But there are adverse consequences also: the law of the sea

convention is a regime, not a buffet oirandom articles' from which one
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can pick and choose. picking and choosing deshoys the inherent unity
of the convention.

The thesis of this chapter is that this strategy is one of the threats
facing the concept of marine regionarism as that term is understood bv
contemporary ocean management. The threat comes from u ,u.,gu Jf
sources: politics, expediency and strategic considerations. The result isthat functional approaches to marine -.r,u.rug.rr,"nt, 

such as regionar
cooperation, are at risk for reasons which have nothing to do with
preserving and protecting the oceans, the marine enviionment and
marine resources, but for other purposes. It is surely time to examine
this process, and coruider if something can be done toieverse it.

Functional Versus political Analysis
No-one can doubt that there are important poriticar connotations

to natural resources decision making. sut it is difficult to reconcile the
functional approach to ocean **ig"-"r,! resource conservation, or
environmental protection with one based mainly on political or other
non-functional considerations. perhaps the best iilusnation of the issues

llitTg here is provirled by the situation in that part of the
Mediterranean east of the island of Malta. The compl& history of
alliances and animosities in this part of the worrd is well known;
sovereignty and jurisdiction inhude into every aspect of subregional
affairs' some counhies_in the region have refused to accept the
existence of the state of Israel Cyprus is, in theory, an independent
sovereign state, although ol: could be forgiven for doubting thl gi.r"r,
the proprietary attitudes of both Greece aid turkey *i*r rEspect to if
and so forth. From the poriticar viewpoint, many of these counhies
should want to have nothing to do with some of their neighbours, and
the prospect of them. a-U litting down together to coop"erate in any
meaningful way is difficult to envisage.

The same issues arise in the southwest Atlantic, in the area
between the Falkland Islands and Argentina. As in the Mediterranean,
there has been armed conflict, mosl notably in 19g2. Britain and
Argentina maintained their respective claims to sovereignty over the
islands, and it is not easy to see how either side could yielito the other.
Hoyever, n9t only have the two countries agreed on joint research
projects in the waters lying between the islands and the mainland of
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South America but more recently, tn 1995, they gave their blessing for
joint oil and gas exploration and, depending on the results thereof,
production, between Argentina's state-owned oil company and British
Peholeum. All of this was entered into without prejudice to the
respective positions of the two countries regarding sovereignty over the
Falkland Islands.

The history of Argentinean-British agreements with respect to the
marine area between the Falkland Islands and the South American
mainland is inshuctive from a number of viewpoints. Most
commentators have concentrated on some aspects of this history, most
notably the provision which would allow the two countries to cooperate
without any adverse inference being drawn with respect to their
respective positions concerning sovereignty over the islands. Mention is

also made of the functional nature of cooperation, for example with
respect to fisheries conservation. There is, however, rather more to it
than that, and an examination of the fuller picture helps to illustrate
what appears to be the triumph of the functional approach over political
considerations.

The armed conllict over the Falklands took place in the first six
months of 1982. The Argentinean invasion took place in the early weeks
of that year, and the Brihsh dispatched a task force to oust the invaders.
Before the task force arrived, the British declared a unilateral'exclusion
zone' of 150 nautical miles radius measured from a point in the centre of
the islands, and declared that all Argentinean ships and aircraft within
this area would be regarded as hostile. Hostilities ceased rn June 7992,

but the British government changed the designation of the exclusion
zone to the Falkland Islands Protection Zone, on 6 December 1982. In
the next few years, the British government began to institute measures
in the marine areas surrounding the Falkland Islands for the sole benefit
of the United Kingdom and the islanders. These measures included
declarations on conservation of fish stocks and maritime jurisdiction,
ultimately promulgated by an order made by the governor of the

colony.l The Argentinean government lodged a vigorous protest against
these neasures.2

Declaration on the Conservation of Fish Stocks and on Marihme Jurisdiction
around the Falkland Islands, and Proclamation No.4 of L986,lnterim Fishery
Conservation and Management Zone (Falkland Islands), 29 October 1986, in
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Channels of communication were next established between
London and Buenos Aires with the assistance of friendly governments,
including Spain. The first fruit of these discussions was a joint statement
issued on 19 October 1989, in Madrid, whereby the two governments
established the basis on which contact would be maintained, and
measures taken with respect to the marine areas between the Falklands
and Argentina. The text of this 'without prejudice' provision is

reproduced in Annex 1 to this chapter.

The first fruit of this cooperation was agreement on a means for
reducing tension and lessening the possibility of provocative acts or
errors arising out of the security situation. On 15 February 1990, the

two governments issued a joint statement on an interim reciprocal

information and consultation system; safety measures for naval and air
units when operating in proximity; maritime and air search and rescue;
and safety of navigation.3 Search and rescue was to be the subject of two
further joint statements.a This was followed later that year by the joint
statement on the conservation of fisheries between the government of
the Argentine Republic and the government of the United Kingdom.s

UN Doc, A/ 4"1/777, Nezu Directiorts in tle Lau of tle Sea (New Series), p.13. A
fisheries regime was instituted by the Falkland Islands Fisheries
(Conservation and Management) Ordinance, 12 November 7986, in Nau
Directions in the Lau of tlre Sea (New Series), p.14.

Since the two countries did not enjoy diplomatic relations at this time, the

protest was communicated to the Secretary-General of the United Nations:
see UN Doc. A/41/788-3/18551; see also press communiqu6, UN Doc.
A/4'L/784-S/18438, 5 November 1986; and, for the British response, also
addressed to the Secretary-General, see UN Doc. A/41./868-3/18473.

Joint Statement on (i) Interim Reciprocal InJormation and Consultation
System, (ii) Safety Measures for Naval and Air Units when Operating in
Proximity, (iii) Maritime and Air Search and Rescue, and (iv) Safety of
Navigation (Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Falkland Islands
Department), LondorL Press Release, 16 February 1990); Nau Directions in tlw
Law of tle Sea (New Series), p.7.
25 September '1.991., and 1.2 July 1.993. See Falkland lslands Naosletter, No.64,
published by Falkland Islands Associatiory November 1995.

Nnu Directions in tle Lmo of tle Sea (New Series), p.14. Joint Statement on the
Conservation of Fisheries between the Govemment of the Argentine
Republic and the Govemment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northem lreland, 28 November 1990, in United Nations, Law of tlu Sea

Bulletin, No.17, April 1991., pp.224; Naa Directions in the law of tle Sea (New
Series), p.20.
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Two years later, in November 1992, Argentina entered into an
agreement with the European Economic Community (now the
European Union) on relations in the sea-fisheries sector.6 Discussions
between Britain and Argentina on cooperation with petroleum
exploration were already taking place, with the 1995 agreement already
referred to as the milestone in that sector.T In other words, a steady
chronology of cooperation, as opposed to confrontation.

This is a classic example of the triumph of the functional
approach. The political risks here were certainly significant. The
Falklands War was widely covered by the media in Argentina and
Britain. Both counhies are democracies with a free press, and there is
little doubt that each public has little regard for the government of the
other country. Accordingly, f politics had been allowed to govern,
these agreements simply could not have been entered into - at least not
while memories of the conflict were still relatively fresh. It is always
possible that the agreements were the product of the process of
reconciliation between the two countries in the aftermath of the
Falklands War. But there are many ways in which relations could have
been re-established and shengthened, without touching upon the most
contentious issue between the two countries. Commentators in
Southeast Asia are apt to regard maritime jurisdictional matters as
'seruitive issues', as indeed they are. But it is impossible to regard these
issues in Southeast Asia as any more sensitive than the forms of
cooperation undertaken by Britain and Argentina, since the marine area

around the Falklands/Malvinas Islands is known to be rich in both
living and non-living resources.

Two conclusions seem to emerge. First, that the need for scientific
research and the desire to promote petroleum development were much
stronger than the antipathy or mistrust between the two countries. Had
the United Kingclom undertaken either course of action unilaterally,

Agreement on Relations in the Sea Fisheries Sector between the European
Econon-dc Community and the Argcntine Republic, 30 November 1992, in
Officinl Journal of tlrc European Connrnnities, No.L 318/1, 20 December 1993;

Nuu Directions in tlrc Laru of tlrc Sea: Regional atd National Deoelopnrents,

xr.4.1(1).
The chronology of petroleum cooperation is set out in the Falkland Islands

Nezos/cller, No.64.
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relations with Argentina would have deteriorated further, and issues of
legitimacy would have remained. It is reasonable to suppose that any
effort by Argentina to undertake such activities unilaterally would have

met with a firm response from the United Kingdom. Put simply, the

need for this activity was regarded as paramount. The second

conclusion is that here we see a classic example of the source of
confrontation - jurisdiction - being turned to advantage and, indeed,
acting as a catalyst for cooperation.

The international lawyer asks a further question: were Britain and

Argentina under any obligation to enter into these arrangements? On

the evidence before us, it is difficult to conclude that a legal obligation to
cooperate existed; but the two countries, through their agreements, have
contributed to the body of state practice which may, in time, form the
basis of a new rule of customary international law.

Problems with the Promotion of Maritime Cooperation

Maritime cooperation can be difficult for states to accommodate

for a number of reasons, and it is surely appropriate to consider them
here. First, by way of background, it should not be forgotten that
every concept of the law of the sea, except that of the regimes of the
territorial sea and high sea, was formed in the recent past and is still
in process of development. The regimes of territorial and high seas

have undergone some fundamental changes. The old debate of closed
seas versus open seas, or the sacredness of the freedom of the seas,

seems largely irrelevant today, and yet had been the dominant
concept for cenfuries.

It is relatively easy to identify the moment when the 'old' law of
the sea started to give way to the 'new' - the promulgation of
President Truman's Proclamation on the Continental Shelf of 28

September 1945 - but it is essential to recognise that this date marked
the beginning of a process which is going on today, and which is
unlikely to be concluded in the near future. It is one thing to work out
concepts on paper, and even reach agreement on them, but quite
another to implement them fully.

The second factor lies in the problem of accommodating the shift
in the dominant view of maritime jurisdiction from unilateralism to
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the requirement that a state's obligations go beyond the traditional
limit of merely refraining from injuring a neighbour - the state may
now have to deal with that neighbour in some form or other with
respect to an issue which had previously been regarded as one for
each state to deal with on its own. It should not be forgotten that this
is a two-way street: that neighbour is under a corresponding
obligation.

It is not difficult to place the concept of unilateralism in the

general context of inter-state relations, especially the prohibition on

interfering in the internal affairs of another country. But this is

precisely the point that concept is also undergoing radical change.

The definition of what is, or is not, an internal issue is becoming
progressively narrowed. No-one doubts that the rain forests of
Amazonia are within the sovereign jurisdiction of the countries of the

Amazon basin, but suppose that the governments concerned decided
to exercise those rights by clear-cutting the Amazon basin - would the

world really stand by and allow this to happen? This is not to say that
there would be armed intervention, but it is inconceivable that
governments would place the principle of non-interference above the

survival of humanity, and this would be the choice. Even now, the

international community is concerned about the extent of rain forest
destruction, and greenhouse gas emissions from the industrialised
countries, just as it was about plans by the former Soviet Union to

reverse the flow of some major rivers. It is not just that the world is

indeed becoming smaller, but also that our capacity to inflict damage

on resources, the environment, and each other has increased along
with our appetite for devouring resources, and advances in
technology.

In the oceans, this trend manifests itself mainly as limits to
unilateral jurisdiction because the threshold of impact, especially

negative impact, is lower than once it was, and because we have not
really come to terms with the consequences of the expansion of state

jurisdiction from non-living to include living resources in the 200-

nautical-mile area. Indeed, it might be said that we do not have

sufficient evidence on what form those consequences might take, a

point which will be addressed below. Some CSCAP countries have

been most adventurous in pushing forward the limits and concepts of
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state jurisdiction, establishing the various zones of jurisdiction, but
others have been much more cautious, for one reason or another. One
of those reasons has been a desire to avoid the exacerbation of
jurisdictional conflicts with neighbouring states. Other countries in
other regions have adopted precisely the same policies, for precisely
the same reasons. This is hue of other parts of the world, such as the
Mediterranean and, until quite recently, the Baltic and the Black seas.

Does this matter? If state jurisdiction beyond the territorial sea

was still confined to the non-living resources of the subsoil of the
continental shelf, the answer would be in the negative. Oil and gas,

and mineral resources, remain in situ until they are exploited.
Development of the North Sea began in the early 1960s, but it would
have made no difference to the resources if development had started
in 1860, or was to start in 2060. Arguably, we do not have the same
luxury of choice with respect to the waters within the 2O0-nautical-
mile limit. In the South China Sea, for instance, we are told that
fisheries experts have doubts as to the sustainability of current fishing
practices. To make matters worse, experts tell us that marine
environmental quality is deteriorating. Shipping experts tell us that,
from the hydrographic point of view, the South China Sea is gravely
disadvantaged, and so the risk of maritime accidents is greater than it
should be. The Strait of Malacca is the second-busiest shipping lane in
the world, and the already impressive tonnage of oil shipped through
the South China Sea is likely to increase in the near future. We also

know that the 500 million people in the coastal zone derive up to 70

per cent of their direct and 85 per cent of their indirect protein from
the South China Sea. In these circumstances, doing nothing would
seem to be a shameful abnegation of the responsibilities of
government. The luxury of choice would seem to be somewhat
limited (except with regard to possible petroleum development, which
would appear to be much less important). In other words, coming to
some accommodation in the South China Sea which would permit the
littoral states to address these issues would appear to be in the
interests of all, and the claim that these matters are 'sensitive' and
therefore cannot be addressed seems almost frivolous. Surelv the
survival of 500 million people is sufficiently sensitive?
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The issue is this: can marine regionalism help or hinder the
development of national laws and policies? In the North Sea, the
evidence suggests that the regional approach promoted national
policy development such as the declaration of EEZs; whereas in the
Mediterranean, the regional approach is difficult to advance because
of conflicts over jurisdiction, and other apparently irreconcilable
marine interests, and there are fewer EEZ declarations (France and
Spain established these zones in the Atlantic, but not in the
Mediterranean). Some commentators have urged the Mediterranean
countries to undertake fisheries and ocean management on the basis of
Part IX of the convention (regime of enclosed or semi-enclosed seas),
rather than Part V (the EEZ). They have also urged a more creative
approach to the complex jurisdictional questions, and overcoming the
underdeveloped state of ocean governance through joint venfures and
other forms of enhanced cooperation.s

We should perhaps distinguish between different forms of
regional approach. The time may not be ripe for formal, official, inter-
governmental efforts to solidify cooperation in marine areas, but the
groundwork can be prepared by informal means. This is especially
helpful when the task is one of setting priorities. Jurisdictional
disputes loom very large, but to allow them to dominate the debate at
the expense of more practical considerations is akin to doing nothing,
and some marine areas simply cannot afford this. Despite the oceans
of ink spilled on the law of the sea and ocean governance,
governments remain somewhat unsure of the consequences of
particular acts, such as tacit recognition that a given marine area is
indeed a 'region', much less an enclosed or semi-enclosed sea. Thus,
they tend to avoid the use of terms which may suggest that they.
accept these concepts: some governments in the South China Sea

region follow this course. While it is easy to criticise, it may well be
that this reluctance stems from an excess of caution, rather than
outright hostility. But what if the regime prescribed in Part IX of the
convention does indeed provide the best foundation of ocean
management of a given area? Would it not be in the ultimate interests

See Ton ljlstra, 'Development of Resource Jurisdiction in the EC's Regional
Seas: National EEZ Policies of EC Member States in the Northeast Atlantic,
the Mediterranean Sea, and the Baltic Sea', Ocean Deuelopnrent and
lntenmtional Latu, Yol.23, No.2,/3, 7992, p,765.
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of all if this were to be recognised and national policies adjusted
accordingly?

Perhaps this is an area where governmenb need further
assistance; for instance, in promoting discussions on the pros and cons

of a particular approach. An excess of sensitivity on such matters can
prmote the tendency to play games with the interpretation of those
parts of the convention which a state wishes to avoid, while claiming
all rights available. Speaking as a lawyer, however, I cannot see that
the status of the South China Sea (or the Baltic, the Mediterranean, or

the Black Sea, or indeed any other body of water) as enclosed or semi-

enclosed is a legal or political issue. The determination, one way or
the other, has political and legal consequences, but that determination
is solely a matter for the application of principles derived from marine
science and related disciplines.

International Law and Regional Ocean Regimes

What role can, or should, international law play here? One of the

basic principles of international law is to the effect that limitations of
state rights should never be presumed lightly' This would suggest

that states enjoy untrammelled maritime jurisdiction unless or until
limitations to those rights become apparent. However, this is simply
not what is on offer in the law of the sea convention, and that
convention is a treaty in force between many of the countries of
Southeast Asia. We should turn our attention to the process of
elucidation, application and implementation.

We know enough about the fragility of the oceans to be wary of
the absolute approach. In light of this, we may need a maritime
equivalent of the precautionary principle as understood by
environmental lawyers. Adopting a stance which demands irrefutable
proof of damage before taking action is, a practical terms, a recipe for
disaster, no matter how superficially attractive it may be in political
terms.

It is natural to wish to take only the beneficial and leave the
onerous, but the price to be paid for participatittg in the affairs of the
intemational community must include accepting some costs in refum
for some gains. For example, Canada would have preferred to retain
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the provisions on coastal archipelagoes which appeared in an early draft
of the law of the sea convention, but did not consider the removal of
these draft articles as important as gains elsewhere. Other countries
made their choices, and continue to do so in every aspect of
international dealings.

Parties to the law of the sea convention must be presumed to have
made such a choice. One of the themes pursued here is that it is taking
many states rather longer than expected to come to terms with the
consequences of ratification, such as re-drawing baselines, refining
claims, modifying positions on navigational issues, or fisheries, or
pollution. However, as a matter of physical fact, the ocean has many
regions which include states which do not have land boundaries. We
humans have a terra-centric world-view, and this is an aspect of our
world with which we must come to terms. sooner rather than later.
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Annex 1.

Exhact from the Joint Declaration made by the Government of the

Argentine Republic and the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Madrid, 19 October 1989.

1. Nothing in the conduct or content of the present meeting or any
similar subsequent meetings shall be interpreted as:

a. A change in the position of the United Kingdom with
respect to sovereignty or territorial and maritime
jurisdiction over the Falkland Islands, South Georgia, and
the South Sandwich Islands and the surrounding maritime
areas;

A change in the position of the Argentine Republic with
regard to sovereignty or territorial and maritime

lurisdiction over the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and
the South Sandwich Islands, and the surrounding maritime
areas;

c. Recognition of or support for the opposition of the United
Kingdom or the Argentine Republic with regard to
sovereignty or territorial and maritime jurisdiction over the

Falkland Islands, South Georgia and the South Sandwich
Islands, and the surrounding maritime areas.

No act or activity carried out by the United Kingdom, the
Argentine Republic, or third parties as a consequence and an
implementation of anything agreed to in the present meeting or in
any similar subsequent meetings shall constitute a basis for
affirming, supporting, or denying the position of the United
Kingdom or the Argentine Republic regarding the sovereignty or
territorial and maritime jurisdiction over the Falkland Islands,
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands, and the
surrounding maritime areas.

2.
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LINKING MARITIME REGIMES TO REGIONAL
SECURITY: SOME CAVEATS AND OBSERVATIONS

Chris Rahman

Potential maritime reginles proposed for East Asia tend to focus
on pressing issues of 'a civil, as opposed to a military nature'.r By
doing so, such proposals attempt to avoid dealing directly with the
intensely competitive and confrontational realm of political-military
relations, thereby allowing the common problems of increasingly
interdependent regional states operating within shared maritin.re
environs to be more adequately (and objectively) addressed. It has

become a truism to suggest, for example, that fish and marine
pollution pay no respect to national maritime boundaries, while
disputed maritime sovereignty claims, overlapping maritime
jurisdictions, expansion of seaborne trade and growing demand for
both living and non-living nrarine resources greatly expand the sense

of mutual dependence upon the region's seas. It has been further
argued, moreover, that the establishment of civil maritime regimes

can be used to 'build confidence, dampen frontier tension, and
improve relations'.2 This chapter, however, will question the ability of
such cooperative arrangements to provide a positive long-term
influence on political relations and regional security.

By drawing attention to the difficulty, both in theory and in
practice, of successfully linking multilateral maritime regimes to

regional security,3 I am not trying to question the benefits of such

2

3

Mark J. Valcncia, A Mtritinre llcgrtnc .[or North-Enst Asirl (Oxford Univcrsity
Press, Hong Kong,1996), p.12.

ibid., p.6.

For the fun.lame'ntals of regirne thcory, and of the liberal institutionalist school

of thought more generally, see ibid., ch.2; Ste'phen D. Krasner (ed.),

lntenrationnl Regincs (Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 1983); and Robert O.

Keohane, Afte r Hege nrotry: Cooltcrntiotr and Discord in tlrc World Politicnl Econonry

(Princckrrr Univcrsity Prc'ss, Prirrcckrn NJ, 198-1). Sec also Johrr J. Mearsheimer,

'The Falsc Promise of lnternational lnstitutions', lntcrnntional Security, Vol.1'9'
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cooperative arrangements either in their specific issue areas, or for
wider regional oceans management. I will stress the points, however,
that linkages to regional security are weak, and that excessive claims
for the ability of maritime regimes to improve political relations are

unwarranted, and are also, by setting unrealistic expectations,
potentially damaging to regime effectiveness.

The first section of the chapter will provide a critical overview of
the theory involved, followed by a discussion of the use and definition
of the term secuity and, more specifically, will question the current
fashion of viewing security in comprehensiue terms. This will be

followed by an analysis of the underlying political and strategic
context currently evolving in East Asia, in which maritime regimes
will be required to operate, including some observations on the
performance of instifutional arrangements for regional security and
what these may mean for regirne analysis more generally. The fourth
part of the chapter will then briefly review the difficulties facing the
cooperative security and regionalist imperatives, particularly in the
wake of the regional economic crisis, and tentatively suggest how to
advance more meaningful security cooperation and regional stability.
Finally, a few concluding caveats and recommendations will be

proffered.

Applying Institutionalist Theory to East Asian Regional Security
The institutionalist school of thought within the broad discipline

of international relations has since the end of the Cold War undergone
something of a resurgence, expanding its horizons at the expense of
the previously dominant research programme, realism.a Whereas in
the past liberal institutionalism had mostly confined itself to issues of
political economy, leaving considerations of security to the subfield of
strategic studies,s this division of labour has been under attack in the

No.3, Winter "1994/95, especially pp.8-26; and the subsequent debate,

'Promises, Promises: Can Institutions Deliver?', Iniernational Secuity,Yol.20.
No.1, Summer 1,995, pp.39-93.
The point is well made that there is no single theory of realism, and that
realism is perhaps best described as a 'research programme' by Michael
Mastanduno, 'Preserving the Unipolar Momenh Realist Theories and U.S.

Grand Strategy after the Cold War', International Securi$, Vol.21.No.4, Spring
1997, p.50.
Mearsheimer, 'The False Promise of Intemational Institutions', pp.15-16.
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post-Cold War period. According to one leading scholar of strategic
studies, the subfield of international political economy/ home of the
institutionalist tradition, has been attempting to subsume the study of
security within its own discipline, largely as a result of the twin
processes of economic globalisation and democratisation which
together, it is claimed, act to reduce the likelihood of war.6 The
promotion of multilateral regimes to reduce conflict and promote
stability, such as those in the maritime sphere, should therefore be

viewed as part of the expansion process of liberal instifutionalism.T

One of the first caveats to be made is that the politics of security
is different from the politics of other areas of international interaction.8
Furthermore, international (and regional) security deals directly and
unashamedly with the use of force in international politics, and must
grapple therefore, 'with the most fundamental questions of war and
peace and, consequently, with the highest responsibilities of
government'.e It is this imperative that to a significant extent
separates the study of security from the earnest endeavours of the
international political economy subfield.

In his strong critique of institutionalist theory, prominent realist
scholar ]ohn Mearsheimer notes that liberal institutionalism does not
directly address issues of war and peace, or even lwut
institutions/regimes might reduce the likelihood of war. The theory
only suggests that increased cooperation in non-security fields of
international politics (such as economics and the environment) where
state actions are constrained by rules (that is, regimes), ought
somehow to reduce the likelihood of war.r0

Lawrence Freedman, 'lntemational Security: Changing Targets', Foreign Policy,

No.110, Spring 1998, pp.53-1.
Whereas Valencia differentiates regimes from institutions, Mcarshcimer views
them as 'synonymous concepts'. Their respective definitions are similar,
however, and both uhlise the same underlying theory. See Valencia, A
Maritinre Reginrc for NortluEnst Asia, pp.1.7-18; and Mearsheimer, 'The False

Prornise of intemational Institutions', p.8, n.13.

This point was emphasised even by perhaps the foremost ProPonent of security
regimc.s cluring the Cold War. See Robert Jcrvis, 'Security Regimes' in Krasner
(ed.), I ntc rnationnl Re ginrcs, pp.'17 4-6.

Freedman,'lntemational Securi$'. p.48.

Mearsheimer, 'The False Promise of International Instifutions', pp.'l'4-1'9.
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9
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A further serious failing of institutionalist theory is the lack of
attention paid to the issue of relative gains as an important inhibitor of
cooperation. Relative gain concerns centre around how much one

state's power is enhanced relative to another's, as oPPosed to a

preoccupation with how to make the largest (absolute) gain possible,

irrespective of gains made by other states. This is particularly
important in the security sphere, where relative military advantage or
disadvantage may mean the difference between victory and defeat in
war or, at least, the ability of the state holding the advantage to coerce

another state to defer to the stronger party in matters of vital national
policy. Unfortunately for institutionalists, relative gains also seem to

be prevalent in international economic relations which, at least in parf
is due to the added complication that relative economic advantage can
be translated into relative military advantage.ll

Another warning note concerns the central dilemma of regime
enforcement in the absence of a regional hegemonic Presence. This

problem is unfolding only gradually in the realm of East Asian
security, given the mixed perceptions of the slow strategic withdrawal
of the United States from the region. However, in non-security
realms, such as the East Asian marine environment, the stabilising
influence of US power is often absent. This is understandable given
that Washington has no direct interest in such matters. According to
Mark Valencia, the absence of external influence ought to have a

positive effect for cooperative oceans management, satisfying 'an
important condition for the application of multilateralism in a regional
context'.12

It will be extremely difficult, however, to construct such regimes

on the basis of the 'new regionalism' without taking overriding
political and shategic imperatives into account. This is particularly
the case with respect to relations between the two pre-eminent
indigenous East Asian powers, China and |apan. Distributive
(relative gain) issues are likely to remain significant barriers to regime
negotiations, and regimes may become hostage to the wider political
aims of potential aspiring hegemons. There was, for example,

ibid., pp.19-21.
Valencia, A Maritime Reginre for NortbEast Asia, pp.6'7.

11
"12
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significant evidence of relative gains considerations at work during
the Kyoto environmental summit negotiations to limit greenhouse gas
enrissions in December L997.

Defining Security
Building upon the rather unstable base of liberal institutionalist

theory, with its inability to address security issues, more traditionally
defined, faith in the normative power of multilateral maritime regimes
to positively transform the quality of inter-state relations rests
increasingly upon so-called'comprehensive' definitions of security,
which are highly fashionable throughout the wider region and
amongst interested commentators around the world.13

A further caveat, therefore, is that emphasis on non-military
factors may reflect an unwillingness to confront the fundamental
dilemma of regional security: that is, the propensity towards the use
of force in inter-state relations. A cynic might suggest that this
unwillingness, or inability, to address underlying military-strategic
issues and contexts has led to an attempt to redefine first order
security problems out of existence. Unfortunately, the real-world
application of raw military power and political coercion pays little
heed to the creative phraseology of those commentators hoping to
change the terms (and ownership) of the great semantic debate over
'security'.11

Comprehensive security is a broad concept that attempts to link
all the factors that may influence the welfare of a state, or even a
region, including economic, environmental, and social as well as

military elements.15 It also 'relates to freedom from threats wider than
just those deriving from inter-state conflict'.16 However, perspectives

13

74

l5

Ste. for example, ibid., pp.9-10.
The standard conceptual text on security is Barry Buzan, People, Statcs and f:cor:

An Agendn for lntcutational Sccurity Studics in the Post-Cold War Era (Harvester
Wheatsheaf, Hemel Hemstcad, 1991).
For a sound cliscussion of the topic, see Jim Rolfe, 'Regional Comprehensive
St'curity: Some Problcnrs of Dcfinition ancl Application' in Jim Rolfe (ed.),
Unresoltcd Ftrturcs: Conrprclrcnsiuc Sccurity in tlrc Asia-Pacrfc (Centre for
Strategic Stutlics, Wcllingbn, 1995).

ibid., p.101.lb
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of this sort also fail to adequately address the fundamental issue of
war and peace.

Despite the weaknesses of 'comprehensive' thinking about
security, it is not the case that references to 'environmental security' or
'economic security' are in themselves necessarily inappropriate' And
in terms of the cooperative requirements of transnational oceans

management issues, it is entirely sensible to refer to 'comprehensive
regional maritime security'. The difficulty lies in directly linking
comprehensive visions of security to the practical requirements for
maintaining peace and strategic stability.

A common criticism of such expansive definitions is that the

study (and maintenance) of security soon begins to lose intellectual
focus,17 while creating difficulties for national policy coordination. In
this respect, a concePt that purports to be about almost everything
may well be sufficiently lacking in coherence that it becomes relevant
to almost nothing, particularly in terms of practical policy
prescription. There is little or no relationship between policy making

for defence, for example, and policy making for environmental
protection. This is precisely because they are entirely separate
activities, with different organisations, conceptual focuses and
responsibilities.

It can be misleading, therefore, to attemPt to relate

environmental 'threats' to considerations of war and peace and
corresponding national security establishments.ls It is not the
military, after all, but civilian environmental scientists and related
agencies who are best placed to deal with environmental matters.le

See, for example, Freedman, 'lntemational Security', p.53; and Richard K.

Betts, 'Should Shategic Studies Survive?', World Politics, Vol.50, No.1, October

1997, p.27. Also useful is Colin Gray, 'Global Security and Economic Well-
being: A Strategic Perspective', Political Studies, Vol.4? No.1, March 1994.

A similar view is advanced by Daniel Deudney, 'The Case against Linking
Environmental Degradation and National Security', Millenniunt: lournal of
lnternational Studies, Y o1.19, No.3, Winter 1990.

Alan Dupont nevertheless provides a reasoned case for integrating the

environment into national security planning in Tlu Enttironment and Secuity in

Pacifc Asia, Adelphi Paper No.319 (Oxford University Press for the

Intemational Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), Oxford, June 1998).
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The Indonesian forest fires of 1997-98, for example, may have posed a

threat (for those unfortunate enough to be living in the path of the
smoke) to public health, to local economies, and to the safety of both
marine and air transport, as well as causing serious ecological
damage. Yet, despite creating some political tensions within ASEAN,
it would be a gross exaggeration to suggest that these'threats' posed a
serious problem for regional security in terms of the risk of armed
conJlict between states. Indeed, it has been argued in the wake of the
Indonesian experience that such instances of transnational pollution
are more likely to promote cooperation than con{lict.2o

Moreover, it may not only be inappropriate, but even potentially
dangerous, to attempt to link a wide range of concerns in the non-
traditional security sphere, comprehensively defined, to national
security. In this view, the elevation of such issues to the status of
national security priorities might conceivably lead to a loss of
perspective and an overreaction to events by the traditional providers
of national security: that is, the respective national armed forces of the
states involved. In effect, this may be described as a negative
confidence-building measure (CBM), or alternatively, as a political
confidence-destroying measure!Jim Rolfe makes the similar point that
when comprehensive security is widely applied, all disagreements
and conJlicts between states risk becoming issues of national security,
with a concomitant (and most likely unwarranted) raising of the
political stakes involved.2l

As already indicated, policy coordination difficulties also
hamper the implementation of comprehensively defined conceptions
of security for any polity, as many different agencies will necessarily
specialise in the various elements of policy that might have relevance
and implications for aspects of national maritime policy. Even within
the more tightly defined realm of maritime constabulary and
enforcement duties, there is usually a variety of agencies, often with
overlapping roles, such as navies, coast guards, marine police, and

ibid., pp.11-13, 16.

Rolfe,'Regional Comprehensive Security', p.101

an
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fisheries and customs authorities as examples, which are also often
poorly coordinated.22

From the perspective of regional maritime security, maritime
security cooperation must therefore be viewed as a subset both of
wider cooperation within the maritime sphere and of regional
security. While there is some overlapping of the two categories, such
as the use of navies for constabulary duties, many of the issues
requiring transnational oceans management, and for which maritime
regimes are proposed, should nevertheless not be viewed as

(comprehensively defined) issues of national (and thus also regional)
security. To make such a link would be to confuse the fundamental
issues of war and peace and the use of force, and the relevant
responsibilities of governments, with other issues that may create

disputes between states, but are at the same time of lesser relative
importance and consequence, and which are best dealt with by
agencies outside of the traditional security sector.

The Political and Strategic Context
There are also areas of potential maritime cooperation, such as

the joint exploitation of oil and gas resources, that must be viewed
within a context of regional (and subregional) strategic relations, thus
providing a more measured and longer term appraisal of the political
implications of such developments than those offered by the

normative perspectives of regime analysis and international law.
After all, at the harsh, but nevertheless vitally important, level of
analysis of the relative power relationships between states, the
international system is governecl not by international law, nor by
rules, but by politics.

As has already been mentioned, a central problem for regime

theory is the difficulty of enforcement, particularly in times of stressed
political relations and crisis. The reduction of US power, particularly
in Southeast Asia, may be creating dilemmas not only for the

For a Malaysian perspechve on this problem, see Iskandar Sazlan,

Cc'rmprehensivc' Marifime Security: Creating an Environment for Growth,
paper preparccl for the National Conference on Ocean Govemance in
Coniunction with the Year of the Ocean 1998, Maritime Inshtute of Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur,'1998.
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maintenance of regional stability in the traditional security arena, but
also for the effective implementation of norms and rules. This
problem is exacerbated by the seemingly limited commitment of the

rising regional power, China, to rules-based systems of international
issues management, particularly those perceived in Beijing as being
the self-serving creations of rival great powers. One commentator
has, rather fittingly, described China's hesitancy to Play by
international rules, and its claims for special consideration and
entitlements (as part of an ongoing quest to restore its great-power
status), as Chinese'exemptionalism'.23

While the perception of US strategic withdrawal may be

somewhat overstated at times, especially in the wake of the
reaffirmation of the U$Japan Security Treaty in 7996, an air of
suspicion nevertheless lingers in the region over long-term US

intentions and reliability. Amongst the factors that combine to create

this uncertainty are, first, the revised U9fapan Guidelines for Defense

Cooperation unveiled in September 1997, which created an
impression, probably correct, that Washington is attempting to shift a

greater share of the burden of maintaining East Asian strategic
stability onto Japan, albeit at a painfully slow pace.2a

Second, US ambiguity over the defence of Taiwan has been

heightened following its unexpected intervention during the March
1996 missile crisis, when it stationed two carrier battle groups off the
east coast of the island. Yet more recently, during Bill Clinton's
presidential summit with Jiang Zemin in China, the US leader acceded

to Chinese requests that he publicly endorse a one-China policy and
agree to the 'three no's' regarding Taiwan's international stafus,
understandably alarming Taipei.2s

Samuel S. Kim, 'China as a Great Power', Current History, September 1997,

p.25r.
lane's Defence Weekly,'l October 1,997, p.75. See also the discussion in James
Shinn, 'Testing the United States-JaPan Security Alliance', Current History'
December 1997.

Far Eastern Econonric Reuiau, 1l June 1998, p.28; and 1.6 July 1998, pp.16-18. The

'three no's' regarding Taiwan are: no independence, no to the idea of 'two
Chinas' or 'one China, one Taiwan', and no to Taiwan's membership of any
organisation that requires statehood.
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Third, US commitment to Southeast Asia in general is
questionable. It is not at all certain whether US treaty relationships
with Thailand and the Philippines are any longer reliable. The
Philippines, for example, failed effectively to invoke its Mutual
Defence Treaty with Washington following China's occupation of the
South China Sea territorial feature of Mischief Reef in 1995, which is

also claimed by Manila. The United States has demonstrated little
willingness to become involved in the sovereignty disputes of the
South China Sea,zs thus providing China with new strategic
opporfu nities for expansion.

While it may be argued, therefore, that there is at present no
'power vacuum' in East Asia as a whole,27 the same cannot reliably be

claimed for the Southeast Asian subregion. China may in fact already
be filling the strategic 'gaps.' And US strategic ambiguity is
exacerbating uncertainty for the region's political leaders and defence
planners, which in turn increases the impetus for 'contingency
planning' and the consequent emphasis on improving military
capabilities and arms modernisation programmes.28 The primary
concern, however, is that this uncertainty mighf over time, create a

high level of strategic competition between the two major local East
Asian powers, China and ]apan.2e

Greater competitiveness in political relations between Tokyo
and Beijing would inevitably impact on the establishment, viability
and effectiveness of regional multinational maritime regimes. The
behaviour of China, in particular, poses grave questions for the
viability of cooperative ventures, especially those that may have
strategic connotations. A further complication is the uncertain role of

See Mark J. Valencia, Clina and tlrc Soutlr Chinn 9ea Disputes, Adelphi Paper
No.298 (Oxford Universitl' Press for IISS, Oxford, October'1995), pp.25-30,44-8.
A good overview of the 'power vacuum' concept is provided by Denny Roy,

'Assessing the Asia-Pacific "Power Vacuum"', 5117si7ral, Vol.37, No.3, Autumn
1995.
On the perceived dangers of contingency planning in Southeast Asia, se-e J.N.
Mak, 'Thc ASEAN Naval Builcl-up: Implications for the Regional Order', I/re
Pncific Rct,icto, Vol.8, No.2, 1995.
For a related discussion, see Denny Roy, 'Hegemon on the Horizon? China's
Threat to East Asian Securitv', lnternational Securitv, Vol.l9, No.1, Summer
1994, pp.750-6.
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India, which has maritime strategic interests that stretch (at least) to
the western parts of archipelagic Southeast Asia and the Malacca
Strait, and harbours concerns about the role of China in Burma
(Myanmar).3o There is also a risk that Sino-Indian rivalry might erupt
into a nuclear arms competition following India's nuclear testing
programme and accession to the stafus of a declared nuclear weapons
state.

There are hopes that two forums, the ASEAN Regional Forum
(ARF), and the Workshops on Managing Potential Conflicts in the
South China Sea, may calm tensions in the South China Sea by
developing habits of dialogue and cooperation. Chinese participation
in the ARF, the region's pre-eminent cooperative security venture, can
be viewed as a positive constituent element of the wider political
engagement of Beijing, as well as providing an opportunity to bind
China into habits of internationally acceptable state behaviour. It is
not altogether certain, however, whether the ARF constrains China as
much as China constrains the effectiveness of the ARF.31 The case has
even been made that China, as part of an (alleged) growing
competition for regional political influence with the United States, has
attempted to manipulate the multilateral nature of the ARF to its own
advantage, including efforts to undermine Washington's alliance
network.32

Even in the unofficial 'track-two' multilateral Workshops on
Managing Potential Conflicts in the South China Sea, the more
substantive and controversial aspects of the disputes, particularly over
sovereignty issues, have not been broached. Instead, low-level CBMs

See, for example, Aabha Dixit, 'lndia Looks East: Shategic and Economic
Considerations Force a Closer Look', and Kay Merrill, 'Myanmar's China
Cormection: A Cause for Alarm?', both in Asia-Pacific Defence Reporter, 1998
Annual Reference Edition, Vol.24, No.1, January 1998.
See Michael Leifer's (generally positive) analysis of the ARF, Tle ASEAN
Regional Forum, Adelphi Paper No.302 (Oxford University Press for IISS,
Oxford, July 1996), especially pp.53-60.
See Robyn Lim,'The ASEAN Regional Forum: Building on Sand', Contenrporary
Soutleast Asia, Yol.20, No.2, August 1,998, pp.ll6-17. For a (cautiously)
optimistic view of China and the ARF, see Rosemary Foot, 'China in the
ASEAN Regional Forum: Organizational Processes and Domestic Modes of
Thought', Asian Suroey, Vol.38, No.5, May 1,998.
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in politically non-sensitive areas such as environmental protection and
marine scientific research have been pursued, in the expectation that
cooperation of this type might lead to more substantial political
agreements. This is, of course, the typical refrain of institutionalist
theorists, despite China's continued preference for and practice of
negotiating on a bilateral basis, where it can apply greater pressure
against other individual claimants.33

From a geopolitical perspective, it seems relatively clear that
China views the strategic resources of the South China Sea (oil and
gas), as well as other exploitable resources, as its own 'strategic

reserve'. These resources are seen as important for facilitating
continued high levels of economic growth, and the consequent
expansion of Chinese power in the region. China has not
demonstrated any willingness to negotiate over the fundamental issue
of sovereignty, and Chinese proposals for joint energy exploration and
exploitation have been heavily slanted in its own favour. The strategic

implications of Beijing's South China Sea ambitions could effectively
lock the United States out of Southeast Asia, thus creating Chinese
hegemony over the subregion, and a dilemma for Japanese security.a+

At the very least, in areas of actual or potential political disputes
that have tangible strategic consequences, it is highly unlikely that
states, especially powerful actors, will be prepared to forgo unilateral
short-term gains for the somewhat ethereal prospects of Ionger term
mutual advances. Shunning short-run gains for the sake of the long
term is, however, an important aspect of regime theory.3s

The Barriers to Regionalism and Security Cooperation
The argument offered by this chapter has highlighted both the

inrportance of taking genuine strntegic considerations into account

An over-optimistic analysis of the workshoP Process is nevertheless offered by

Craig A. Snydc'r, 'Building lvlulhlateral Security Cooperahon in the South

Clrina Sea', Asinn Perspcctiue, Yol.2'1, No.1, Spring-Suntner 7997, especially

pp.28-31.
Sce Michael Lt'ifer, 'Chinese Economic Reform and Security Policy: The South

Clrina Sc.a Connection', Sun,itnl, Vol.37, No.2, Summer 1995; and Lim, 'The
ASEAN Regional Forum', pp."1224.
Valcncia, A Mnritinrc Rcginrc for NortbEast Asin, p.19..1f,
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when discussing regional security, and the intellectual quagmire of
attempting to transform strategically irrelevant (but otherwise
important) issues into regional security concerns.

While the process of cooperative security, and the specifically
East Asian (or, more accurately, ASEAN) regionalist imperative of
gradual development of ad hoc dialogue and confidence building,
definitely has its place in regional security arrangements, it is unlikely
to be sufficient to safeguard strategic stability. The maintenance of a
relatively stable and benign political status quo still depends upon the
influence and power of external actors, especially the United States.
In the words of the director of the International Institute for Strategic
Studies, 'the development of cooperative security mechanisms must
not obscure the need to assure that an overall balance of power
remains'.36

However, if the balance of power seems safe enough (for the
moment) in Northeast Asia, this may no longer be the case in
Southeast Asia. There may be a growing requirement therefore, for
security cooperation in maritime East Asia to evolve from the current
emphasis on inclusive measures for confidence building, into a more
tangible form between strategically like-minded states. One solution
might be to construct over time, in an ad hoc fashion, a loose maritime
coalition consisting of the regionrs archipelagic states, tied in varying
degrees to external maritime powers such as Australia and the United
States.

Such a coalition could safeguard regional SLOCs, guarantee
continued US shategic engagement in the region, contribute to the
balancing of Chinese maritime power (thus conshaining any reactive
|apanese naval build-up), and create a more stable strategic
environment in which civilian-sector maritime regime building might
stand a greater chance of success. Arrangements of this sort would
require the development of greater levels of both service and systems
inter-operability, joint dochines and operational procedures, and
mutual strategic understanding between the maritime forces involved,

John Chipman, 'The New Regionalism: Avoiding Skategic Hubris' in Denny
Roy (ed.), TIe Nau Security Agenda in tle Asia-Pacific Region (Macmillan,
London, 7997), p.21.
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without creating a formal alliance structure that might be viewed by
other parties as threatening or provocative.3T Extant political
conditions and suspicions, and the regional economic crisis, will make
this a difficult proposition, however.

The economic crisis in particular has had a significant inJluence
on regional security considerations and prospects for improved
cooperation. First, it has created domestic political volatility in the
most affected countries that could overflow into neighbouring states.
This is especially true of the vital gatekeeper of Southeast Asia's
strategic straits, Indonesia. Second, the crisis has both enhanced
China's reputation for sound economic management (thus far) and
political leadership 'in a way that ]apan has failed to do', and its
relative power position within the region.38

Third, it has dramatically reduced expenditure on defence,
especially within ASEAN. Arms acquisition programmes have been
hit hard, with contracts for major weapon systems such as Thailand's
intended F/A-18 fighter aircraft purchase, and Indonesia's order for
Russian fighters and helicopters, either cancelled or postponed. The
reduction in defence budgets has also led to cutbacks in security
cooperation programmes, including the cancellation of joint exercises,
making new forms of cooperation unlikely in the medium term.3e One
significant casualty has been the major Five Power Defence
Arrangements (FPDA) exercise for 7998, which has in turn cast doubts

Sumihiko Kan'anrura has sinr.ilarly proposed a 'network of bilateral security
arrangcrnents bt-tween thc United States and its regional partners' for the
purposL. of SLOC protection, although his proposal would be politically more
contentious, being centred explicitly around the United States, and would also

fail to take into account existing defence relationships that rnight conhibute to
this type of network, such as the agreement between Aushalia and Indonesia.
See Kawamura, 'SLOC Security - A Japanesc Perspective' in Sant Bateman and
Stephen Batts (eds), Tlrc Sens LJnitc: Mnritime Cooperntion in tlrc Asia Pacific

Ilegiorr, Canbcrra Papers on Strate'gy and Defence No.118 (Strategic and
Dcfence Stutlies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra 1996),

pp.166-8.
Paul Dibb, David D. Hale ancl Petcr Prince, 'The Strategic lmplications of Asia's

Econonric Crisis', Srrzrizrnl, VoI..10, No.2, Summer "1998, pp.17-22.

Dt'smond Ball, Regional Maritime Security, paper prepared for a conference on

Oceans Govt'rnance ancl Maritime Strategy, Canberra, 18-19 May 1998, pp.11-
lo.
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over the future of Southeast Asia's only multilateral defence
agreement, which involves Aushalia, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom in the defence of Malaysia and Singapore.ao

A final point to be made about such fluid economic and political
conditions is that they are likely to make the negotiation and
implementation of maritime regimes even more difficult than
otherwise would be the case. Concerns over events such as nuclear
weapons testing in South Asia, North Korean missile testing and
political and economic instability will, ultimately, have a substantially
greater negative effect on regional political relations, and thus on the
prospects for regime formation, than any positive effect regimes might
have on regional politics and security.

Concluding Observations
As a result of this investigation into the relationship between

maritime regimes and regional security, the following observations
and recommendations might be considered:

There are usually sound rationales for the construction of civil
maritime regimes. They should thus be built on the basis of
accomplishing their core tasks - that is, for their own sake;
marine environmental regimes should be expected to contribute
to environmental protection, for example, without unrealistic
expectations of conhibuting somehms to regional security.al

40
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Australian, 24 September'1,998, p.T4.
A sound and related point, made by Leonard Sebastian, is that the formal and
often complex multilateral nature of regimes, and the concomitant political
difficulties involved in their formatiorL may simply be unnecessary for the
purposes of attaining the required level of maritime cooperation in specific
policy areas. Sebastian cites 'the implicit regime developed by the coastal
states in the Straits of Malacca' as an example of this type of less formalised
cooperative activity, which also conforms to the principles of 'the ASEAN
Way'. See the debate over this question in Mark J. Valencia, 'Time for a New
Regime in Straits of Malacca?', and Leonard C. Sebastian, 'A Stable Marihme
Regime already Exists', both in ISEAS Trends, Business Times (Singapore),
Weekend Edition, 25-26 Aprll1998. As a postscript to this issue, participants at
the Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group agreed
(albeit not unanirnously) to place future emphasis on cooperation generally
rather than on the more contentious and specific goal of regime creation.
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The case for linking civil regimes to regional security is both
theoretically weak and empirically unproven.

Comprehensive security is an unhelpful and obfuscatory term.

If terms such as 'comprehensive maritime security' are to be

used, it may help to explicitly decouple them from traditional
considerations of security.

Maritime regimes (and cooperative maritime behaviour more
generally) in civilian-sector areas may be less politically
contentious, and thus more resilient in times of adverse political
conditions, if they are not steeped in the language of 'security'.

Despite being seemingly obvious, it is nevertheless worth
emphasising that, when considering relations between states,

politicisation is to some extent inevitable.

Cooperative security arrangements of confidence building and
dialogue are positive and helpful developments but do not in
themselves, guarantee regional security.

Successful long-term maritime regimes andf or cooperative
management of marine spaces will most likely require a degree
of regional political stability. This in turn is possible only when
strategic security, underpinned by a reliable balance of power,
can be (relatively) assured. Explicitly, this will require that
Chinese power is adequately balanced in both Northeast and

Southeast Asia.
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NAVIGATIONAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS:
GREY AREAS AND SCOPE FOR REGIONAL

AGREEMENT

Erik jaap Molenaar

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

(UNCLOS)1 is an impressive result of years of negotiating to

accommodate an enormous range of conJlicting interests in relation to
ocean use. Regardless of the fact that it has led to a much more refined
balance of interests than the Geneva Conventions of 1958, certain
matters had to be left unresolved or were dealt with in broad terms to
facilitate compromises. Some of these residual issues have already been

dealt with since the conclusion of the Third United Nations Conference

on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS IID in 1982, leading for example to the
1995 Straddling Stocks Agreement.z Without striving for
comprehensiveness, this paper addresses some aspects of navigational
rights and freedoms which UNCLOS has failed to approach with
satisfactory clarity and precision. Additionally, an attempt is made to
identify issues in which regional agreement appears a possible way
forward to counter threats to the legitimate interests of coastal states.

Montego Bay, 10 December 1982 (in force 15 November L994), lnternational kgal
Materials, Y o1.20, "1982, p1.245.
Agreement for the Implementahon of the Provisions of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the
Conservation and Management of Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks,
New York, 4 August 1995 (not in force), Law of tle Sea Bulletin, No.29,1,995, p. 25.

1
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Grey Areas

Coastal State Enforcenrcnt Pouters and the Right of lnnocent Passage

It is widely accepted that a coastal state's jurisdiction in its
territorial sea is limited by the right of irurocent passage accorded to

ships of all states. The regime of innocent passage in the territorial sea

seeks to balance the legitimate coastal state interesb of peace, good
order and securi$2, with the flag state interest of unimpeded navigation.
This general rule has long been part of customary intemational law and
was codified in Article 1,a$) of the UN Convention on the Territorial Sea

and the Contiguous Zone (TSC).3 UNCLOS (Article L9) takes the same

rule as point of departure but adds thereto a list of situations in which
passage loses its innocent character. Before elaborating on the
consequences of non-innocent passage, attention is first paid to the

causes of 'loss of innocence'.

Cnuses of Loss of lrurccence

It is difficult to say whether the way in which the right of innocent

passage has been construed in UNCLOS is, in comparison with that in
TSC, broader or narrower. The fact that Article 19 only gives examples
of nctiaities would seem to suggest that nothing but actiaities could
deprive passage of its innocent character. Ultimately this line of
reasoning leads to the conclusion that something which cannot be

regarded as an activity, could in principle never be brought under the

phrase'prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the coastal

State' in paragraph (1) of Article 19. Arguably, such a conclusion is too

categorical and ignores the legitimate interests of coastal states in certain

sifuations, for example with respect to maritime casualties and 'leper

ships' (see below).

Violations of 'passive' requirements such as CDEM4 standards, or
the mere presence or passage of a ship, cannot in principle render

Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, Geneva' 29 Aptil
1958 (in force 10 September 1964), United Nations Treaty Series' Yo1.526, p.205.

Construction, design, equipment and n'ranning.
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passage non-innocent.s This indicates a broadening of the right, leaving

less discretion to the coastal state. On the other hand, the retention of
paragraph (1) of Article 19 and the wording of its paragraph (2)(l) seem

to imply that the list of activities is non-exhaustive,6 thereby narrowing
the right.

Added to the uncertainty caused by the arguably non-exhaustive

character of Article 19(2) are the cases of maritime casualties and'leper
ships'. As Article 19(2Xh) indicates, non-innocence only arises in cases

of actual infliction of damage, but not where a threat of this exists. The

various proposals made at UNCLOS III that incorporated an element of
threat did not secure the necessary support.T It seems therefore that
passage by ships carrying hazardous cargoes cannot, based on the type
of cargo, be labelled as non-innocent.s An exception should be made for
threats of pollution of the territorial sea resulting from maritime
casualties. Although not explicitly referred to in UNCLOS, a coastal

7
8

Compare Kari Hakapiiii, Marine Pollution in International Lau: Material Obligations

and lurisdiction zuith Special Reference to tlrc Tlird United Nations Conference on tle
Lazu of tlrc Sen (Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, Helsinki, 1.98'l), p.784; B. Smith,

'lnnocent Passage as a Rule of Decision: Navigation v. Environmental Protection',
Coluntbia lournal of Trnnsnational Lnzu, Yol.21, 1983, pp. 66, 75; R.R. Churchill and
A.V. Lowe, TIe Lazu of the Sea (Manchester University Press, Manchester, rev. edn
1988), p.72.
Compare Churchill and Lowe, TIe Lau of tlw Sea, p.72. Contra, J.P.A. Bemhardt,
'A Schematic Analysis of Vessel-Source Pollution: Prescriptive and Enforcement
Regimes in the Law of the Sea Conference', Virginia lournal of International
Utzo,Yol.2},798O, p.277. But see paragraph (3) of the Joint Statement by the United
States and the Soviet Union with Uniform Interpretation of Rules of Intemational
Law Governing Innocent Passage, Jackson Hole, 23 September 1.989, International

k gal Materials, Y o1.28, 1989, p.1,444.

See Hakapiiii, Marine Pollution in lnternatiotral Lazu, p.1'85.
Compare Smith, 'Innocent Passage as a Rule of Decision', p.88; and Laura
Pineschi ('The Transit of Ships Carrying Hazardous Wastes through Foreign
Coastal Zones' in Francesco Francioni and Tullio Scovazzi (ed's), International
Responsibility fo, Enuironmental Harm (Graham & Trotman,
London/Dordrecht/Boston, 1991), p.308), who however, at the same time, seems

to suggest that non-observance of Article 23 would render passage non-irmocent.
Contra, Jon M. Van Dyke ('Sea Shipment of Japanese Plutonium under
Intemational Law', Ocean Dettelopntent and International Lazu, Yol.24, No.4, 1993,

p.408), who observes that 'the transportation of a cargo that is so risky that it
could be considered akin to a wilful act of serious pollution would thus be
prohibited under' Article 19.
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state retains in such cases in principle a right vested in general
international law and based on its sovereignty over the territorial sea, to

take and enforce measures to protect its interesb.e Such measures must
at all times be reasonable, which requires taking account of such general
principles as necessity and proportionality. Maritime casualties are no
longer to be regarded as'passage' under Article 18 or, alternatively, are
to be classified as something short of having a 'direct bearing on
passage/ under Article 19(2)(l). In either case/ a ship becoming a

maritime casualty and polluting or threatening to pollute the territorial
waters of a coastal state would lose its right of irmocent passage.

Furthermore, so-called 'leper ships' (ships not involved in a

maritime incident, but nevertheless likely to cause a serious incident
with major harmful consequences inter alia to the marine environment),
would not be able to exercise the right of innocent passage either. Such

situations would seem to qualify as prejudicial to the coastal state

pursuant to Article 19(1), even though it does not concern an activity.
This does not mean that a coastal state can deny lateral passage to such

ships under all circumstances, for example in cases of distress. Even
then, however, the interests of the ship have to be balanced with the
interests of the port/coastal state involved.r0

Added to these complicatiors is the absence of uniformity in the
way in which states have implemented the right of irnocent passage in
their national legislations. While practically all states acknowledge the

existence of a right of innocent passage, only few have faithfully

Articlc. 221 of UNCLOS confirms the coastal state's right to intervention over
maritime casualties occurring beyond the territorial sea. Implicit therein is a

similar or more extensive right with respect to the territorial sea.

State practice shows many examples of 'leper ships' that are denied entry into thc
tt'rritorial se'a for fear of harm to the interests of the coastal state. Examples
include the Crislos Bitns (7978), Andros Pntria (1,978), Prin*ndn,n (1980), Eastcrn
Mnriner / (1981) and Stnnislau Dubois (1981\, all noted in George C. Kasoulidcs,
'Vessels in Distress: "Safe Havens" for Crippled Tankers', Marine Policy, Yol.1'1,

7987, pp.1,85-6. Re'cent cases include the Lorrg Lirr 6s5g (1992) before the

Nctherlands' Judicial Division of the Council of State and the Tolcdo case (7995)

before the lrish High Court
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reproduced the detailed structure of Article 19 of UNCLOS in their
national legislation. 11

Consequences of Loss of lnnocence

UNCLOS heats the consequences of non-innocent passage quite
straighfforwardly in Article 25(1) by providing that 'the coastal State
may take the necessary steps in its territorial sea to prevent passage
which is not innocent'. It is generally agreed that in order to prevent
non-innocent passage for want of innocence under Article 19 or for
passage under Article 18,12 a coastal state may expel a vessel from its
territorial sea.

However, partially in light of the use of the verb 'to prevent' in
Article 25(1), It could be maintained that the coastal state cannot resort
to other types of enforcement action (such as physical inspection or
detention) other than expulsion or perhaps demanding that the activity
rendering passage non-innocent be stopped. Contrary to such an
interpretation, it is widely accepted that with respect to vessels in non-
innocent passage, coastal states once more regain full jurisdiction.l3
Ships in non-innocent passage therefore face all the regular types of
enforcement action laid down in Articles 27 and 220(2), in addition to
running the risk of being expelled from the territorial sea.la

See Erik Jaap Molenaar, Coastal State lurisdiction oter Vessel-Source Pollution
(Kluwer law Intemational, The Hague/Boston/London, 1,998), pp.?34-9.
Churchill and Lowe, Tle Lau of tlte Sea, p.73.
Hakapdd, Marine Pollution in International Law, p.'195; Smith, 'Innocent Passage as
a Rule of Decision', p.84; Churchill and Lowe, Tle Law of the Sea, pp.734, 83.
At the Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group the
question was raised whether this also applied to warships. Several participants
argued that if a warship lost its right of innocent passage, all a coastal state could
do would be to ask the ship to leave its territorial sea. This would be so even if
the warship had already ignored one or more previous requests. Conversely, the
present author took the view that in this latter sifuation a coastal state would be
allowed to take further enforcement steps, subject to the principles of necessity
and proportionality. Note that Article 30 of UNCLOS only deals with violations
of laws and regulations but not conduct which renders passage non-innocent.
However, paragraph (7) of the 1989 Jackson Hole statement (see note 6, above)
establishes the same regime for these two different situations. It does not clarify,
however, which powers a coastal state has when the warship does not
'immediately' leave the territorial sea.

l1

t4

12

l.)
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This is in part reflected in the circumstance that the coastal state

may take 'the necessary steps' which indicates the absence of specific
limitations.is From a logical point of view there is no other option than
to link the gravest violations to the most extensive forms of enforcement.

Where expulsion is regarded as the ultimate sanction, it would be

rational to assume that less intrusive types of enforcement can be used

as well. It is also important to realise that the owner or operator of a
ship would under most circumstances prefer to be excluded from the
territorial sea rather than having to face penalties or periods of
detention. Linking the gravest violations to a relatively mild form of
enforcement would probably lead coastal states to ignore the concept of
non-innocent passage altogether, and aim for the most shingent and/or
effective form of punishment.

Thus, while ships in non-innocent passage lose their right of
innocent passage, violations of coastal state laws and regulations only

allow interferencc uith passage, but not annulment of the right itself,

Ships in innocent passage can still be detained and brought into port,
although from a legal perspective the right of innocent passage does not
cease to exist. This does not necessarily mean that, from the coastal state

point of view, interference with passage is always the preferable course

to take.

On the other hand, the question should be raised whether the

right to deny a ship entry into the territorial sea or to expel it therefrom
exists only in cases of non-innocent passage. lf , for example, ships are

incontestably in violation of 'generally accepted' international CDEM
standards as meant in Articles 2"1(2) and 220(2), or do not observe the

special precautionary measures pursuant to Article 23, would the

coastal state be authorised to order such a ship to leave the territorial
sea? Surely, a coastal state cannot be compelled to detain ships it
considers dangerous to its marine environment because of non-

compliance with'generally accepted' international CDEM standards or

special precautionary measures. The coastal state did not want such

15 Of course, such 'necessary steps' woulcl have to conform to rules of general

inttrnational law, for irrstance those of necessity and proportionality.
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ships in its territorial sea in the first place, let alone in one of its ports.
Under these circumstances, detention does not meet the specific needs
of the coastal state.

state practice reveals that several coastal states provide for the
possibility of expelling a ship from the territorial sea or even denying it
the right to enter, in cases where such ships are not explicitly alleged to
be in non-innocent passage. These states are shown in Table 6.1:

Table 6.1: Coastal states That Provide for Expulsion of ships Not

It should not be ruled out that in practice some states use this
power predominantly for non-innocent vessels, or for ,leper 

ships,.
Despite this reservation and the fact that this state practice is not
widespread, it seems to suggest that at least some states take the view
that expulsion/denial of entry is not exclusively reserved for cases in
which passage has become non-innocent. protests do not seem to have
been made. Legislation which explicitly stipulates that
expulsion/denial of entry shall be used exclusively for non-innocent
vessels could not be located either.

Gapsin U TCLOS

The provisions on the protection and preservation of the marine
environment in Part )oI of uNCLos can be described as general for

to be in Non-Innocent Passage from Territorial Waters

State Instrument State Instrument

Canada S. 662(1)(f , g)
1972CSA

Chile Arts. 6, 191992
Regulations

Dmmark S. 43(1)1993
Act

Nonaay S. 1881903 Acf
s. 261994
Regulations

Russian Art. 30 1982Law
Federation
Spain Art. 88(3)(a)1992

Act
Ukrqine Art. 28(3) 1991

Statute
United States

s. 1016(b)(2) 1ee0
oPA (33 U.S.C. S

2716(b)(2)); 33
u.s.c. ss 1223(b),
1232(e)
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covering the marine environment in ib entirety, and comprehensive for

deallng with all sources of pollution. In spite of this characterisation,

,"rrurui situations should be mentioned in which no particular regime

for jurisdiction over vessel-source pollution seems explicitly applicable.

In proposing solutions to deal with these ambiguous situations' care

should be taken to ensure consistency with the regime as a whole' and

its object and purpose. The following suggestions are made for some

identified ambiguities:

o Coastal state jurisdiction in areas where a (non-suspendable)

regime of innocent Passage applies is identical to that in the

territorial sea. This regime is governed not only by section 3 of

PartII,butalsobyPartXII'Theseareasinclude:archipelagic
waters beyond archipelagic sea lanes (ASI-s)' intemal waters

created pursuant to Article 7 (as referred to in Articles 8(2) and

35(a)), and straits used for international navigation where a

."girn" of non-suspendable innocent passage applies under

Article 45. Ref'erences to the territorial sea in Part XII should for

thepurposeofjurisdictionovervessel-sourcepollutionbereadto
include these areas.

rTheregimeofenforcementjurisdictiorrwithinareassubjecttothe
regime of hansit Passage is identical to that in areas subject to the

,"[i*" of ASL passage' This specifically concerns the

applicability of Articles 38(3) and 233 to Part IV of UNCLOS' The

factthatPartlVdoesnotcontainaprovisionsimilartoArticle
38(3) coulct indicate that a loss of the right to ASL passage does

not imply a loss of the right of innocent passage and the

consequential coastal state powers' However' the applicability of

Article 39 via the cross-reference in Article 54 would avoid such a

notable difference with the regime of transit Passage' Also

relevantisthefactthatnegotiationsatUNCLoslllreflectedthe
understanding that the underlying concepts of transit Passage

and ASL purrug" were identical'16 The same argument can be

|6JohrrNortonMoore,.TheReginreofStraitsandtheThirdUnitedNations
Conft'rence on the Law of the 

"Sea', 
Anrcricnn lonnnl of lnternntional Lau' Yol'71'
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made with respect to Article 233, which is not explicitly referred
to by the cross-reference in Article 54. As Part fV does not
explicitly include provisions on enforcement, this may be an

oversight in drafting.lT Alternatively, it may be argued that
Article 233 can impticitly be applied to ASL passage since it is
linked to Article 42, which itself is made applicable mutatis
mutandis by Article 54.18

Strait and archipelagic state enforcement powers under Article
233 should also be permitted for violations meant in Article
a2Q)@ and b), committed within areas subject to transit or ASL
passage where at the time of enforcement the ship is navigating
beyond these areas (in archipelagic waters, the territorial sea or
the EEZ). This should also be allowed in a similar situation
where the locus of violation and ship is reversed.

1980, p.111. S.N. Nandan, S. Rosenne (vol. eds) and Myron H. Nordquist (ed.-in-
chief) (United Natiotts Conuention on the Lnu of tlrc Sea 1,982: A Commentary,
Volume 2 (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Dordrecht/Boston/London, 1,993), p.477)
conclude that in this respect the regimes of transit passage and ASL passage are
substantially identical. Barbara Kwiatkowska and Etty R. Agoes (Archipelagic
State Regime in the Light of tlre'1982 UNCLOS and State Practice (Indonesian Center
for the Law of the Sea, Padjadjaran Law School, Bandung, 1991), pp.a3-53)
conclude that archipelagic states have more extensive jurisdiction with respect to
navigation under ASL passage than shait states under hansit passage. At the
Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group, it was
suggested that the right of transit passage differed from the right of ASL passage,
as the latter can be suspended. This seems to be an incorrect reading of Atticle
52(2) of UNCLOS, which applies exclusively to innocent passage in archipelagic
waters not subject to ASL passage.
Churchill and Lowe, Tle Lazo of tle Sea, p.105.
Nandan and Rosenne (eds), United Nations Conaention on the Law of tlte Sea 1982,
Yol.2, p.487; Bemard H. Oxman, 'Environmental Protection in Archipelagic Seas
and Intemahonal Straits: The Role of the Intemational Maritime Organization' in
Mochtar Kusuma-Atmadja, Thomas A. Mensah and Bernard H. Oxman (eds),
Sustainable Deaelopment and Preseruation of tle Oceans: Tle Clnllenges of UNCLOS
and Agenda 21, Proceedings of the Law of the Sea Institute 29th Annual
Conference, Denpasar, 1995 (Law of the Sea Institute, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, 1,997), p.27 9, n. 45.
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Directing Ships to Port as an Alternatiae for Enfotcemmt at Sea

The question can be raised whether, under certain specific

circumstances, coastal states are allowed to order ships suspected of
violations committed in the coastal state's maritime zones, to one of its
ports to conduct a physical inspection. This could for instance be

desirable where severe weather circumstances would make physical

inspection at sea a dangerous operation. More generally, for coastal

states not having the facilities, either temporarily or Permanently, to

inspect vessels at sea, such an order would actually be the only way in

which a physical inspection could be made. There may be a variety of

reasons for the coastal state to prefer this option instead of relying on the

flag state or the port state of the ship's next port of call. An obvious

reason would be that the coastal state has no faith in the enforcement

efforts of such flag or port states.

UNCLOS does not explicitly deal with this situation. Coastal state

enforcement powers in the territorial sea are only restricted in general

terms by the obligation not to unreasonably hamper innocent Passage

pursuant to Article 24 and to restrict enforcement to the cases listed in

Article 27(1). Apart from the fact that these cases are described in

general terms as well, it has been argued that the use of 'should' in the

clnpenu of paragraph (1) denotes something less than a full obligation

under international law, being dependent on the comity and good will
of the coastal state.le Article 220(2) elaborates these general rules

somewhat in relation to violations in the context of vessel-source

pollution.zo This provision authorises coastal states to take the full range

of enforcen-rent action,21 provided 'the evidence so warrants' that a

violation has been committed.

cf. Hakapiiii, Marinc Pollution in Internatiorral Lau, p.198; Churchill and Lowe, T/re

Lnzo of the Scn, pp.81-2. Also Smith, 'lnnocent Passage as a Rule of Decision', p.100;

Nandan and Rosenne (eds\, Llniled Nnliorrs Conuentiott on the uttu of tle sen 1982,

Yol.2, p.242.
only violations pommitted and punishments enforced in the territorial sea are

mearrt here.
This is regarded as conprising asking for information, boarding inspection,
detention or arrest. and the institution of iudicial proceedings.

1.9

20

27
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In the EEZ the situation is somewhat different. Foreign ships

have, pursuant to Articles 58 and 87, freedom of navigation. Coastal

state enforcement in itsEEZ should therefore not be presumed but must

rely on an explicit basis in UNCLOS or general international law. With

respect to fisheries, Article 73(1) allows the coastal state to take the full
range of enforcement powers provided these are necessary to ensure

compliance with its lawfully adopted laws and regulations. With
respect to vessel-source pollution, paragraphs (3), (5) and (6) of Article
220 establish a stepped-up enforcement scheme. Which type of

enforcement action can be applied depends inter alia on the seriousness

and consequences of the violatiory and the quality of the available

evidence that a particular ship has committed this violation.

None of the provisions discussed above contairu clear indications

that ordering a ship under suspicion to a port is prohibited. Provided it
occurs in certain special circumstances, such as those described in the

beginning of this section, coastal states would therefore be allowed to
use this power. Nevertheless, in light of the considerable interference

with navigation and the delay caused by diverting to a port, coastal

states should exercise a large degree of constraint in deciding on such an

order. In the territorial sea such decisions should at any time stand the

test of 'reasonableness'. In the EEZ, coastal states have more

opportunities to apply this power in relation to fisheries than in relation

to vessel-source pollution. In the latter situation it is imperative that the

stringent conditioru spelled out in Article 220(6) are met before such an

order is given. Restraint is in all cases called for as coastal states risk

liability for damage or loss (athibutable to them) arising from unlawful
or excessive measures.z

22 The fact that UNCLOS (Arhcle 232) confirms this explicitly in relation to the

protection and preservation of the marine environment, does not mean that this is
not also applicable to enforcement action undertaken for other purposes. S.

Rosenne and A. Yankov (vol. eds), N.R. Grandy (asst. ed.) and Myron H'
Nordquist (ed.-in-chie$ (United Nations Conuention on tlu Law of tle Sea 1'982: A
Commentary, Volume 4 (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Dordrecht/Boston/London,
1991), p.380) observe that the first sentence of Article 232 is'not new'.
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One cited case in which a state ordered a ship to proceed to one of
its ports in relation to vessel-source pollution conceffs the Bahamian-

registered Atlantic Cartier. This container vessel was observed

discharging oil about 75 miles southeast of Cape Race in November
7997. After assessing the situation, the Canadian authorities directed
the ship, which was en route from Halifax to Liverpool and at that time
about 200 nautical miles off the coast, to the port of St. John's, where it
was boarded, inspected and eventually charged on eight different
counts.a It seems likely that the Canadian authorities used the broad

enforcement powers under Section 662(1)(f) of the 1972 Canada

Shipping Act (CSA), which authorises a pollution prevention officer to:

(Q direct any ship that is within or about to enter waters to which
this Part applies

(i) to proceed to such place within waters to which this Part
applies as he may select, by such route and in such manner
as he may direcL and to moor, anchor or remain at that
place for such reasonable time as he may specify,

(ii) to proceed out of waters to which this part applies by such
route and in such nanner as he may direct, or

(iii) to remain outside waters to which this Part applies,

il the pollution prevention officer believes, on reasonable

grounds, that the ship fails to comply with any regulations
made under this Part or under paragraph 562.1(1)(a) or (b) that
is or may be applicable to it, or if that officer is satisfied, by
reason of weather, visibility, ice or sea conditions, the condition
of the ship or any of ib equipment, or any deficiency in its
complement or the nature and condition of its cargo, that such a
direction is justified to prevent the discharge of a pollutant ...

23 lnformation obtained from <http://www.ns.ec.8c.ca/wildlife> (November 1998)

and Mr W. Turpin, head of wildlife enforcement of the Canadian Wildlife Service

of Errvironment Canada.
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It is unclear whether, as was proposed above, the detailed
requirements of paragraph (6) of Article 220 of UNCLOS were met in
the particular circumstances of this case. Apart from Canada,

information is available that France and Japan have catered for the

possibility of ordering ships to port as well.2a

Ships Carrying Hazardous Cargoes

The issue of ships carrying hazardous cargoes is dealt with more

comprehersively in another contribution to this publication. \A/hile that
contribution might focus more generally on the status of coastal state

rights over ships carrying hazardous cargoes in lateral passage through
their maritime zones, some attention could be paid here to a related
issue.2s

This concerns the possibility of confining ships carrying
hazardous cargoes to sea lanes. Article 22(2) of UNCLOS explicifly
grants coastal states such a competence in the territorial sea. The
question which should be raised is whether an identical competence
exists in archipelagic waters. As has been argued above, coastal state
jurisdiction in areas where a (non-suspendable) regime of innocent
passage applies, is identical to that of the territorial sea. Archipelagic
states have therefore in principle, within archipelagic waters beyond
ASLs, the same extent of prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction as a
'regular' coastal state in its territorial sea pursuant to Parts II and XII of
UNCLOS. Although the regulatory powers under Article 22 could
therefore in principle be applied in archipelagic waters, this would in

Section 662$)0 1972 CSA of Canada; Article 5 -1.994 Law of France; Japan (based
on materials of the ILA Committee on Coastal State Jurisdiction Relating to
Marine Pollution). The Canadian and French competences also apply in the EEZ,
and this might also be so with respect to Japan. The ILA Comrnittee materials
reveal that Japan has used this competence in at least two cases: in 1990 with
respect to the Uni Spring, which sailed in the territorial sea and illegally
discharged oil therein; and in 1990 with respect to the Sologne, which had illegally
discharged oil in the territorial sea but was sailing on the high seas when
summoned to go to one of Japan's ports.
Another issue which cannot be extensively discussed here is that of the possible
impact of the progressively widespread use of mandatory ship reporting systems
(SRSs), mandatory vessel traffic services (VfSs) and automatic transponders. See

Molenaar, Coastal Statc lurisd.iction ooer Vessel-Source Pollution, pp.215-1,6.

.A
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many circumstances lead to duplication of ASLs. It can be argued

therefore that requiring these special ships to confine their passage to

ASLs would not be a pioi unreasonable but depends on the diligence

exercised in incorporating atl the'routes normally used for international

navigation' in the designated ASLs.26

In light of this, it is of particular interest that Indonesia, in its first
proposal on the designation of certain ASLs, submits:

For the purPose of safety of navigation and the safety of

Indonesia, foreign tankers, vessels using nuclear energy, foreign
vessels carrying nuclear substances and other dangerous goods,

foreign fishing vessels, as well as foreign warships transiting
through the Indonesian waters from one part of the Exclusive
Economic Zone or the high seas to another part of the Exclusive
Economic Zone or high seas 'are recommended to transit

through' the sea lanes in accordance with the Law of the Sea

Convention, 1982 and other applicable rules of international
law.27

The purpose underlying this paragraph is to limit passage by

certain ships as much as possible to ASLs. What it in fact does is to

make Article 22 appkcable within Part [V, which is confirmed by the

fact that the wording of this cited paragraph shows similarities with that

provision. Although the paragraph explicitly says that the pertinent

ships 'are recommended to transit through' ASLs, one wonders if
Indonesia does not intend this to be mandatory.* This doubt is based on

a provision in the 1962 Regulation that stipulates that once shipping

lanes are determined, certain vessels must pass through these lanes.2e As

Note Section 4.3 ASLs Provisions (Annex 2 of A.572(1,4): General Provisions on

Ships' Routing (adopted on 20 November 1985), as amended by Resolution

A.827(-19\ and Resoluhon MSC.71(69); See also IMO Doc. MSC 60/21', Annex 6,

which deternrines that'routing measures in the vicinity' is one of the criteria for

the consideration and adoption of ASL proposals.
IMO Doc. MSC 67 /7 /2, paragraph 12.

Australia, in IMO Doc. NAV 43/3/73, paragraph 10, takes the view that this

reconrmendatory rule 'is without preiudice to the right of such ships to continue

to use other undesignated normal passage routes'.

Basetl on Mochtar Kusuma-Atmadia, 'The Concept of the Indonesian

27
28
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Indonesia does not refer to the issue in its second ASL proposal,3o it
could be that these powers are no longer claimed.3l

Scope for Regional Agreement
In light of the numerous disputes on sovereignty and maritime

delimitation in the Asia-Pacific region, regional cooperation would
facilitate the peaceful resolution of the broad range of problems faced by
coastal states in that area. With the adoption of the 1997 Guidelines for
Regional Maritime Cooperation (197 ARF guidelines), the participathg
states of the ASEAN Regional Forum have taken an important step

towards such regional cooperation. The following sections address
several issues in which regional cooperation would be a possible way
forward.

ln-Port Enforcement
There are many indications that in-port enforcement will be more

and more frequently used as an alternative to enforcement at sea by
navy and coast guard vessels. This is confirmed by the increased efforts
to establish regional approaches on port state control.32 Support for this

Archipelago', lndonesian Quarterly, Vol.10, 1982, p.18. See also the Elucidation on
Article 19(5) 1996 Act of Indonesia, which suggests that 'regular' sea lanes
established in archipelagic waters under Article 14 1996 Act may coincide with
ASLs.

30 IMO Doc. MSC69/5/2.
31 The discussion at the Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working

Group did not address the issues raised in the main text. Instead, attention was
focused on the Indonesian partial ASL designation approach, more specifically on
the extent to which 'all normal passage routes used as routes for intemational
navigation' etc. (Article 53(a) of UNCLOS) were included. However, Admiral
Sunardi denied that Indonesia was currently striving to restrict certain ships to
ASLs. An issue which also arose was the correct interpretation of the phrase 'the
normal mode' in Article 53(3) of UNCLOS in relation to fishing vessels. General
agreement existed that 'the normal mode' would not allow fishing vessels to
engage in fishing activities while exercising their right of ASL passage.

32 With respect to environnental and safety standards of ships, six regional systems
currently exist. The EC Directive 95/27/EC on Port State Control (19 June 1995,
Official lournal 1995, L 157 / 1) is not counted as a separately operating system, but
is regarded as part and parcel of the Paris MOU. See also paragraph 1.1 of the
1997 ARF guidelines. Port state control with respect to fisheries is also expected to
be increasingly important (see inter alia Article 23(1 and 2) 1,995 Shaddling Stocks
Agreement).
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expectation can be found in the many advantages of in-port

enforcement. Physical inspection at sea can be a risky undertaking

especially in severe weather circumstances. Moreover, in case of large

vessels that are difficult to stop or m.rnoeuvre or that carry hazardous

cargo, 'citation or formal arrest at sea for jurisdictional purposes and

release on bond while the ship continues on its way without detention is

often the best mearu to avoid a serious safety and environmental
hazard'.33 Finally, in-port enforcement is generally far less costly in
comparison with enforcement at sea.

One way in which in-port enforcement could be further

shengthened is through the possibility discussed above - to order a ship

to port. This would of course have to be used together with monitoring

by air and/or satellite (see below). The various regional MOUs on port
state control could be used as a framework for harmonised and uniform
cooperation.s In the context of vessel-source pollution this should

include the implementation of the substance of Article 218 of UNCLOS

on universal port state jurisdiction into the national legal framework.

Etrforcanent by Vessels at Sea

Despite the many advantages of in-port enforcement there may

still be situations where enforcement by vessels at sea is the only

remaining option apart from hansferring the matter to the flag state.

Bernard H. Oxman, ,Observations on Vessel Release under the United Nations

Convention on tlre Law of the sea', Intenntional lournal of Marine and Coastal Lau,

Yol.'t7,7996, p.2O4.
Cooperation in combating vessel-source pollution in northwest Europe is taking

place under the 1969 and 1983 Bonn Agreements (Agreement for Cooperation in
Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by Oil, Bonn, 9 June 1969 (in force 9

Augusi 7969), United Nations Treaty Series, Yol'704, 'l'969' p.3; Agreement for

Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by Oil and Other

Harmful Substances, Bonn, 13 September 1983 (in force 1 September 1989),

Counnnd Paper of tlrc Gouernnent of tlrc United Kingdon4 No.9104; and the 1990

Lisbon Accorcl (Accord of Cooperation for the Protection of the Coasts and

waters of the Northeast Atlantic Against Pollution Due to Hydrocarbons or

other Harmful substances, Lisbon, 17 October 1990 (not in force), International

L,egal Mnterinls, Vol.30, 1997, p.1227. Contact between the Paris MOU and the

Bonn Agreements exists only on an informal basis. see also seclion 5 and the new

Annex 1A of the Paris MoU on ensuring compliance with illegal discharges
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This could, for example, arise if a ship were unwilling to proceed to the
indicated port and provided no (satisfactory) information on the next
port of call. Of course, the next port of call may also be situated in a
state with which no cooperation on enforcement exisb. In such cases it
may be decided to harmonise enforcement procedures at the regional
levef3s and/or to provide for reciprocal assistance.

Satellite-based Vessel Monitoring Sy stmrs (VMS s)

The international community shows a growing interest in satellite-
based vessel monitoring systems. One way in which these systems
operate is by requiring certain ships to be fitted with so-called automatic
traruponders, capable of automatically transmitting a signal with
contairu certain information, for example identification and location
data.36 A variety of systems can be used, for instance dedicated
equipment whose single function is to emit signals, or INMARSAT-C37
equipment which can be used for a large number of purposes, one of
which is to transmit information.

The range of purposes for which this information can be used is of
course enormous. So are the possibilities that information is used for
unintended ends. Consensus on equipping certain types of ships with
automatic transponders would certainly have to investigate these risks.
In relation to fisheries, many states and international organisations have
already undertaken regulatory efforts.3s Application for safety and
environmental purposes is at the moment under consideration by the

under Annexes I and II to MARPOL 73/78.
With respect to vessel-source pollution, it is desirable that the substance of Article
220 of UNCLOS is used as point of departure. See Molenaar, Coastal State

I uis di ctio n ooer V e sse l- S our ce P olluti o n, p.5\9.
Other information could of course also be transmitted; for example, destination,
nature of cargo, engine capacity or operation of the hydraulic boom used for the
fishing gear.
Operated by the Intemational Maritime Satellite Organisation.
These include Aushalia, the European Comnunity, New Zealand, the Seychelles,
South Africa, the United States, FFA (Forum Fisheries Agency), ICCAT
(lntemational Comrnission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas), NAFO
(Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organisation), and NEAFC (Northeast Atlantic
Fisheries Comrnission).

J/

38
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IMO.3e If applied on a sufficiently wide scale this gives the potential of

greatly enhancing effectiveness and compliance with regulatory efforts

in these areas.

As not all ships will be equipped with (properly tunctioning)

automatic transponders, it will continue to be necessary to rely on other

means of monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS). In fact,

surveillance and control by air or sea is also necessary to take further
enforcement steps with respect to offenders. Remote sensing by satellite

may also prove to be useful to combat illegal fishing or pollution by

vessels not equipped with (properly functioning) automatic

hansponders.

Pursuing the issue of automatic transponders through
international organisatioru like the IMO usually irnplies that practically

the entire global or regional community has to be convinced of is
merits. Once the approach is adopted in principle, it may take a long

time before treaty requirements enter into force. This is inevitable for a
lot of issues, but there are of course circumstances in which a slow pace

at the global or regional level does not prevent states from taking

unilateral approaches.

The most obvious way in which ships can be required to irstall
automatic transponders is through the flag state. Instalment of such

equipment can simply be one of the requirements for flying the flag of
(or being registered in) that state. In addition to this flag state approach

is the coastal state approach. Based on the coastal state's sovereignty in

its internal waters, territorial sea and archipelagic waters, and ib
'sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving

and managing'no the living resources in iE EEZ, it is possible for it to
require, as a precondition for fishing in its maritime zones, that

automatic transponders be installed.al

IMO Docs NAV 43l15, paragraphs 7'36-7.46; MSC 67/22, paragraphs 7.64-7.68;

MSC 69/22/ Add.1, paragraphs 5.77-5.81 and Annex 12 (Resolution MK..74(69)
and Annex 3).

Arhcle 56(1)(a) of UNCLOS.
Compare the view of the UN Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea

40
41
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When elaborating the use of automatic transponders in relation to
fisheries, it becomes clear that the situation of foreign fishing ships nof
authoised to fsh in a coastal state's maritime zones, is altogether
different from that of ships with licenses. Upon a vessel violating the
coastal state's laws and regulations by fishing anywhere in its maritime
zones, the coastal state is allowed to take the necessary enforcement
action. The question is, however, whether foreign ships without fishing
licenses can be required to install automatic transponders as a

precondition for the mere transit through maritime zones, as such a

requirement could be inconsistent with these ships' rights of navigation.

In its territorial sea, a coastal state exercises sovereignty and has,
pursuant to Article 21(1)(d) of UNCLOS, prescriptive jurisdiction with
respect to 'the conservation of the living resources of the sea'. Foreign
ships are, under paragraph (a) of that same provision, held to comply
with these laws and regulatioru when exercising their right of innocent
passage. However, paragraph (2) contains an important restriction on
the coastal state's legislative power by stipulating that 'laws and
regulations shall not apply to the [CDEM] of foreign ships unless they
are giving effect to generally accepted international rules or standards'.
Important to note is that this limitation applies to CDEM standards that
are required for any purpose.a2 Within the EEZ, a coastal state has the
sovereign rights mentioned above and its legislative competence with
regard to CDEM standards is pursuant to Article 211(5) of UNCLOS
and is only possible for 'the prevention, reduction and control of
pollution from vessels'. In the absence of other provisions on CDEM
standards, it must be presumed that coastal state powers are at any rate
not more extensive than in the territorial sea.

In light of what has just been discussed, it is clear that what must
be answered is whether or not the requirement to install automatic
transponders must be regarded as an equipment (CDEM) standard. If

(DOALOS), Office of Legal Affairs in IMO Dcrc. 70/7, paragraph 27 and the
United States in IMO Doc. LEG 70/7/1, paragraph 7. See the discussion during
LEG 70 in IMO Doc. LEG 70/"l0,paragraphs 90-91.

42 This is an important distinction with Article 211(5) of UNCLOS, which only
concems the'preventiory reduction and control of pollution from vessels'.
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this is answered positively, this implies that coastal states cannot impose

this requirement on foreign ships merely exercising their right of
innocent passage or freedom of navigation through that coastal state's

maritime zones. This would be different if initiatives at the intemational

level had led this requirement to become'generally accepted', but this

situation has not yet materialised. For the EEZ, UNCLOS contains no

basis for imposing a 'generally accepted' equipment standard for the

purpose of fisheries management.

On the other hand, it could be argued that all an automatic

hansponder does is to facilitate the verification of compliance with

lawful national and international regulatory efforb. Moreover, in

essence, automatic transponders do not constrain the behaviour or
movement of a ship.a3 Worth emphasising is that poaching poses great

difficulties to not only developing states but also more generally to

states that have extensive ocean surfaces to monitor. The costs which

shipowners must bear for installing automatic hansponders must be

weighed against the coastal state's loss of income on fisheries. In
balancing the navigation interests against those of the coastal state,

appropriate weight must be given to the consideration that the

requirement to irutall automatic transponders serves the purpose of

ensuring compliance with lawful and international regulatory efforts'

Apart from distinguishing between fishing ships with or without

a license to fish, it may also be desirable to investigate the possibility of
imposing the automatic transponder requirement on ships that in one

way or another cooperate with fishing vessels, for example ships used

.13 In this context, it is interesting to point to section 15(1) of the 1979 Control of

Foreign Fishing Vessels Decree of the seychelles, which appears to be somewhat

similar. This provision stipulates that fish found on board a vessel within the

maritime zones of the Seychelles are presumed to have been caught therein.

Under subsechon (2), this presumption can be rebuttetl if prior to entry into the

EEZ, the fishing vessel makes a radio call in which it indicates that it is exercising

its right of free navigation through the EEZ, and notifies its proposed route and

quu.,lity of fish on board. see also David Freestone (Tlrc Burden of Proof in Natural

Rcsonries bgislntion: Sonrc Critical Issues for Fisheries Lau, FAO Legislative Study

No. 63 (FAO, Rome, 1993)), who argues on p.23 that presumptions of this kind
give reason for concem.
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for transshipment or processing of fishery products. Also, foreign
vessels that risk penalties for previously committed violations mrght
agree to 'voluntarily' install automatic hansponders in order to avoid
harsh prosecution.s

Apart from flag and coastal state approaches, it is also possible to
pursue a port state approach. As ports lie usually wholly within a

state's territoqls and fall on that account under ib territorial
sovereignty/ general international law acknowledges in principle full
coastal state jurisdiction within ports. This allows a port state not only
to deny fi"hit g ships in principle access to port but also to prescribe
non-discriminatory laws and regulations that determine conditions for
the entry into its ports.a6

The issue which needs to be addressed here is the extent of port
state powers to prescribe conditions for the entry into port in the form of
CDEM standards, more specifically automatic transponders. Although
the port state demands in essence nothing more than that these
standards are complied with during the vessel's voluntary presence in
ib ports, the nature of these standards necessarily irnplies compliance
beyond port. Standards which are more stringent than'usual' could
therefore have far-reaching effects. Nevertheless, these extra-territorial
effecb should in principle be regarded as incidental rather than the very
object of these conditions, unless the conhary is proven.az In addition,
intemational law may provide exceptions to this general rule, for
example in the form of abuse of rights.€

Mr P. Ortiz, from the United States National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), remarked that several fishing vessels from Taiwan
risked steep penalties and faced bankruptcy for violations committed in the
maritime zones of the United States. In retum for lower penalties, the Taiwanese
ships agreed to install automahc transponders and to have these switched on at
all times.
See Articles 11, 12 and 121(1) of UNCLOS.
Compare A.V. l,owe, 'The Right of Entry into Maritime Ports in Intemational
Law', San Diego Law Reuiew, Yol.34,7997, p.608. See also Article 23 of the 1995
Shaddling Stocks Agreement.
See the Intertanko case before the United States Dishict Court, Westem Diskict of
Washington at Seattle, Order, p. 32.
See Article 300 of UNCLOS.

45
46
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It becomes more questionable if conditions for the entry into port
concern behaviour that occurred beyond the coastal state's maritime
zones, for example discharge violations or not having an automatic

transponder switched on. Although ships subject themselves to port
state jurisdiction by their voluntary Presence in port such jurisdiction

cannot be extended to prior behaviour unless intemational law
explicitly provides a basisae or (more controversially) there exists a

sufficiently close or substantial connection with the port state, for
example under the effects or impact doctrine.

Regional cooperation could be a further steP in improving

compliance with lawful national and international regulatory efforb' As

the cited developments already reflect, with respect to fisheries a
regional approach to automatic transponders in conjunction with
monitoring by air or remote sensing may have enormous potential.

Conclusions
Although UNCLOS is without doubt a colossal accomplishment

in negotiation, it cannot be expected to provide satisfactory solutions to
all existing and future conflicts in interests on uses of the sea. One of the

grey areas for which UNCLOS is unable to provide sufficient guidance

is coastal state enforcement powers in relation to the right of innocent

passage. As the available state practice indicates, this may be an issue in
which developments could take place in the near future. This chapter

also addresses certain'gaps' in the UNCLOS regime for vessel-source

pollution which are of potential relevance for the Asia-Pacific region.

Other coastal state powers which UNCLOS does not explicitly
recognise, but does not explicifly reject either, are the power of directing

ships to port as an alternative for enforcement at sea and the power to

confine certain ships to ASLs.

49 For example, Article 218 of UNCLOS in relation to discharges or Article 23(1 and
2) of the 1995 Straddling Stocks Agreement, which authorises boarding and
inspection for the PurPose of verifying compliance with intemational
conservation and management measures applicable to the high seas. However, it
could be argued that these latter comPetences could also be exercised under
gentral international law.
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Regional agreement in the Asia-Pacific is not only of the utrnost
importance for the reinforcement of compliance with national and

international regulatoqy efforts. It can also function as a confidence-

building measure capable of providing solutions to other compelling
problems which need to be remedied urgently. As so often, this
requires that states are willing and able to undertake the necessary

steps.
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STRATEGIC, LEGAL AND POLITICAL INITIATIVES
FOR COOPERATIVE MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND

ORDER AT SEA

Linda M.B. Paul

With the end of the Cold War, the security climate in Northeast
and Southeast Asia fundamentally changed, but other situations
threaten to destabilise these regions. The political situation in North
Korea continues to be uncertain and volatile, the People's Republic of
China'periodically flexes its muscles in the Formosa Strait and the
South China Sea, and there is always the potential for a wide range of
low-level threats, including terrorism, piracy, poaching, manmade
environmental disasters, and the illegal hade in narcotics, endangered
species and people. In short, the maritime security environment in
Northeast and Southeast Asia has become much more complicated.
With these threats, and with the increased likelihood of disputes over
scarce coastal and offshore resources and the corresponding growth of
regional navies, an increase in the number of incidents and a
corresponding threat to the security of East and Southeast Asian sea
lines of communication (SLOCs) is likely. There are numerous real
and potential strategic, legal and political obstacles to cooperation on
maintaining law and order at sea. The first part of this chapter will
touch on only a few of them. However, the potential initiatives for
overcoming these obstacles with a view towards building an effective
international regime for cooperative maintenance of law and order at
sea are limited. The second part of this chapter sets forth a few
arrangements, managed and enforced regionally, that are working or
have worked in certain contexts.

Strategic Obstacles

Chokepoint Access anil User Conflicts: Obstacles to 'Freeilom of
Naoigation' in Straits

With the rise in the'global economy', the straits connecting the
world's oceans are becoming more and more crowded and the costs of
keeping these waterways safe and free from obstruction are
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escalating. For the most part, the states bordering international straits

bear almost all of these costs, often with little return from the shipping
they are protecting. Requests for financial and other assistance

remain mostly unanswered, primarily because the major maritime
states fear that if they pay for navigation services they will jeopardise

the principle of 'freedom of navigation'. However, 'freedom of
navigation' should not be interpreted as the right to 'free' navigation.
Until the latter half of the twentieth century, the provision of adequate
aids to navigation was not assumed to be a service that foreign ships
could demand free of charge from a coastal state in the name of
'freedom of navigation' or even free trade. For at least 800 years, until
the mid-twentieth century, it was the practice of many coastal states to

levy charges, called'light dues', on shipping to pay for the provision
of lighthouses, other aids to navigation, and services such as pilotage
and wreck removal.

For example, in7923, in the wake of the founding of the League

of Nations, the multilateral Convention on the Regime of the Shaits

was concluded and pledged'to recognise and declare the principle of
freedom of transit and of navigation by sea and by air, in time of
peace as in time of war, in the shait of the Dardanelles the Sea of
Marmora and the Bosphorus'.r Signed and ratified by Greece,

Turkey, Bulgaria, the British Empire, Italy, Japan and France, and in
force on 6 August 1924, the parties specifically exempted navigational

services fees from the concept of 'freedom of navigation'. In time of
peace warships were granted complete freedom of passage through
the straits by day and by night without any charges whatsoever.2

Conve-ntion on the Reginle of the Shaits, signed at Lausanne, 21 July 1'923'

lntcnrntionnl Lcgislatiotr, Yol.2, 7922-7924, p.7028. Text from ltogue of Nntions
'lrcnty Sarics, Vol.28, pp.11, 115. Registered with the Secretariat of the Leaguc

of Nations, No.702, 5 September 1924. The Lausanne Convention superseded a

st'ries of treatiL's governing ship traffic in the straits: on 13 July 1841 a

convention governing the passage through the straits of ships of war was

signcd irr London; tl'ris was later revised by Article 15 of the Treaty of Paris of

30 Marclr 1856; later abrogatecl by the Treaty of London of 13 March 1871;

which rvas in turn abrogated by the Lausanne Convention.
ibid., Annex ll, Warships, including Fleet Auxiliaries, Troopships, Aircraft
Carriers ancl Military Aircraft, (a) In Time of Peace, p.1031. 'Complete freeclom

of passage by ctay and by night under any flag, without any formalihies, or tax,
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Navigational services fees were collected at the next port of call
subsequent to the benefit provided. The practice of collecting service
fees ceased during the Second World War and was not resumed
during the Cold War era.

Under UNCLOS, the regime of transit passage guarantees
unimpeded navigation through international shaits (Article 38), and
UNCLOS prohibits collection of fees if transit passage is made
conditional on their payment (Article 42(2)). However, it does not
prohibit the collection of fees for services rendered; it only limits the
methods of collecting them. There are many maritime service fees,

which are collected in a variety of ways. For example, ports publish
tariff schedules and collect a number of harbour and pilotage fees. Oil
spill contingency plans and clean-up costs are collected from shipping
companies by insurance carriers. However, a means for collecting
fees to pay for navigational aids still needs to be devised. The
possible means permitted by international law for collecting the costs
associated with escalating traffic in straits include a revolving fund;
an international straits fund set up through the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), by which monies would be made available to
any strait in need of navigational aids; and light dues collected in the
next port of call. As the following two case studies will suggest, at
least one of these methods needs to be implemented.

Tlrc Malacca and Singapore Straits
Connecting the Indian Ocean with the South China Sea and the

Pacific Ocean, the 600-mile-long Malacca and Singapore straits pass
through the territorial waters of Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Singapore.3 From both an economic and a military standpoint the

or charge whatever, and subject to the following restrictions as to the total
force: [a total fleet tonnage limit]'.
Minimum fairway width is 3 miles near Singapore Island. Minimum depth
varies: in the Phillip Channel at the westem entrance to Singapore it is less

than 23 mehes. Although the straits comprise a major intemational shipping
corridor, the shallow depth limits fullyJoaded tankers to about 200,000-
225,000 deadweight tons (62-72 foot draught), to allow a 3.5 metre bottom
clearance. Larger ships are prohibited from transiting the straits and must
offload part of their cargo and send it by separate ship through the shallow
southem portion of the Malacca Strait and the Singapore Shait or follow an
altemative route through the Sunda and Lombok straits.
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straits of Malacca and Singapore constitute a strategically important
chokepoint.a Most of the crude oil from the Middle East must pass

through these straits to reach East Asia and the other Pacific rim
nations. Approximately 80 per cent of fapan's crude oil is shipped
from the Middle East through the straits. Estimates of the total
number of ships transiting the straits vary. Japan estimates that some
60,000 ships of all sizes pass through the Malacca and Singapore
straits each year, of which one-third are very large crude containers
(VLCCs). In 1993 Malaysia placed the number at almost 100,000,
more than double the number transiting during the previous decade.s

During the past decade, the average annual rate of increase in
shipping traffic through the straits was 8 per cent. Singapore is
already one of the largest container ports and perhaps the largest
bunkering port in the world. Between 1982 and 1993, the total
number of vessels exceeding 75 gross registered tonnage (GRT)
arriving at the port of Singapore almost tripled, to 92,655 vessels, with
a volume of 624 million GRT. The resulting congestion creates

massive traffic and pollution problems, which impact upon and are

aggravated by coastal state development. Further development of oil
and tin mining in the straits also threatens to complicate navigation.
Accidents and discharges from ships in the heavily used straits also
create severe pollution problems for the coastal areas bordering the
straits. Pollution from transiting ships negatively impact fisheries,
sensitive marine ecosystems, human health and tourism.

From a military perspective, the shaits are indispensable links
between the Indian and Pacific oceans and key passage routes for the
rapid deployment of operational vessels such as aircraft carriers. Safe
and unobstructed shipping channels in the straits are vital. Yet
navigation aids in the straits need to be upgraded and additional
obshuctions need to be charted. Only Singapore runs a computerised
vessel traffic system within the Port of Singapore. The threat of yet
another major oil spill in the straits has prompted Malaysia, Indonesia
and Singapore to propose increasing control over tanker movements.

See, for c'xanrple, John H. Noer, C/rokcpoints: Maritinrc Econonic Concents itr

Soutlrcast Asrn (Nahonal De'fense University Press, Washington DC, 1996).

'Malacca Shait: Issues and Challenges', MIMA Bullctitr, Vol.1, No.1, 1'994, pp.3-
'|

.l
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Their proposal for a new traffic separation scheme in the straits has
been approved with modifications by the IMO Subcommittee on
Safety of Navigation. In May 1998 the proposal was put before the
IMO Maritime Safety Committee. Article 41 of UNCLOS permits
states bordering straits to designate sea lanes and prescribe traffic
separation schemes for navigation in straits where necessary to
promote the safe passage of ships. The IMO is responsible for
assuring that such proposals are in accordance with UNCLOS.

The Kore a/T su shim a S tr ait
The Korea/Tsushima Strait separates the southeastern coast of

the Republic of Korea (ROK) from the northwestern coast of Kyushu
Island and the southwestern coast of Honshu Island, fapan,
connecting the Sea of lapan/East Sea with the East China Sea. The
shait is about 151 miles long, bisected into an Eastern Channel and a

Western Channel by the Tsushima Islands. The principal users of the
strait include Korea, |apan, Russia, China, and the United States.
Neither Japan nor the ROK enforces a 12-mile territorial sea in the
strait. The shipping lanes to the east and west of Tsushima Islands are
therefore high seas governed by the conventional and customary
international law that applies to the high seas. Both the ROK and
japan have ratified the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS).6 Both Japan and the ROK depend heavily upon
ocean shipping and oil imports that pass through the strait and fish
caught in the strait are one of the major sources of protein for their
peoples. However, these two important interests tend to negatively
impact one another in the waters of the strait.T The Korea/Tsushima
Strait is also the concern of policy makers because of its importance as
a SLOC.

United Nations Convenlion on the Law of the Sea, Arurexes. Done at Montego
Bay, 10 December 1982 (in force 16 November 1994), UN Doc. A/CONF
62/ I22, I nternational Lc gal Materials, Y o1.27, 1982, p.1261..

Linda M.B Paul, 'Sea Lane Traffic Management Schemes in the Korea Straits, in
Energy, Security and Enuironment in Northeast Asia (ESENA), Proceedings of the
1997 Workshop (Nautilus Institute, Berkeley, 1998).
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'Creeping' lurisdiction as an Obstacle
The partition of the oceans or 'creeping' jurisdiction has been

attempted by mankind ever since it gained the capacity to take and

defend parts of them. It was what Hugo Grades sought to limit in
1509 when he asserted his natural law theory of 'freedom of the seas'

on behalf of his Dutch trading masters to undo the partition of the

seas by England and Portugal. The theory was rapidly extended to

encompass-a whole host of activities on the high seas, which vested

intereG preferred to have unregulated. When some of these

unregulated activities began to negatively impact coastal states, the

international community began to negotiate a series of conventions to

regulate what could and could not be done on the high seas (the

London Dumping Convention,s the 7973/1978 International

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL),'q

the IMO treaty series, etc.). In addition, as it became aPParent over

time that the resources of the ocean were not infinite, states began to

assert jurisdictional claims over the resources of the water column and

the seabed.

Although UNCLOS was intended to bring a halt to expanding
jurisdictional .lui-r, in fact it only slowed them down. Claimants still
assert jurisdictional claims for a whole host of reasons' In 1988 Haiti
prohibited entry into its exclusive economic zone (EEZ) by 'any vessel

iransporting wistes, refuse, residues or any other materials likely to

endanger the health of the country's population and to pollute the

marini air and land environmenf. In 1991 Chile declared a

'Presential Sea' encompassing over 7.5 million square miles of new

high seas space as an area reserved for its economic and scientific

.,""dr itr order to manage its fisheries. other states, following the

Convenbion for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and

other Matter, London (in force 30 August 1975), amended 1978 (in force 11

March1,979),1980 (in force 11 March 1981), 1989 (not in force) United States

Treaties in F:orce,Yol'26, p'24o3; (rJS) Treaties and otler lntenntional Acts Series'

No.81 65; I n t e r n nt io n al b gal M ate r i aI s, Y ol'"11, 197 2, p'1294'

Intemational Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, London, 2

Novemberl.gTg,|MoDoc'MP/CoNF/AP.35(.1973),lnternationalLtgal
Mnterials, Yo1.1.2, '1973, p.1319; Protoc ol of 1978 Relating to the Intemational

Convention for the Prevenhon of Pollution from ships, 1973, Annexes I-V,

London, 17 February 1978 (in force 2 october 1983), United Nations Treaty

Series,Yol.1341, p.3; International L'egal Materials,YolJ'7,'l'978' p'546'
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example of India, Mauritius, Pakistan, Seychelles and Guyana, have
passed legislation claiming sovereign rights and exclusive jurisdiction
in their EEZs, and full and exclusive sovereign rights over their
continental shelves. Several states require prior consent before
removal of archaeological and historical objects from their continental
shelves, although UNCLOS permits prior consent before removal only
within the 24-mile contiguous zone.

Currently there is a well-founded fear that states may attempt to
limit access to the waters of their 200-rnile EEZs by requiring consent
prior to navigating in those waters. Canada has promulgated the
Eastern Canadian Traffic Regulations System (ECAREG), which
requires all ships over 500 GRT entering the ECAREG traffic zone to
request clearance 24 hours in advance. The stated objective of the
regulations is to reduce the danger of pollution and to increase haffic
safety. Several states require prior consent before submarine cables
can be laid, although UNCLOS provides for prior consent only with
regard to the laying of pipelines.

In addition, several states have unilaterally claimed the right to
declare military zones on the high seas. Examples include North
Korea's exclusionary security zones in the Yellow Sea and Sea of
Japan; the PRC's military 'warning' zones, which include a military
warning zone in the northern part of the Yellow Sea, a military
navigation zone in coastal waters south of Shanghai, and a military
operation zone in waters north of Taiwan and south of 29 degrees
North; Taiwan's firing practice area in the Formosa Straiq and the US
missile launching and splashdown warning zones. Although they are
defended as intended to improve readiness and enhance deterrence
and thus reduce the risk of aggression, offensive naval exercises
could, in a crisis, higger the hostilities they are supposed to prevent.lo
The PRC's military exercises in the Formosa Strait are a recent
example of this.

Andrew Mack, 'Security Regimes for the Oceans' in Jon M. Van Dyke,
Durwood Zaelke and Grant Hewison (eds), Freedom of tle Seas for tle 2'lst
Century: Ocean Gooernance and Enaironntental Harnrony (lsland Press,
Washington DC, 1993), p.a75.

10
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Exclusionary warning zones have the de facto effect of
preventing otherwise lawful high seas activities from taking place.

The US position has been that temporary warning zones are legal as

long as compliance is voluntary, and the use is'reasonable' and does

not interfere with freedom of navigation. However, vessels have been

involuntarily excluded by the US Navy from launch safety zones.11

The legal support for these high seas self-declared military zones
exists only by inference. Since Article 19 of UNCLOS prohibits certain
military activities from the territorial sea, including 'exercise or
practice with weapons of any kind', it has been argued that such

activities are permitted on the high seas.1z There is no supporf
however, for establishing permanent zones such as those declared by
North Korea, or established by the United States around Kwajalein
Atoll.13 Whether customary international law and states practice
gives legitimacy to military zorres, it should be noted that although
self-preservation, not acquiescence, may cause vessels to avoid such
zones, states should accompany such avoidance with both protests

and publicly declared reservations of rights. What may make sense

from an environmental, resource management, or security point of
view can have permanent freedom-of-navigation implications and it
is highly likely that these unilateral attempts to regulate the high seas

will continue. What may finally halt such claims is an effective
international regulatory regime managed and enforced regionally.

Jon M. Van Dyke, 'Military Exclusion and Warning Zones on the High Seas' in
ibici., p. 451.
Francesco Francioni, 'Peacetime Use of Force, Military Activities, and the New
Law of the Sea' , Cornell lntenntional Lau Journal, Vol.18, 1985, p.',.
'Weapons Testing Zones', Haruard Lazu Rettieu,Yol'99,"1986, p.1048. Kwaialein

Atoll is surrounded by a permanent waming area with a radius of 200 nautical

miles.

1l

lz

13
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Legal Obstacles

Lack of Dispute Settlement Mechanisms
Prior to UNCLOS there was no comprehensive system for

settling international disputes other than in the International Court of
Justice (World Court). Since decisions by that body were long in
coming and few in number, disputes were generally turned over to
the national courts of one state or another, with uneven and often
controversial results that were generally honoured in the breech. At
the start of negotiations at the Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea n 1973, most states were still strongly opposed to
the idea of third-party dispute settlement. Many were opposed to it
because they were not happy with certain decisions of the World
CourU Western states in particular were turning to arbitration.
However, since the whole purpose of the conference was to create a
'constitution' for the seas that would give sea law stability and
predictability, the conferees concluded that it made sense to create a
hibunal that could interpret the constitution and resolve disputes (see
below). For those states that have not yet ratified UNCLOS, however,
this legal obstacle remains.la Furthermore, UNCLOS itself has
become an obstacle in some respects, since it has had the de facto
effect of encouraging excessive sovereignty claims and yet does not
provide a means of dealing with the sovereignty disputes that arise
out of these extended claims.

Political (and Economic) Obstacles
Both historically and currently, Northeast and Southeast Asia

have provided fertile ground for boundary and jurisdictional disputes
arising out of unilateral claims to resources of the water column and
seabed. Those disputes encompass territorial claims to waters inside
wide-mouthed bays and EEZ resources around rocks and barren
islands, and on shared continental shelves.

Claims to islands historically have been based on occupation or
prescription, or both.ls The examples are numerous. The Spratly

74
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As of August 1999,L32 states had become parties to UNCLOS.
'Acquisition of sovereignty over a territory by prescription requires the
continuous and undisputed exercise of sovereignty over it during such a
period as is necessary to create under the influence of historical development
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Islands in the south China sea consist of more than 200 islets, rocks

and partially submerged reefs extending across approximately

150,000 square miles. The PRC, Viebram and Taiwan claim the entire

area; the Philippines, Malaysia, and Brunei claim parts. At issue are

fishery and petroleum resources, and strategic control of the South

China sea shipping corridors. The Paracel Islands are also located in

the south China sea, north of the spratly Islands and east of the

entrance to the Gulf of Tonkin. Vietnam and China have battled for
these islands over the centuries for their fishery and guano resources.

The islands also have valuable petroleum resources and they are

particularly important to vietnam for obvious national security

i"uror,s. A recent effort on the part of the PRC to back off from an

openly confrontational position in the south China sea and turn

instead to separately negotiated bilateral agreements with each of the

Spratly claimants, however, hints of hegemony and has created

additional transparency problems.

North of Taiwan are the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands' As they are

located on the main north-south shipping corridors near a Taiwanese

military operations zone, the integrity of the navigation aids on and

u.o.r.d the islands are critical. Both |apan and the PRC claim the

islands' continental shelf resources. In the sea of Japan/East sea the

fishery resources associated with the Tokdo/Takeshima islets are

claimed by Japan and the ROK. North Korea has claimed a huge

chunk of high seas in the East sea as part of its territorial sea based on

a 'shaight baseline', which it insists delineates the mouth of 'East

Korea Bay'.

Still further north are the Kuril Islands, which possess rich

fishery resources and form a base for the control of the Sea of

Okhotsk. They are claimed by both Russia and fapan' During 1998

there were numerous Russian reports of |apanese fishing schooners

poaching fish in the South Kurils. In November 1998 the Japanese
government announced that Prime Minister Obuchi would discuss

the general conviction that the Present condition of things is in conformity.

witliinternational order'. Black's Lntu Dictionary: Definition of tlrc Ternrs nnd

plvnses of Anrericnn and English lurisprutlence, Ancient and Modern (west
publishing Co., st Paul Minn., 7th edn 1999), citing state of Arkansas v. state of

Tennessee.
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joint Japanese-Russian development of the four disputed Kuril islands
when he havelled to Moscow later that month.

There are many instances where multiple states claim the
resources of the same section of continental shelf. For example, in the
Gulf of Thailand the fishery and petroleum resources of the shelf are
desired by Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. For
historical reasons, Northeast and Southeast Asian states are
particularly sensitive to territorial disputes.l6 Expanded jurisdictional
claims arise out of concerns related to security, shipping, energy and
natural resources, environmental protection, and marine scientific
research interests. Territorial and sovereignty disputes have
historically been barriers to negotiated regional security measures. As
a result, bilateral arrangements predominate. In March 1997,
UNCLOS parties elected a 21-member Commission on the Limits of
the Continental Shelf. The commission is charged with ruling on the
acceptability of proposed delimitations of the continental margin
submitted by coastal states in those regions when the margin extends
beyond the 200-mile breadth of the EEZ.

Initiatives for Overcoming Obstacles to Cooperation

Strategic Initiatiaes

Confidence- and Se curity -Building Me asures (CS B Ms)
'CSBMs have been defined as including both formal and

informal measures, whether unilateral, bilateral, or multilateral, that
address, prevent, or resolve uncertainties among states, including
both military and political elements. Such measures contribute to a
reduction of uncertainty, misperception, and suspicion and thus help
to reduce the possibility of incidental or accidental war'.17 A
'negotiated CSBM regime reduces the risk of inadvertent war in times
of high tension and crisis'.18 For example, the 1972 U$Soviet
Incidents at Sea Agreement was negotiated to minimise naval

Choon-ho Park, Easf Asia and tlv
Press, Seoul, 1983), p.216.
CSCAP Memorandum No.2.'Asia
Measures', 1995, p.1,.

Lau of tle Sea (Seoul National University

Pacific Confidence and Security Building

76

17

18 See Mack, 'Security Regimes for the Oceans'.
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incidents by establishing special rules of conduct. Multilateral
subregional incidents-at-sea agreements are needed in Northeast

Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Indian Ocean to deal with tensions

between subregional navies. A recent step in this direction is the

SAFESEA initiative in Southeast Asia.

ASEAN and the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) are CSBMs;

CSCAP and its working grouPs are also CSBMs. CrcAP
Memorandum No.2 notes the several attributes needed for regional

CSBMs to work: participants must want to cooperate in a'win-win'
solution; they must be built upon regional political, economic, and

cultural norms; they should be viewed as incremental building blocks,

although at the begiruring the process may be more important than

the result.le It must also be stressed that in the Asian subregions there

is a preference for informal structures and consensus building, a
general distrust of Western'solutions', and an aversion to interfering

in the internal affairs of other states.20

Transparency and Cooperatiue Initiertiaes

The word'transparency' has been over-used, but basically the

term is intended to convey the message that trust can only be built if
there is an open sharing of information, capabilities and intentions.

There is a broad range of activities relevant to both management and

operational arrangements that can be done cooperatively to increase

trust: exchange observers, inspectors, and other personnel; share non-

sensitive data bases, White Papers and technology; establish regular

communication pathways and 24-hour hotlines; provide advanced

notification of military tests and manoeuvres; conduct joint exercises

and training programmes (military, search and rescue, disaster relief,

etc.); establish cooperative research, management, monitoring,
surveillance, enforcement and security arrangements; and jointly
develop emergency contingency plans and subregional resPonse

teams.

79

20

See CSCAP Memorandum No.2, PP.2-3.
ibid., p.3.
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Legal Initiatiaes for Oaercoming Maritime Boundary Disputes

Dispute Settlement under UNCLOS
When a state ratifies UNCLOS it also agrees to follow certain

dispute resolution procedures for matters concerning the
interpretation or application of the convention. The dispute
settlement provisions allow the parties to choose 'by any peaceful
means' their own method of settlement (Article 280). They can apply
a dispute settlement agreement that already exists between them, or
they can agree on a new method outside UNCLOS. If they cannot
agree on a procedure or the procedure they have chosen does not lead
to a binding decision, or has been frustrated by some action of one of
them, either party can request the submission of the dispute to one of
the four procedures provided for by UNCLOS (Article 286). Article
287 specdies that at the time a state becomes a party it shall choose by
written declaration one or more of flre following means for the
settlement of such disputes:

o the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea;
o the International Court of fustice;
. an arbitral hibunal constituted in accordance with Annex VII of

the convention;
. a special arbitral tribunal constituted in accordance with Annex

VIII for one or more of the following categories of disputes:
fisheries, protection and preservation of the marine
environment, marine scientific research, or navigation
(including pollution from vessels and by dumping).

If the parties to a dispute have made different choices, 'the
dispute may be submitted only to arbitration' (Article 287(5)).
Because of this clause, several states have made multiple selections in
order to avoid forced arbitration. In1996 UNCLOS parties elected the
21 members of the International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea.
During 7997 the tribunal established a seven-member Chamber on
Fisheries Matters and a seven-member Chamber on the Marine
Environment. In November 1997 the tribunal received its first case: a
dispute between Guinea and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines over
the alleged arrest of the M/V Saiga. The application alleged that the
detaining state did not comply with the requirements of the
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convention for prompt release of the vessel or its crew. In December

1997, by a vote of 12 to 9, the court ordered Guinea to release the

vessel and crew and deposit US$400,000 as security.

Management Regimes
Multilateral and bilateral treaty negotiations have given rise to

several joint development zones as a means of solving irreconcilable
disputes over continental shelf delimitations. A highJevel
multilateral agreement to jointly develop the resources of the Spratly
Islands may be a way out of the current stalemate, even if it is only a

'temporary' arrangement. Such a solution was suggested in a 1992

ASEAN declaration that called for joint exploration of the resources of

the disputed territories pending resolution of issues of sovereignty. In
1997, at a summit meeting of ASEAN states with President fiang
Zemin of China, this declaration was reaffirmed. Negotiation of new

and innovative treaty regimes governing arms control, smuggling,

piracy, pollution prevention and clean-up, and disaster relief are also

needed.

The lapan/ROK loint Deuelopnent Zone in the East China Sea

The |apan-ROK continental shelf boundary runs down a median
line in the eastern channel of the Korea strait. [n1970, for purposes of

exploiting oil and natural gas on its continental shelf, the ROK

government designated seven mining blocks (areas in the ocean) as

ievelopment zones. Three of the blocks partially overlapped the shelJ

areas claimed by fapan, including block 6 in the western part of the

strait. However, the RoK-Japan continental shelf dispute focused

mainly on blocks 5 and7,located in a large area southeast of Cheju-

Do beyond the entrance to the strait. In 1974 the two states signed a

joint development agreement that made block 7 a joint development

zone.

The zone overlapped 24,000 square nautical miles enclosed by

the outer limits of each party's claims to the continental shelf. It was

divided into nine subzones and each party was obligated for one half

of the expenses of and entitled to one half of the proceeds recovered

from each subzone. Exploration and exploitation activities were not

to interfere with other uses of the superjacent waters, such as

navigation or fishing, and each party was required to take necessary
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measures to prevent collisions at sea and marine pollution with
reference to the 1.954 International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution of Sea by Oil, as amended n 1962 and 1969 (OILPOL).21
Both parties stipulated that the agreement did not, in any way, affect
each party's sovereign rights over the zone or otherwise prejudice its
stand with respect to the delimitation of the shelf boundary with the
other. The agreement went into effect n 1978 and is to remain in
force for a period of 50 years.

The I ap an-RO K T okdo/f ake shim a I oin t F ishin g Zone

Fishery disputes have long been a part of Japan/ROK
diplomatic negotiations and the allocation of limited fish resources
has frequently strained relations.z The Korean government's 1952
Presidential Proclamation of Sovereignty over the Adjacent Seas (the
Peace Line or Rhee Line) was primarily intended to provide
protective measures against ]apanese fishing in Korean waters. The

Japan/ROK Fisheries Agreement, first negotiated in the 1960s,

defined fishing areas and governed fishing activities in the strait until
it was renegotiated in 1998.

The ratification of UNCLOS and its EEZ regime by Japan and
the ROK in July 1996 created new boundary disputes over certain
small islands, including a dispute between fapan and the ROK over
the sovereignty of the Takeshima/Tokdo Islets (Liancourt Rocks on
the charts) in the Sea of lapan/East Sea. The ROK wanted to maintain
a 12-mile territorial sea around the islets and leave the adjacent areas
as high seas. Japan wanted to set up a joint management fishing zone
around them. In fanuary 1998, lapan notified the ROK of its intention
to terminate the 30-year-old fapan-ROK Fishery Agreement, which
would remain in effect for one year after notification. In response, the
ROK reportedly notified the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs that
the voluntary restraints that it imposed on eight Korean fishing
vessels to prevent them from fishing in restricted waters around
Hokkaido would be suspended. Negotiations over a new fisheries

Intemational Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil,
Londoru 1.2 May 1954 (in force L8 May 1967), Llnited Nations Treaty Series,
Yo1.327.
Chi Young Pak, International Straits of tle World: The Korean Sfraif (Martinus
Nijhoff, Londory 1988).

21
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agreement resumed in April 1998 and by September agreement was
finally reached. The two governments agreed to establish a joint
fishing zone around the islets at 64 kilometres from their respective

shores.

The Timor Gap loint Deaelopment Zone

ln 1971.-72 Indonesia and Australia agreed on a mutually
acceptable continental shelf boundary in the Arafura and Timor seas

based on the 200 metre sea depth and the exploitability criteria of the

1958 Geneva Convention. However, the agreement left a disputed
129-mile-long gap southeast of East Timor, which was then under

Portuguese control. Indonesia based its claims for additional shelf

area on the'equidistant' argument; Australia based its claims on the
'natural prolongation of the continent' argument. To resolve the

dispute the two states agreed by treaty to establish a joint
development zone for the exploration and exploitation of petroleum
resources pending agreement on a Permanent continental shelf
delimitation. The Timor Gap Treaty set up a cooperative joint
management infrastrucfure. Cooperation included highJevel
coordination of surveillance activities, security measures for
responding to incidents, search and rescue, air traffic services,

protection of the marine environment regional surveys and marine
scientific research. The applicable laws of the contracting states were

carefully delineated.

Operational Regimes
The IMO is an example of a global operational regime. The

main objectives of the IMO are the promotion of safety and the

protection of the marine environment. The IMO has concluded some

30 global conventions and hundreds of resolutions that amplify and

clarify the provisions of those conventions. A state becomes a

member of the IMO by becoming a patty to the IMO Convention and

is then bound by its provisions. The IMO is also a forum in which
maritime nations meet to discuss and work out solutions to maritime
matters of concern. It has several functional committees and
subcommittees, most notably the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC).

An increasingly important feature of IMO work is encouraging

cooperation between government and industry, at regional and global

levels, particularly with respect to prevention of and cooperation in
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combating pollution. However, when it comes to taking action on
specific requests by individual members the IMO has been criticised
as being generally slow to act. Regional and subregional operational
regimes may be the better approach for solving local problems more
quickly. The legal bases for some potential arrangements are
discussed below.

Coastal and Port State Cooperatiae Arrangements
Because of inadequate flag state enforcement over vessels

registered under flags of convenience, and because unregulated ship
activities can significantly and negatively impact upon port and
coastal states, conventional and customary international law permits
concurrent jurisdiction over vessels in a number of instances. Under
UNCLOS and the regime of IMO conventions, coastal states have the
right to adopt laws and regulations regulating the activities of ships
passing through their territorial seas to promote safety of navigation,
regulation of maritime fraffic, prevention of pollution, conservation of
fisheries and other resources, and infringement of customs, fiscal,
immigration, and sanitary laws (see UNCLOS, Article 21). However,
with regard to a non-complying warship a coastal state's right is
limited to requiring the warship to leave its territorial sea
immediately (UNCLOS Article 30).

Port states have jurisdiction to inspect vessels voluntarily in
their ports in order to determine if they are in compliance with
international standards for vessel construction, equipment, training,
and certification (UNCLOS, Article 218). The basic guidance on the
conduct of port state control procedures is spelled out in IMO
Resolution A.787(19). The 1982 Paris Memorandum of
Understanding on Port State Control suggests a possible joint
approach that might be modified for adoption on a wider scale or in
other regions. Under this informal treaty regime, fourteen European
states apply a uniform procedure for inspecting ships within their
regiory enforcing international shipping standards and exchanging
information. The regime benefits shippers as well. Once a vessel is
inspected and cleared by one EU porf it cannot be inspected again by
another EU port until it returns from a voyage outside the EU area. In
1990 the average detention rate for substandard vessels in Paris MOU
ports was 4.5 per cen! only 10 per cent of all detentions in MOU ports
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were oil tankers.4 The Tokyo MOU on Port State Control is another
example.

In the territorial sea, UNCLOS gives the coastal state sovereign
power to designate environmental protected areas, designate and
control navigation routes for safety purPoses, and prohibit discharge

(Articles 22(2) and 23). lf a foreign vessel is found to pose a risk of
violating international pollution regulations on accidental pollution in
the territorial sea, the coastal state may require the vessel to observe
special precautionary measures established by international
agreement, or confine passage to specified sea lanes.za

Several provisions of UNCLOS give port and coastal states

power to take actions to protect their environments from vessel-
source pollution (Articles 21,-23,211,, 218-221). Strait states and user
states are also urged to seek cooperative measures for safety aids
(Article 43). It is important to recall, however, that many of the

problems currently complicating shaits management and threatening

the resources of coastal states, such as ageing substandard vessels,

inexperienced crews, convoluted ownership arrangements, and huge
increases in tanker size and traffic volume, were not fully anticipated
nor discussed in any detail during the conference that produced
UNCLOS.

The 1969/1973 intervention conventions2s established the right
of coastal states to take measures on the high seas necessary to
prevent, mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their
coastline or related interests from pollution or threat of pollution of
the sea by oil and substances other than oil following uPon a maritime
casualty or acts related to such a casualty, which may reasonably be

Patricia W. Bieme and Alan E. Boyle, Internntional Lau and tle Enuironnrent

(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1,993), p.27'1,.

See also IMO Resolution A578(14).
Intemational Convention on Intervention in the High Seas (1969 for oil,
extended to other substances :u:.1,973), London, 2 November 1973 (n force 30

March 1983), (rJS\ Treaties and Otlrcr International Acts Seies, No.10561; Annex
and Protocol, Brussels, 29 November 1959 (in force 6 May 1'975), United Nations

Treaty Series, Yol.97O, p.21,"1; Guide to lJnited States Treaties in Force, Yol.26,
p.765; (US) Treaties and Otler International Acts Senes, No'8068; Internntional

L.e gal Mate rials, Y o1.9,'1986, p.25.

n
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expected to result in major harmful consequences.26 Since the
intervention conventions were adopted before the designation of
EEZs in UNCLOS, 'high seas', for purposes of these conventions,
means all seas beyond the territorial seas.

Coastal and port state cooperative arrangements also arise in
the case of fisheries management initiatives. The United Nations
Agreement Relating to the Conservation and Management of
Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (Straddling
Stocks Agreement)27 is designed to promote the effective conservation
and management of important fishery resources throughout their
range. It contains an annex on data collection and sharing; provides
for compulsory, binding dispute settlemen! and calls for
compatibility of conservation and management measures between the
high seas and coastal regimes. The agreement also permits both port
and coastal state enforcement under certain circumstances. For
example, non-flag states may board and inspect fishing vessels on the
high seas to ensure compliance with regionally agreed conservation
measures. Port states may order a fishing vessel to port in case of
'serious' violations by vessels whose flag state either cannot or will
not exercise proper control over them.

Coordinated Ship Reporting Systems

The increasing need for navigational safety and pollution
information and prevention, as well as several incidents of near-
grounding of vessels, have strengthened arguments for introducing
some form of mandatory reporting for ships. In 1989 the IMO
adopted some recommended principles and guidelines for voluntary
ship reporting systems and requirements to promote uniform
reporting standards.4 Under the current international legal regime,
some legal scholars consider mandatory reporting requirements legal
for ships entering territorial or internal waters and as a condition for

IMO Resolution A.648, adopted on 19 October 1989.
Opened for signature 4 December 1995. lnternational kgal Materials, Yol.34,
L995, p.L542.
General Principles for Ship Reporting Systems and Ship Reporting
Requirements, Including Guidelines for Reporting Incidents Involving
Dangerous Goods, Harmful Substances and/or Marine Pollutants. IMO
Resolution A.648 (1,6), adopted on 19 October 1989.

)A

27
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ships entering EEZs and bound for a port or internal waters of a
member state, provided reporting measures are published and

provided to the IMO. Under Article 8 and Protocol l of MARPOL, the

captain of a ship is required to report to the coastal state if there is any

risk of an accident leading to a pollution incident.

UNCLOS and other applicable conventions give warships an

exemption from reporting requirements and other rules as well,
depending on whether it is peacetime or wartime. Under Article 236

of UNCLOS, military and government-owned vessels in non-

commercial service enjoy immunity from port and coastal state

jurisdiction in all circumstances, although flag states must ensure that

their warships act in a manner consistent with the UNCLOS
provisions on the marine environment. Mandatory reporting is also

not permissible for transiting ships exercising innocent passage and

not bound for a national port, unless the IMO rules or standards

change or a new convention is enacted or existing conventions (that is,

SOLAS,2e MARPOL) are amended. SOLAS Regulation V /8-'1.' in force

1 January 1996, allows for mandatory ships reporting systems to be

adopted and implemented in accordance with IMO guidelines to
protect the marine environment.

In the absence of a universal transponder requirement,
coordinated ship reporting systems would be particularly useful for
tracking high-risk bulk carriers. Information about the vessel, its

position, the condition of its cargo, the weather conditions along its
projected route, etc. could be collected, analysed and relayed via a
regional computer network to coastal states and ports along its route.

However, establishment of such a system should not be used to justify
one that requires the pennissiort of a coastal or port state before a ship
can proceed. Unless the cargo is exhemely hazardous, reporting
systems should be used for notification and advisory purposes only.

Intemational Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, London, 1 November
"1974 (n force 25 May 1980); Guide to United Stntes Treaties in Force'Yol.32' p-47;

(LJS\ Treaties nnd Otlrcr Inte nntional Acts Series, (US) Treaties and Otlrcr

lntcnntionnl Acts Series, No.9700; Protocol of 7978, London, 17 February 1978

(in force 1 May 1981), Guidc to Llnited States Treaties in Force, Yol.32, p.5577;

(US) Trcnfirs nnd Other Internationnl Acts Series, No.10009.
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Political lnitiatiaes

Re gional and Subre gional Cooper atiae Management Or ganis ations
Establishing regional and subregional organisations to deal with

specific resource management problems has proven successful in
those cases where everyone in the region is at the table and part of the
process. For example, the Forum Fisheries Agency's cooperative
management area encompasses most of the South Pacific pelagic
ecosystem. FFA management efforts include establishing a regional
register for fishing vessels, standardising vessel log sheets, conducting
cooperative observer training, and providing scientific input to FFA
counhies' fisheries development plans. The South Pacific Commission
(SPC) and the FFA consult jointly on the collection and exchange of
fisheries data, research and stock assessment on the South Pacific tuna
fisheries. The UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), a global
management regime, and the FFA work together to improve the
region's fisheries law enforcement capabilities, including all aspects of
surveillance. In addition, the FFA countries and distant-water fishing
nations are now shifting from bilateral to multilateral access
agreement negotiations. Most of these negotiations focus on details
regarding observer programmes, transshipment, high seas reporting,
and associated responsibilities. The need for more secure access to
fishing grounds by the distant-water fleets is the incentive to negotiate
in good faith and comply with the agreed terms and conditions of
access.

Regional and Subregtonal Cooperatiae Action Plans
Effective regional and subregional action plans can also be

developed from comprehensive and integrated analysis of various
regional problems, and the short- and long-term economic, social and
political costs of following various decision pathways. Cooperative
action plans need to identify the courses of action needed to create
integrated information systems; pollution control strategies;
intergovernmental institutions and infrastrucfure needed to manage
the areas concerned, including a regulatory system and procedures;
subregional security and enforcement systems; systems for regular
intergovernmental consultation and dispute resolution procedures;
and sources of multinational funding to implement the action plans.
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Second-Track Diplomacy Initiatiaes and P ersonal Diplomacy

More informal, unofficial, track-two dialogues, workshops and

symposiums are also needed. These initiatives enable policy makers

to talk on a regular basis and reach agreement on sensitive issues out
of the bright glare of media coverage. The Western Pacific Naval
Symposium is an example of an intergovernmental track-two
initiative.

Thir d-Tr ack Working Group lttitiatiaes
These working grouPs, although they may be initiated,

facilitated andf or hosted by non-governmental organisations (NGOs),

generally include both governmental and non-governmental
participants. They operate on a functional level, developing
guidelines and recommendations to take back to their parent
organisations or governments and to regional political, managerial,
and/or operational regimes. Examples include the APEC Marine
Resource Conservation Working Group and the CSCAP Maritime
Cooperation Working Group.

Conclusion
Building regional and subregional regimes for the cooperative

maintenance of law and order at sea is not easy. Regional actions can

take place at any one of a number of organisational levels and may
involve a few or many states with many unique political, economic
and cultural systems. A region is a geographic area; commonality
comes only with a need to deal with a common problem or a common
goal. Broadly defined, regional regimes refer to mechanisms

designed to deal with those common problems and goals, implement
various policies and pursue recommended courses of action with the

cooperation of the regional states. The most common forms of
regimes are management regimes and operational regimes. Complex
relationships can exist between the states and between the various

regimes. However, one advantage of the regional regime approach is

that it tends to be collaborative, not polarising; built around common
problems and the need to solve them collectively. It is also much
more manageable than the global approach, and much more relevant
to the immediate circumstances. The number of instances where the

regional regime approach has succeeded in stabilising a volatile
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situation and helped maintain law and order at sea is growing and
these examples serve as models for fufure initiatives.
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RETURN SHIPMENTS OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL
FROM EUROPE TO IAPAN

Grant Hewison

The refurn shipments of nuclear material from Europe to fapan
through the Asia-Pacific region has raised a number of concerns
among the peoples and nations of the region. Several shipments of
nuclear material have taken place to date, with an expectation of
continued shipments in the future. Many coastal states along the
routes taken by the shipments have expressed concern/ with some
states seeking to ban the shipments from their exclusive economic
zones and territorial waters.

Despite the fact that the vessels used for the shipments are
especially designed for the transport of nuclear materials, that they
have a number of safety measures to ensure against accidents and that
they conform to the requirements of the Internafional Maritime
Organisation (IMO), a number of concerns have been raised in relation
to the shipments. These include:

o the non-notification to coastal states of the route the shipments
will take;

the safety of the waste shipments;

the legal issues relating to the shipment of nuclear materials
through certain ocean areas, such as territorial seas, straits,
exclusive economic zones and other particularly sensitive ocean
areas;

the potential for terrorism or piracy;

the liability of the states involved in the shipmenb should there
be an accident.
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While those states involved in the shipments (France, the United
Kingdom, the United States and fapan) have provided information
responding to these.issues, those states concerned about the shipments

have asked for further consultation and the provision of more

information.

The Shipments
In November 7992, the Akatsuki Maru carried the first return

shipment of nuclear material from France to Japan. It was escorted by
the armed vessel Shikishima, of the Japanese Maritime Safety Agency'

The Akatsuki Maru took a route from Cherbourg, France, via the cape

of Good Hope, south of Aushalia, up through the Tasman Sea and on

through the southwest Pacific to Japan.

In February 1995, the Pncific Pintail set sail from Cherbourg for
the port of Mutsu-Ogawara, in northern fapan. This time, this ship

sailed around cape Horn, on past the tip of south America and up

through the Pacific. The ship encountered significant protest from

coastal states along the route, particularly Chile, whose government
sent out a warship to prevent the Pacifc Pintail from entering its
territorial waters.

In January "1997, the Pacific Teal departed from Cherbourg on 13

|anuary 1997, agatn bound for Mutsu-Ogawara in Japan' The vessel

took a similar route to that of the Akntsuki Maru - it travelled via the

Cape of Good Hope, south of Australia, up through the Tasman Sea

u.,d on through the southwest Pacific, passing through Australia's

exclusive economic zone and close to New Caledonia and the

Solomon Islands.

The latest vessel carrying nuclear material, the Pncific Staan, set

sail from cherbourg on 21 |anuary 1998, bound again for the fapanese
port of Mutsu-Ogawara. This time the vessel followed a route

ihrough the Caribbean Sea, the Panama Canal and on through the
pacifii Ocean to Japan, passing close to the islands of Hawaii, the

Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia

and Guam.
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It is expected that the shipments will continue for 10 years or
more with a frequency of one or two shipments a year, or at least until
Japan has its own nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities up and running.l

States Voicing Concerns
The transport of nuclear material from Europe to Japan through

the Asia-Pacific region has raised a number of concerns among coastal
states along the routes. It was reported, for instance, that during the
voyage of the Pacific Pintail, 'more than 30 states tried to ban [the
vessel] from their territorial waters or exclusive economic zones'.2
Concerns have also been raised by a number of non-governmental
organisations3 and by politicians within states involved directly in the
shipments.a

Hayashi Akira, 'The Safety of Sea Transport for Radioactiv e Materials, , lapan
Ecln, Yol.22, No.4, 1995, p.75. See also statement made by the representative
of CSCAP Japan, 5th Meeting, CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working
Group, 17-18 November 1998.

'Hot Cargo - Tokyo Plays down Alarm over Nuclear Shipments', Far Eastern
Economic Reuieu,25 May 1,995, p.28. See also AFP story, 23 February 1995.
See, for example, the Nuclear Conhol Institute, at <h[p./ /www.nci.org>;
Greenpeace Intemational.
In a letter dated 4 March 1999 to Representative Benjamin A. Gilman,
Chairman, United States House of Representatives Committee on
Intemational Relations, several members of the Japanese Diet made their
concems known about the safety of the shipments and the need to use the
fuel in Japanese power stations. See <http.//wrvrv.r-rci.c>rg/c3499.htm>
(November 1998). Aomori Govemor Kimura has also on certain occasions
refused entry to ships carrying these nuclear materials because they were not
able to confirm the safety of the vitrified waste on board. See Citizens'
Nuclear Information Center, at <http://www.nci.org/112796.htm>
(November 1998). Several members of the US Congress have raised concems
with the President of the United States over the shipments by sea of high-
level radioactive nuclear wastes between Europe and Japan. ih"it .o.,""rn"
have focused on the safety of the shipments, inadequacies they perceived
with regard to the safety analyses undertaken by the Department of Energy
and obligations the United States was not meeting at intemational law. See
letters dated 10 January 1,995 and 77 December '1,996, at
<http:/ / www.nci.org/11 1 095.htm> (November 1.998).
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Caribbean Community
The outward-bound shipments of nuclear materials from fapan

to France for reprocessing have haditionally travelled through the

Panama Canal, and have been the subject of opposition from the

Caribbean Community (CARICOM).5

With regard to the L995 shipment aboard the Pacific Pintail,

Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic raised objections to the
passage of the shipments through the Canal de la Mona strait in the
Caribbean Sea.6

In 1998, a number of Caribbean states, including famaica, the

Commonwealth of the Bahamas, Antigua and Barbuda and the

Dominican Republic, voiced shong concerns over the Passage of the

Pacific Szoan through the Caribbean Sea and the Panama Canal.T

Most recently, heads of government of the Caribbean

Community have expressed their concern for the expected

simultaneous dispatch of two shipments of nuclear materials from

France and the united Kingdom through the Caribbean sea and the

Panama Canal destined for Japan.s

see Press statement of the commonwealth Caribbean High commissioners

of 11 Decemb er 1,996, at <http:/ / n' n'rr'.nci.org/cs<'arib.htnl> (November

1998). See also a media release from CARICOM Chairman, Lester Bird, of

January 7997, at <http://1v11 11'.uci.org/cs-ctrritr.htm> (November 1998) See

also Greenpeace Press Release, dated 21 January 1997

UPI wire story,22 February 1995.

Statement by OPANAL, 5 February 1998; Statement by Commonwealth

Caribbean High Commissioners, 30 January 1998; Statement by the

Govemment of Jamaica, 23 January 1998; Statement by the Government of

the Commonwealth of the Bahanus, 23 January 1998; Statement by the

Govemment of Antigua and Barbuda, 20 January 1998; Statement by the

Organization of Eastem Caribbean States, 16 Janu ary 1998; and Statement by

the Govemment of the Dominican Republic, 2 January '1998, at

<http:/ / u'u,u,.nci.org/ st'atrarrs.htm> (November 1998).

See Extract from the Communiqu6 of the Tenth Inter-Sessional Meeting of

the Conference of Heads of Govemment, Caribbean Community
(CARICOM), Suriname, 4-5 March
<http: / / n'n'rv.nci.org/c3899.htm> (November 1 998)

1999, at
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Chile, Argentina, Brazil anil Untguay
The government of Chile - which sent out a warship to prevent

the Pacific Pintail from entering its territorial waters - issued a joint
statement with the governments of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay
opposing the shipments, stating that these states 'reiterate their
preoccupation with the risks - due to the intrinsic danger of the cargo -
that this transport represents to the health of the region'.e It is
reported that Chile, Argentina and Brazil have banned these
shipments from entering their territorial waters.10 The four nations
also declared the need for a 'warranty about no contamination of the
marine environment, information about the routes, the obligation to
inform coastal countries about the emergency plans in case of
accidents, the commitment to rescue the radioactive waste in case of
accidents with the ship and payment of reimbursements in case of
injuries and damages'.11

Spain, P ortugal and lrelanil
In fanuary 1997, Spatn and Portugal sent out naval vessels to

guarantee that the Pacifc Teal did not enter their waters. These actions
were significant in that they were the first taken by European Union
member states against shipments originating from a fellow-EU
country using EU-registered ships.12

In a statement made on 11. January 1997, the Minister of State at
the Department of Marine for Ireland reiterated the Irish
governmenfs strong concerns about the shipment of nuclear materials
and urged the International Maritime Organisation to urgently

Greenpeace Press Release, dated 2l January 1997. See also IAEA,
INFCIRC/533, 14 March 1.997, at <http://rvu'u,.nci.org/cs-arg.hrm>
(November 1998).
Greenpeace Fact Sheet,'The Pacific Nuclear Highway,, dated April 1997. See
also UPI wire story, 22 February 1995; Reuters story, 25 February 195;
Resolution 12500/67 of March 16th by the Chilean Maritime Authority,
General Directory for the Maritime Territory and Merchant Marine,
DIRECTEMAR.
Greenpeace Press Release, dated 21. lartuary 1997.
ibid.

10

11

12
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complete its review of Ireland's proposals for a stricter code to deal

with such shipments.l3

S outh Africa and Mauritius
The South African government also sent out a naval vessel in

1997, forcing the Pacific TeaI to leave South Africa's EEZ which it had
entered despite a South African ban on the vessel entering its waters
and an earlier assurance from the ship's owners that the ship would
stay out of South African waters.14 Deputy Environment Minister P.R.

Mokaba announced the South African government's'opposition to the
Pacific Teal with its cargo of nuclear waste from entering out EEZ' .ls

Mauritius has also opposed the shipments and demanded that
these vessels do not enter its EEZ.16

New Zealand
The New Zealand government has made repeated diplomatic

protests to the governments of France, fapan and the United Kingdom
over the shipments of nuclear material. In a statement issued on L5

fanuary 1997, the Foreign Minister stated that:

We made it clear to Japan, and to the other countries involved
in the shipment, that New Zealand did not want it to come
anywhere near us. Despite our representations, and those of
other South Pacific countries, the vessel will be passing through
our region ... We need more information on the route and I
would again call for the ship not to pass through New
Zealand'sEEZ ... We plan to hold consultations on safety issues

t4
l5

In a statement made on 11 January 1997, he Minister of State at the

Department of Marine, Eamon Gilmore, TD, reiterated his strong concems

about the shipment of nuclear fuels and urged the Intemational Maritime
Organisation to urgently complete its review of Ireland's proposals for a

stricter code to deal with such shipments. See <http://r'vwr'v.rrci.org/cs-
ire.hhn> (November 1998).

Greenpeace Press Release, dated 2 Febrtary 7997.
Statement by Deputy Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, P.R'

Mokaba, dated 31 Jantary 1997. The Ministry of Environmental Affairs and

Tourism made a further statement on 4 February 1997. See Greenpeace

Press Releases, dated 1 and2Febtuary 1997.

Greenpeace Fact Sheet, 'The Pacific Nuclear Highway', dated April '1997. See

<ht$:/ / n's'w.nci.org/cs-maur.hhu> (November 1998).

13
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with the countries involved in the shipment. We want to
satisfy ourselves that any risks to the marine environment
around New Zealand are minimised.lT

Although New Zealand has sought assurances that the waste
shipments would not enter New Zealand's exclusive economic zone, it
has to date received none.ls The New Zealand government has also
registered its concerns with various international organisations,
including the IAEA, IMo and at the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty
discussions.le

The Parliament of New Zealand also passed a motion on 19
February 1997 opposing the passage through the South pacific of the
Pacific Teal, carrying high-level radioactive waste from France to
]apan, 'which in the event of an accident would pose serious risks to
this region's environment and fisheries'.20

Australia
The Australian government has not made protests against the

shipments. It appears that the Australian federal government is
satisfied with the shipping arrangements and safety standards. The
Australian Environment Minister Robert Hill has stated in an address
to the Senate in February 1997: 'We do not feel, as a nation,
threatened by the potential of an accident'.21

Malaysia, Inilonesia and the Philiwines
Malaysia has condemned the shipments and has demanded that

the vessels not enter Malaysia's territorial waters.22 The philippines
have also registered their opposition with the Japanese government.

77 Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade, New Zealand,,Shipment
of Nuclear Waste', 1,5January 1997.

18 Reuters News Service, 'New Zealand: NZ Calls in Envoys over Japan
Nuclear Shipment', 26 February 1,997.

^19 'Many Nuclear Waste Ships May Pass New Zealand, , Doninion, 1,9 May 7995.
20 Notice of Motion of the New Zealand Parliament, Wednesday, 19 Februarv

1.997 . See <http: / / w w w.nci.org/ cs-nz.hhn> (November l 99g).
21, 'No salvage Plan for Nuclear waste at sea', Reuters Business Briefing, l.g

February 1.997.

22 'Malaysia Bans Ship Carrying Nuclear Waste to Japan,, Reuters News
Service, 15 January 1,997. See <http://il,wn,.nci.org/cs_malay.htm>
(November 1998).
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In 1992, the Indonesian Foreign Minister declared: 'We cannot close

international sea lanes, but we have called on Japan, even pressed

|apan, not to use Indonesian waters'.4

In addition, states littoral to the Malacca Strait have raised

concerns regarding the possibility of the shipments having to pass

through theitrait where there have been'shipping accidents as well as

incid&ts of piracy' .2a The issue of restricting the passage of vessels

carrying nuclear or other hazardous cargoes through the strait has

been raised. Among the suggestions being made are'the provision of
advance notice of the impending passage, and the diversion of these

vessels to avoid the shaits altogether'. It has been observed that such

measures could conceivably be implemented through the auspices of

the IMO in the form of regulations.2s

States That Are Mentbers of the South Pacific Forum
In their communiqu6 of September 1'996, the South Pacific

Forum states agreed that the shipments of nuclear materials through

the region'por"d a continuing concern'.26 The Forum called for the

shipments to be 'carried out in accordance with the highest

international safety and security standards, in a manner which
satisfactorily addressed all possible contingencies, and in full
consultation with Forum countries'.27 The Forum also noted, with
regard to its desire for consultation, that 'it appreciated the

co-operation of Japan in responding to Forum concerns by provision of

information on, and consultation about, its shipments'.4

In lts 1997 communiqu6 the Forum expressed similar continuing
concerns and also noted its expectations that such shipments would be

See Professor Matin Zuberi, 'The Voyage of Akatsuki Maru and the Hazards

of Nuclear Shipments', Tlrc Inrliar Ocenn Nerus antl Viaus, 1'993-94, pp'1'1'14'

ibid.
Alan Khee-Jin Tan, 'Protection of the Marine Environment in the Straits of

Malacca and Singapore: The 1996 IP9IMO Intemational Conference on

Navigational safety and Control of Pollution in the Straits of Malacca and

Sin gapore', A s ia P n c ifi c ! o u r nal of E rw i r o n n r e n t nl l"au, Y o1.2, 1997' p'92 A'
Forum Communiqu6, Twenty-seventh South Pacific Forum, September 1996,

Clause 24.

ibid.
ibid.
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carried out in a manner which addressed the concerns of relevant
countries and that the shipping states would 'provide compensation
for any industries harmed ... in the event of an accident'.2e The Forum
also 'noted the efforts of |apan, France and the United Kingdom in
providing information about the recent shipment of high level wastes
and expressed the hope that this would be continued'.30

In a press statement of 2 March 1999, the South Pacific Forum
again expressed its continuing concerns over the shipment of nuclear
materials through the South Pacific region.3l

Regarding the Forum states themselves, Kiribati has banned
vessels carrying nuclear materials from its EEZ and Fiji has requested
of Japan that the shipments keep out of its territorial waters.3z The
Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia,33 Republic of Naurus
and Papua New Guinea governments have also made statements
critical of the shipments of nuclear materials through the South Pacific
region.3s

Concerns Raised by the Shipments
As noted above, despite the fact that the vessels used for the

shipments are especially designed for the transport of nuclear
materials, that they have a number of safety measures to ensure

Forum Communiqu6, Twenty-Eighth South Pacific Forum, September 1997,
Clauses 32-34.
ibid.
See <htbp:/ / www.nci.org/ spf3299.htm> (November 1 998).
Reuters wire story, 22 March 1995. See <http://www.nci.org/cs-kiri.htm>
(November 1998).
Statement by the President of the Federated States of Micronesia (undated).
See <http://www.nci.org/cs-fsm.htm> (November 1998).
Media release, dated 28 February "1997 'High l,evel Nuclear Waste Shipment
Approaching Nauru'. See< http://www.nci.org/cs-nauru.htm> (November
1ee8).
ln a media release of 19 December 1996, the govemment of the Cook Islands
noted its concelns over the planned shipments of radioactive waste through
the South Pacific region by the Japanese. See <http://rvww.nci.org/cs-
cook.lrtm>(November 1998). ln a Press Statement made on24January 1997,
the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Hon. Kilroy Genia, MP of papua
New Guinea expressed skong concems that the views of Forum island
countries must be taken seriously by Japan, France and the United Kingdom.
See <http'//www.nci.org/cs-png.htm> (November 1998).

30
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against accidents and that they conform to the requirements of the
International Maritime Organisation, a number of concerns have been

raised in relation to the shipments. These include:

the non-notification to coastal states of the route the shipments
will take;

the safety of the waste shipments;

the legal issues relating to the shipment of nuclear materials
through certain ocean areas, such as territorial seas, straits,

exclusive economic zones and other particularly sensitive ocean

areas;

the potential for terrorism or piracy; and

the liability of the states involved in the shipments should there be

an accident.

The Non-Notification to Coastal States of the Route the Shipnwrts
Take

Coastal states have raised concerns with those states involved in
the shipments that they are not notified prior to shipment of the routes

the shipments take.

The states involved in the shipments argue that the reasons for
keeping information about the shipments confidential, including
transportation routes, is in consideration of physical protection; that is,

to avoid giving any data to terrorists or others so as to prevent nuclear
material from being unlawfully taken and used.36 Piracy has also been

raised as a reason for not releasing information about the route the

shipments take prior to shipment. Moreover, arguments have been

made concerning issues of liability should information be given to
another state that then leaks to a third party and that leak of
information is responsible in some way for an accident.3T They have

also argued that there is no advantage in providing this information to

Hayashi Akira, 'The Safety of Sea TransPort for Radioactive Materials', p.75.

See statement made by the representative of CSCAP Japan, 5th Meeting,

CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working Group, 17-18 November 1998.

36
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coastal states because in the unlikely event of an accident coastal
states could do very little to assist.38 Finally, the shipping states have
also argued that such consultation would interfere with their freedom
of navigation.

Coastal states and opponents to the shipments argue that these
concerns are spurious. 'Consultation regarding route-selection and
emergency planning is in everyone's best interest and can only serve
to make these shipments safer for all concerned'.3e Coastal states may
have information regarding shipping lanes and weather patterns that
could reduce the risks to these shipments.

The issues of consultation on and prior notification of the
shipments are currently being considered by the International
Maritime Organisation. Proposals for mandatory prior notification
and consultation with coastal states when cargoes of nuclear material
are being shipped are currently before the Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) of the IMO, although there is no
agreement to advance this issue within the MEPC. 'Member States [of
the IMOI in favour of prior notification say that coastal States, through
whose waters such cargoes will pass, have a legitimate "need to
know" so that preparations can be made to render assistance in the
event of it being needed'.ao

It has been noted by some commentators that the shipping states
currently do provide notification of the shipments, but only to certain
states.41 Coastal states in the Pacific and the Caribbean have not been
notified of the shipments. This, argue opponents to the shipments,
creates'a two tiered situation whereby some affected states are treated
as second-class citizens without the right to learn what is going on.
Obviously such a situation is unfair and unacceptable' .a

See Jon M. Van Dyke, 'The Need for Further Intemational Action Regarding
Safety of Sea Transport of Ultrahazardous Radioactive Materials', 17 August
1,998, at < hltp:/ /www.nci.org/vd-81798.htm> (November 1998).
ibid.
Marine Environment Protection Committee, 40th Session, 18-25 September
1,997, IMO Briefing, at <http://u'rvu'.imo.orglimo/briefilg/
1997 / fax1,297.htn'r> (November 1998).
ibid.
ibid.
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Prior notification for transboundary movements of hazardous
materials is also a standard requirement in a number of international
treaties, including the Basel Convention,a3 the Bamako Convention,4
the IAEA Code of Practice on the International Transboundary

Movement of Radioactive waste,4s and the IAEA Regulations for the

Safe Transport of Radioactive Material.a6 The proposal being

advanced by the Irish government in discussions of this issue before

the IMO would require prior notification.

The Safety of the Waste ShiPments
There has been considerable debate among those involved in the

shipments and those concerned about the shipments as to their safety.

several reports have been commissioned and published by parties

representing both sides of the issue.aT Essentially, the arguments
."r,tr" over the safety of the transport flasks in which the nuclear

materials are transported and of the transport vessels.

Because |apan has virtually no indigenous energy resources/ it
has adopted the use of nuclear energy as a significant source of electric

power. It has also promoted the'nuclear fuel cycle', which seeks to

43

45

Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of

Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal , 22 March 1989, UNEP Doc' IG'80/3

(7989), I n t e r nati o n al k gal M ate r ial s, Y o1.28, 7989' p.657 .

iamako Convention on the Ban of the Import into Africa and the Conhol of

Transbor:ndary Movement and Management of Hazardous Wastes within
Africa, 29 Janu ary 1,991', lnternational kgal Materials,Yol'30' 1'997' p'773'

Intemational Atomic Energy Agency, General Conference Resolution on

Code of Practice on the Intemational Transboundary Movement of

Radioactive Waste, 21 September 1990, International kgal Materials, Yol'30,

7991, p.556.
These regulations, first promulgated :u:r196'1, and revised n1964'1967'1973,
1985 and 1996, have been approved in their latest version by the IAEA Board

of Govemors in September 1996 and have been published by the IAEA as

'safety Standards Series No.ST-1'.

see Edwin s. Lyman, safety Issues in tlrc sea Transport of High-kael Radioac,tiue

wastes from Fmnce to lapnn (Center for Energy and Environmental studies,

Princeton University, Princeton, December 1994); Edwin S. Lyman, The Sea

Transport of Vitrified High-Level Radioachve wastes: unresolved safety

Issues, Nuclear Control Institute Discussion Draft,2l November 1996' See

also Hayashi Akira, ,The safety of sea Transport for Radioactive Materials;

IAEA, ''Comments on MEPC39/INF.15 - Subrnitted by the Intemafional

Atomic Energy Agency'.
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maximise the value of the uranium fuel used in nuclear reactors by
recycling the uranium and plutonium that is unloaded from reactors
as spent fuel. A critical step in the nuclear fuel cycle is reprocessing,
which is the chemical separation process that recovers the reusable
materials from the spent fuel. When the spent fuel is reprocessed, a
small quantity of radioactive waste is also separated. This radioactive
waste is then placed in a container, sealed in a transport flask and
returned to its owner,4

Japanese electric power companies are procuring these
reprocessing services from the French company COGEMA and the
British company BNFL because ]apan does not have any of its own
reprocessing facilities. Consequently, spent fuel is transported to
these facilities from ]apan and then, once reprocessed, the radioactive
wastes are refurned to Japan. ae

Because of its high level of radioactivity, the waste separated by
reprocessing must be carefully managed for a long time until the
radioactivity has sufficiently reduced. To maintain the radioactive
waste in a stable condition for a long time it is mixed with glass and
melted. The resulting mixture is poured into stainless steel containers
which are then sealed by welding. The mixture solidifies within the
container as it cools to form a product known as vitrified residue.
These containers are then loaded into transport flasks and transported
from Europe to fapan in a specially designed vessel. The flasks and
vessel are designed and manufactured in accordance with the relevant
safety standards of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the
International Maritime Organisation. The returned vitrified residue
will be stored and eventually disposed of in Japan.50

The shipping states argue that the transport flasks are designed,
manufactured and certified for safety under Japanese and French
regulations that have been established to meet the requirements of the
International Atomic Energy Agency safety standards. This, argue the

See ORC, COGEMA, BNFL, 'Retum Transport of Vihified Residue from
Europe to Japan', 1995; Hayashi Akira, 'The Safety of Sea Transport for
Radioactive Materials'.
ibid.
ibid.
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shippers, ensures that the transport flasks have the capability to

tightly contain the vitrified residue, to shield the radiation, and to
transfer the heat generated by the nuclear material to the outside of
the flask. The transport flask is designed, according to the shippers,

to meet these requirements not only under normal transport
conditions, but also in the event of severe conditions.sl

The shipping states also state that the transport vessels

themselves meet UK and Japanese regulations which are established

to satisfy the requirements of the safety standards of the International
Maritime Organisation. The vessels are specially designed for
transport of radioactive materials and have safety measures to protect

against collisions and fire. The transport is performed by well-

experienced crews. Almost 150 shipments of spent fuel and vitrified
r"iid.ru between |apan and Europe have already been completed with
the same type of vessel. Safety features of the transport vessel include
a double hull structure to minimise damage in the event of a collision

or grounding; a comprehensive fire-fighting system to quickly
extinguish any fires; extensive duplication of electrical supply

systems; an anti-collision radar system plus automatic reporting of the

ship's position, heading and speed to an operations centre; and

satellite navigation and satellite communication systems.s2

Opponents of the shipments, on the other hand, claim that there

are serious deficiencies in the containment system used for packaging

the nuclear material. They argue that, in the event of a severe

accident, there is a very real possibility that a major release of
radioactive material could occur. opponents claim, for instance, that a
long, hot shipboard fire could cause a simultaneous failure of the three

levels of the containment system: the shipping flask, the stainless steel

canisters and the vitrified residue itself.s3 'The lid of the shipping

flask is sealed with an o-ring made of a rubber-like material, which is

essential to prevent the escape of radioactive gases or small particles

from the interior of the cask. However, this material loses its ability to
seal at temperatures of 250 degrees C and greater. Considering that
the initial temperature of the seal during transPort is already over L50

ibid.
ibid.
See <http:/ / rvww.nci.org/ setrtrans-q&tr.hhrl#ans5> (Noven'rber 1998).
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degrees C, because of the heat given off by the nuclear waste, a fire of
only a couple of hours duration would be sufficient to cause the seal to
fail'.s

Opponents of the shipments argue that the stainless steel
canister that encases the vitrified residue plays an important role in
ensuring the safety of the transport, handling and storage of the
nuclear material.ss 'However, the type of stainless steel used by
France to package the [vitrified residue] undergoes transformation
("sensitization") at the high temperatures at which the molten glass is
poured into the canister, making the steel vulnerable to cracking and
to rapid corrosion in sea water. [Because of the sensitisation problem,
this type of steel was rejected by the United States and Japan for their
domestic waste vitrification programmes.] Also, the [vitrified residue]
itself would provide little containment in the event of a severe fire,
since it would soften and expand considerably, rupturing the stainless
steel canister and allowing [nuclear material] to be released in gaseous
form'.s6

Opponents of the shipments claim that if a ship and its cargo
were lost at sea, severe health consequences for humans and marine
life could occur. The loss of damaged cargo in coastal waters could
cause levels of chronic radiation exposure to the public far in excess of
those permitted by international standards. If a damaged shipping
flask were lost at sea in shallow waters following a collision, the
stainless steel canisters would come in contact with highly corrosive
seawater almost immediately, causing the nuclear material to leach
and be released into the environment. Any salvage of a damaged
nuclear-waste cargo would have to take place within a few months of
an accident to prevent a substantial release of contamination.
Salvaging damaged cargo would be immensely difficult, posing great
health risks to the salvage crew and surrounding area.57

In the international forums dealing with the issue of the
transport of these nuclear materials, the debate has centred on the

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
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adequacy of the voluntary IMO Code for the Safe Carriage of
Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive
Wastes in Flasks on Board Ships, 1993 (INF code) and whether the
characteristics of the shipments conform to the requirements of the
code. The code is currently being reviewed by the MEPC and
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the IMO in cooperation with the

International Atomic Energy Agency [AEA) and the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP). 'The aim is to improve the Code to
deal with all issues related to the transport by sea of materials
resulting from the generation of nuclear energy ...'.s8 Of particular
interest is the general agreement on making the INF code

mandatory.se Work towards this end is now underway and it aPpears

that the international community has agreed that the INF code should

become binding and obligatory, although the United States' view is

that this code should apply only to commercial vessels. The Marine
Safety Committee has formally recommended that the code, as

amended, should become mandatory, and its text is being revised to
reflect this change.6o

Of further relevance is the IAEA's Regulations for the Safe

Transport of Radioactive Material. In this context the IAEA, at its
general conference in September 'l'998, adopted a resolution
concerning the safety of transport of radioactive materials which, in
part, invites transport states 'to provide, as appropriate, assurances to

potentially affected states upon their request that their national

regulations take into account the Agency's Transport Regulations, and

to provide them with relevant information relating to the shipment of
radioactive materials'.61

The MEPC has also produced Guidelines for Developing

Shipboard Emergency Plans, which are designed to be added to the

INF code. Although the committee recognised the need for
consultation with coastal states in the development of these shipboard

Marine Environment Protection Committee, 40th Session 18-25 September

1,997, IMO Briefng, at <http://rv*'rv.irno.org/tncetings/mcpc/
nrr'pcrl0,l.h hn> (November 1998).

ibid.
See <http:/ / www.nci.org/vd-81 798.htm> (November 1998).

I AEA, General Conference, GC(42) / RES / 13, September 1 998.
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emergency plans, it is unclear whether coastal nations will be fully
informed of these plans so that they can develop coordinated shore-
based emergency plans.62

The Legal Issues Relating to the Shipment of Nuclear Mateials
through Certain Ocean Areas

The shipments of nuclear materials have also raised legal issues
relating to the legitimacy of the passage of these vessels through
various ocean areas, such as territorial seas, straits, exclusive economic
zones and other particularly sensitive ocean areas.

Those states supporting the shipments assert that these vessels
carrying nuclear materials are free to navigate through any part of the
ocean under the traditional doctrines of innocent passage, transit
passage, and freedom of the high seas.

Many of those states concerned about the shipments argue
instead that the environmental provisions of various international
agreements require states shipping these materials to prepare
environmental assessments and then to provide prior notification of
the shipments and to seek the authorisation of affected states before
the shipments pass through territorial seas, straits, exclusive economic
zones and other particularly sensitive ocean areas.63 The routes taken
by the vessels have meant that they have passed through or close to
particularly sensitive ocean areas in the Caribbean Sea, the Pacific
Ocean and Antarctic regions. In addition, the vessels pass through or
close to the Latin American, the South Pacific, the Antarctic, the
Southeast Asian and the African nuclear-free zones.64 Some states

See <l'rttp:/ /www.nci.org/vc1-81798.htm> (November 1998).
See Jon M. Van Dyke, 'Sea Shipment of Japanese Plutonium under
Intemational Law', Ocean Deaelopnrent and lnternational Law, Yo1.24, 1993,
p.399; Jon M. Van Dyke, 'Applying the Precautionary Principle to Ocean
Shipments of Radioactive Materials', Ocean Deoelopment and International Lazu,

YoL27, 1,996, p.279. See also Jon M. Van Dyke, 'The Legitimacy of Unilateral
Actions to Protest the Ocean Shipment of Ulhahazardous Radioactive
Materials', at <http://rt'ww.igc.apc.org/nci/ib121396.htm> (November
1ee8).

See the Treaty of Tlatelolco for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin
America, lnternational kgal Mateials, Yol.6, 1968, p.152; the South Pacific
Nuclear Free Zone Trealy, International bgal Materials, Yol.24, 1985, p.1,440;
the Antarctic Trcaty, United Nations Treaty Series, Yo1.402, 1,959,p.7I; the
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have taken the step of banning these vessels from passing through

their waters.6s

states littoral to the Malacca shait, for instance, have raised

concerns regarding the passage of these shipments through the strait.66

The issue of restricting the passage of vessels carrying nuclear or other
hazardous cargoes through the strait has often been raised in the past.

Among suggestions being made regarding these specific shipments of
nuclear material are the provision of advance notice of the impending

bJ

south-East Asian Nuclear Free Zone Treaty, lnternational kgal Mnterials,

Vol.35, 1996, p.635; and the African Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty,

I n t e r n a t io n al I -e gal M ate r ial s, Y o1.35, 1996, p.698'

Greenpeace Fact Sheet, 'The Pacific Nuclear Highway', dated April 1997 ' It
is reported that the Argentine Foreign Ministry informed Japan it would not

allow the ship to pass through its waters after leaming that the route around

Cape Hom was being considered (UPI wire story,22 February 1995)' It has

also been reported that Brazil banned the vessel from its waters, stating that
'The Brazilian govemment considers undesirable, in any circumstances, the

entry of this cargo in areas that come under Brazilian jurisdiction' (Reuters

story, 25 February 1995). Chile has opposed the shipments, not only by

speiifically banning the vessel from its 200-mile EEZ, but sending ships and

aircraft to enforce the ban (Reuters stoty, 77 March 1995). On 16 March 
.l'995

the Chilean government adopted a resolution forbidding the Pacific Pintail to

sail in its territorial and jurisdictional water (see Resolution 1260O/67 ot

March 16th, by the Chilean Maritime Authority, General Directory for the

Maritime Territory and Merchant Marine, DIRECTEMAR)' In a statement

issued on 17 January 1997, the Prime Minister of Mauritius noted that:

The cabinet met this moming under the chairmanship of the Prime

Minister, Dr. the Hon. Navin Ramgoolam and has, in the course of
its deliberations:

5. taken note that a British Vessel carrying nuclear waste from France

to Japan would be going round South Africa ancl South to Mauritius'

Mauiitius has expressed its stand in line with the protest of se'veral

countries concerned by the route to be adopted by the vessel'

Although we have been given the guarantee that all necessary

precautions had been taken, Mauritius has made it a point that in all
circumstances the vessel should travel outside our exclusive economic

zone (see <http: / / www.nci.org/cs-maur.htm> (November 1998))'

See Zuberi, 'The Voyage of Akatsuki Maru and the Hazards of Nuclear

Shipments'; see also 'Malaysia Bans Ship Carrying Nuclear Waste to Japan',

Reuter News Service, 15 January'1997, at <ltttp://rr'rr'rr"trci'r)tg/cs-

nralar'.htm> (November 1998).
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passage and the diversion of these vessels to avoid the strait
altogether.eZ

The legal issues relating to the legitimacy of the passage of these
vessels through various ocean areas has been canvassed before the
IMO in its review of the INF Code.68 Unfortunately, little work has
been completed so far in identifying particularly sensitive sea areas
that must be avoided by ships carrying nuclear materials.

The Potential for Terrorism or Piracy
Coastal states along the route of the shipments have been

concerned that there is potential for the vessels to be subject to attack
by terrorists or pirates. Indeed, incidents of piracy in the Asia-Pacific
region are not uncommon.5e

In this regard, lapan, in the 1988 U9Japan Agreement for
Peaceful Nuclear Cooperation, committed itself to use an armed escort
vessel, defined as a 'coast guard vessel or any other ship on
government service', to protect plutonium shipments against theft or
sabotage. In considering these measures, US officials had assured
Congress that they could not foresee any alternative security
measures.To

Tan, 'Protection of the Marine Environment in the Straits of Malacca and
Singapore'.
Marine Environment Protection Committee,'Three-Day Meeting on Nuclear
Materials Transport Ends', IMO Briefng, at <http:/ /rvrvrv.irno.org/
briefing / 7996 / 396.hfm> (November 1998).
See, for instance, Stanley B. Weeks, 'Law and Order at Sea: Pacific
Cooperation in Dealing with Piracy, Drugs and Illegal Migrationr in Sam
Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds), Calming tle Waters: Initiatiues for Asia
Pacifc Maritime Cooperation, Canberra Papers on Skategy and Defence No.114
(Shategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National Universiff,
Canberra,1996).
All plutonium recovered from Japanese spent fuel reprocessed in Europe
originates from uranium which was enriched in the United States. Because
of this, the plutonium falls within I-lS rules of origin under which the
United States retains certain rights and responsibilities over its retransfer.
This means that plans for the transport of the nuclear material from Europe
to Japan by sea must comply with specific US requirements concerning safety
and physical protection. See Mr Battle, UK Secretary of State for Trade ancl
Industry in a written answer to a Parliamentary question of Mr Drew,

68
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During the passage of the Pacifc Swan through the Panama

Canal rn 1998, Greenpeace protestors were able to board the vessel,

climb the mast and chain themselves and a protest banner from the
forward mast.71 This protest heightened concerns that the vessels and
their shipments were not secure.

With regard to previous shipments, the vessels carrying nuclear

materials have been escorted by armed vessels of the fapanese
Maritime Safety Agency. However, these arrangements appeared to
have been changed for the proposed 1999 shipment. It was proposed
that two transport ships would proceed from France to Japan together
and essentially escort each other. 'The two ships will be fitted with

defensive armaments and havel together, each Protecting the other.

The armaments will be under the conhol of specially trained officers
of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority constabulary on
board each ship.'22 At present, it appears that officials of the US
government have accepted that this plan meets the requirements of
the 1988 Uflapan Agreement for Peaceful Nuclear Cooperation and

that the shipments will be able to proceed under these arrangements

in future. Opponents of the shipments claim, by contrast, that these

arrangenents are contrary to international and national laws.73

Indeed, these concerns have also been shared by congressmen of the
US House of Representatives.Ta

7^l

Hnnsard (Proceedings of the United Kingdom Parliament), 18 January 1999,

p.36s.
Panama Canal Comndssion Report on'Pacific Swan' Greenpeace Incident, 11

February 1998. See <http://wrvn'.rrci'org/pcc-2-98'htn'r> (November 1998).

PM Press Guidance, 20 January 1999, 'shipment of MOX Reactor Fuel from
the UK and France to Japan: Armed Escort'' See

<http:/ / $.r^,$,.nci.org/ pm1 2099.htm> (November 1998).

See <http:/ / www.nci.org/ pr?1699.htm> (November 1998).

Chairman of the House International Relations Committee, Ben Gilman, has

said that he was 'particularly disturbed' that the Clinton administration,

without any formal consultation with Congress, was preparing to aPProve a

transportation plan that did not include an earlier US requirement for an

armed escort vessel. See <http://*'ww.ncr.<trg/pr21699.htm> (November

1998).
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The Liability of the States lnoolaeil in the Shipments
Coastal states along the route of the shipments have been

concerned that the present international regimes covering liability for
accidents are inadequate.Ts In response, the existing international
regimes are now being re-examined. In 1997, the IAEA adopted a
Supplementary Funding Convention (SFC) designed to establish an
international fund to provide compensation to participating countries
which are affected by a nuclear accident, including one occurring
during transport. Sorne of the states concerned about the specific
shipment of nuclear materials addressed in this chapter considered
that this regime was inadequate and voted against the convention.

Consequently, those opposed to the shipments argue that there
is currently no comprehensive liability regime adequate to deal with
the consequences of an accident involving the shipment of nuclear
materials. Certainly, there is no comparable regime to the
international treaty regime established to govern compensation for oil
spills. This is despite the question of liability having been an agenda
item at the International Atomic Energy Agency for a number of
years.76 Nonetheless, the IAEA Standing Committee on Liability for
Nuclear Damage has recommended to the agency's Board of
Governors that a diplomatic conference be held to amend the 1963
Vierura Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and to
adopt a convention on supplementary funding.z

Conclusions: Possible Further Work for the CSCAP Maritime
Working Group

The issue of the return shipments of nuclear material from
Europe to Japan through the Asia-Pacific region has been raised by
CSCAP New Zealand within the CSCAP Maritime Working Group on

See statements made by 1.3 nations led by Argentina who joined together at
the Intemational Maritime Organisation to urge adoption of a
comprehensive, compulsory code of practice for sea transport of radioactive
materials that would require prior notification of voyages, advance
consultation on emergency-response planning, a clear-cut liability regime,
and a demonstrated ability to salvage lost cEugoes, at
<http : / / w w w.nci.org/ seatrans-q&a.htm#ans9> (November 1 998).
See <http'r/ /www.nci.org/seahans-q&a.htm#ans8> (Novernber 1998).
See Maritime Safety Committee, Intemational Maritime Organisation,
'Matters Related to the INF Code', 28 Apnl1,997,MSC 68/1.5/ Add.3, p.1..
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two occasions, at its 4th meeting in Tokyo n 1997 and at its 5th
meeting at Kuala Lumpur in 1998. The issues relating to the

shipments were openly discussed among participants at both
meetings and recommendations made for further work. Overall the

group felt that discussion of this issue was in and of itself a useful

confidence-building measure.

Nonetheless, one concern for the grouP has been to see where it
might add value to the discussions on this issue, noting that it is being
considered by both the IMO and the IAEA. At the conclusion of its
5th meeting, the group decided it would be useful to focus on three

aspects of the issue that were of special concern to the Asia-Pacific

region. These were to review:

o the legal issues surrounding freedom of navigation of vessels

carrying ultra-hazardous cargoes, such as nuclear materials,
especially through shaits and archipelagoes;

o the legal requirement, particularly in other international
instruments, for prior notification of impending passage of
vessels carrying ultra-hazardous cargoes; and

. the regime for liability in the event of an accident involving
vessels carrying ultra-hazardous cargoes, especially nuclear
materials.

On a slightly different but related issue, the CSCAP

representative from South Korea also raised the idea that CSCAP

might develop a model agreemen! based on the Waigani Convention,
that might control or prohibit the transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes, including nuclear wastes within the Asia-Pacific

region or East Asian subregion.

It may also be worth considering whether a protocol might be

developed for the South Pacific Nuclear-FreeZone Treaty and/or the
Southeast Asian Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty which dealt with the issue

of the transport of nuclear materials through these regions.
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Report of the Fifth Meeting of the Maritime
Cooperation Working Group

Sam Bateman

The Fifth Meeting of the CSCAP Maritime Cooperation Working
Group was held at the Maritime Insfitute of Malaysia (MIMA) in Kuala
Lumpur on Tuesday 17 and Wednesday 18 November 1998. There were
seventeen participants from eleven member CSCAPs with approximately
twelve observers from overseas missions in Kuala Lumpur and Malaysian
government departments and agencies. The chairman of the Association
of Maritime Education and Training Institutes in Asia Pacific (AMETIAP),
Mr Das Sharma from Singapore, also joined the meeting. Unfortunately
IDSA India and CSCAP Thailand, previous strong supporters of the
Maritime Cooperation Working Group, were not able to send participants
to this meeting. The meeting was co-chaired by R.M. Sunardi from
Indonesia and Sam Bateman from Australia.

The objectives of the meeting were:

to review progress with initiatives of the working group;

to continue the study of key regional maritime issues and their
linkages with regional security;

to initiate work on the development and understanding of regimes
for the management of regional seas and oceans; and

to continue work on the shipping and seaborne trade issues
identified at the fourth meeting of the working group in Tokyo in
November 1997 (specrfically these issues were: freedoms and
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rights of navigation and overflight; a possible survey of
international maritime instruments to assess possible explanations
of non-ratification and compliance; implications of the carriage of
hazardous and dangerous cargoes; and the scope for regional
cooperation to control operational pollution from ships.

The meeting also sought to identify a programme (an'action plan')
of further work that will support the objectives of the CSCAP Guidelines
for Regional Maritime Cooperation and possibly lead to the preparation
of further CSCAP memorandums by the working grouP (for example, on
the prevention of illegal activities at sea). In this way the working grouP

will continue to contribute usefully to the utility of CSCAP as the

principal'second-track' forum in the Asia-Pacific region concerned with
security issues. The maritime area continues to be a key area for regional
security cooperation.

Sessions at the meeting covered the topics of:

regimes for managing regional seas and oceans/

existing regional maritime cooperation arrangements,

navigational rights and freedoms,

law and order at sea,

international instruments,

environmental issues, and

incident at sea (INCSEA) agreements.
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Regional Maritime Cooperation
The group noted progress and developments with CSCAP

Memorandum No.4 - Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation.
These were tabled at a meeting of ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF)
maritime specialists in Honolulu in November 1998 and again at a
meeting of the ARF Intersessional Support Group on Confidence-Building
Measures (ISG on CBMs) in Bangkok in March 1999. The usefulness of
the work on guidelines was acknowledged at these meetings although the
concept of the guidelines apparently will not be developed further by the
ARF.

The purpose of the ARF maritime specialists' meeting was to
consider ways and means for the ARF to add value to existing activities in
the areas of maritime safety, law and order at sea, and protection and
preservation of the marine environment. The scope of the
recommendations arising from the meeting was very broad. They
included information sharing about substandard vessels, oil spill
response arrangements, measures to minimise the generation of
shipboard waste, maritime law enforcement (particularly the control of
piracy), marine information data exchange and the rafification of
maritime conventions. These recommendations were subsequently
considered at the meeting of the ISG on CBMs in Bangkok that agreed to
continue considering maritime cooperation, especially in the CBM
context and that the Tokyo Memorandum on Port State Control (I€C),
anti-piracy efforts and the ratification of various maritime conventions
warranted specific monitoring by the ARF. The ARF is thus picking up
on many of the themes that have been developed by the CSCAP Maritime
Cooperation Working Group and this is encouraging.

Stan Weeks from CSCAP US provided the working group with a
useful overview of maritime cooperative activities that are currently
occurring elsewhere in the region. There is a lot going on in different
forums and worthwhile linkages to be established. In this session also,
Mr Das Sharma provided a briefing on the work of the AMETIAP to
facilitate discussion in the working group of prospective collaboration
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with AMETIAP, including possible joint delivery of the annual
workshops on maritime issues previously considered and endorsed by
CSCAP. The main problem with implementing this and other
programmes is that of funding.

Regimes for Managing the Marine Environment
The main keynote paper on Prospects for Multilateral Maritime

Regime Building in Asia was presented by Mark Valencia from the East-

West Center in Honolulu. This paper was designed to set out the
conceptual basis and framework for the initiation and development of

regimes that would assist in stabilising the maritime environment of East

Asia and help reduce the risks of conllict at sea. Jim Boutilier, on behalf of

Ian Townsend-Gault (CSCAP Canada), delivered a second paPer on

Regimes for Managing Regional Seas and Oceans - the Use and Abuse of
International Law. These were both stimulating papers that led to much
discussion. The group accepted that there was a need to concentrate on

principles and objectives of cooperation rather than initiating work

directly on regime building. Cooperation can exist without regimes, but a

web of cooperative arrangements can ultimately lead to the establishment

of regimes.

This discussion of maritime regimes drew attention once again to

the difficulties that can arise in the maritime environment with drawing a

distinction between more haditional military security issues and matters

of comprehensive security. This distinction can be very blurred and

traditional security concerns are often too sensitive for multilateral
forums. This has meant that even military forums, such as the Western

Pacific Naval symposium, spent a lot of time on issues such as marine

safety, search and rescue, marine environmental protection and disaster

relief because they are seen as less sensitive. However, these activities

were also the responsibility of civil agencies in most regional countries

and cooperative activities were usually dealt with in other forums. It is
also apparent that navies generally seem to have a preference now for

bilateral cooperation and many ARF countries are not comfortable with
military and naval activities being considered in a multilateral forum.
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Ideas about the future work and the contribution of the working
group that emerged from this discussion of regime building were the
importance of sharing information, education and training, and
promotion of public awareness of maritime issues; the need to support
existing regimes to overcome concerns evident over the level of
ratification and compliance with various international maritime
instruments; understanding the security significance of the range of
bilateral activities, such as joint development zones and training
programmes; and the importance of laying the groundwork for
cooperation through informal means (including workshops, conferences
and publications, such as those that resulted from working group
meetings).

Navigational Rights and Freedoms
The main paper in this session was delivered by Erik |aap Molenaar

representing European CSCAP. Its topic was Navigational Rights and
Freedoms: Grey Areas and Scope for Regional Agreement. The principal
discussants were R.M. Sunardi (CSCAP Indonesia) and Dzirhan
Mahadzir (CSCAP Malaysia). General discussion covered possible areas
of uncertainty and disagreement. These included the interpretation of
some of the phrases in the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea,
particularly those related to the regime of archipelagic sealanes passage,
such as'routes of similar convenience'and'the duplication of routes ...
shall not be necessary'; the status of fishing vessels exercising rights of
navigation in international straits and archipelagic sealanes; 'normal
mode' considerations for different types of vessel; and possible gaps in
the convention, particularly ones related to marine environmental
concerns and navigational rights (including the rights of vessels carrying
ultra-hazardous cargoes). The working group considered that there
would be value in it continuing its study of these issues.

Law and Order at Sea

The papers in the session by Linda Paul (CSCAP US) and Dick
Sherwood (CSCAP Australia) stimulated considerable discussion that was
mainly related to the importance of good'oceans governance' and a stable
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maritime regime that involved law and order at sea. In this regard, this
session related strongly to the discussion of maritime regimes earlier in
the meeting. Networking and information sharing were identified as key
issues in maintaining law and order at sea. This was essentially a

multinational problem and it was difficult for countries, particularly those

adjoining enclosed and semi-enclosed seas, to deal with problems on a
national basis. Then at the national level many different agencies are

involved, necessitating good domestic coordinating arrangements but
making bilateral and multilateral cooperation on maritime law and order
issues more difficult. It was agreed that it would be useful for the

working group to develop a list identifying the agencies in the member

countries of CSCAP with responsibilities in the area of law and order at

sea. A questionnaire was then distributed to participants to solicit this
information.

International Instruments
The working grouP considered the proposal in a paper delivered by

Grant Hewison (cscAP New Zealand) for a study of international and

regional maritime instruments to determine levels of ratification and

compliance. This would involve developing a list of relevant treaties and
then distributing a survey form for completion by member CSCAPs to
ascertain the positions of their countries with regard to these treaties.

Some participants thought that this was a useful proposal, but on further
discussion it was apparent that there was not a consensus for the

provision of views from individual countries. Sensitivities are involved
and governments may be reluctant to declare their position on particular
treaties. Also, several participants referred to work being conducted by
other forums. It was agreed that initially the work should be limited to
compiling a list of relevant treaties with details of ratification and

signature by regional countries.

Environmental Issues
Another paper by Grant Hewison addressed the issue of return

shipments of nuclear materials, including the particular problems of
notification of shipments to coastal states along the route of the planned
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shipment and liability in the event of an accident. A number of
participants had reservations about the role for the working group in this
issue, but it was agreed that the issue should be retained on the agenda in
the context of it being another 'grey area' in the regional implementation
of navigational regimes.

The topic of monitoring operational pollution from ships was
briefly discussed. While cooperation on oil spill response arrangements is
being introduced, particularly within ASEAN, there were still issues
related to the monitoring and detection of oil pollution and the possible
study of cooperative activities in this regard that should be retained on
the agenda of the working group.

Incident at Sea Agreements
The working group was briefed by Mak |oon Num (CSCAP

Malaysia) on the work being conducted by MIMA on a prospective
regional incidents at sea agreement. This work is leading to a new
concept for the region called SAFESEA (or safety at sea arrangements).
SAFESEA is intended to adapt the INCSEA concept to the political and
operational realities of the Southeast Asian region.

Action Plan
The following action plan resulted from the meeting:

o CSCAP Memorandum No.4. Members should continue to promote
awareness of the Guidelines for Regional Maritime Cooperation,
particularly with regard to their intent as a regional confidence-
building measure.

. Regional maritime issues workshop. This initiative should be
pursued. It could make a major contribution to regional awareness
of maritime issues. There was scope for cooperation with
AMETIAP in its implementation but funding remained the big
problem.
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. objectives and principles of good oceans management. This work
should be a priority for the working grouP, including the study of

the relevant security implications. The emphasis should be on

cooperation rather than the development of regimes. It should be

directed towards the building of law and order at sea, and should

include coastal zone issues in so far as they impacted on the

broader maritime environment. specific work to be undertaken by
the group under the umbrella of this topic included the surveys of
maritime instruments and responsibilities of national agencies. A
joint meeting should also be conducted with the CSCAP

Transnational Crime Working Group.

o Law of the sea/navigational regimes. The following three issues

were identified for further study: 'grey areas' in the navigational

regimes; the navigational rights and freedoms of fishing vessels in
the various maritime zones; and 'gaps' in UNCLOS such as

environmental concerns with hazardous cargoes and substandard

ships.

. Cooperative action to monitor operational pollution from ships.

This issue is retained on the agenda for possible future work'

The Fifth Meeting of the cscAP Maritime Cooperation working

Group stimulated useful discussion on a range of issues. It confirmed

that the maritime area is a key area for regional security cooperation and

the scope for the working group to contribute usefully to the role of

cscAP as the principal second-track security forum in the Asia-Pacific'

This contribution will be through the working group's continued study of

key regional maritime issues, maritime cooperative Processes and their

linkages with regional security. Further cscAP memorandums on

maritime security cooperation, addressing issues such as law and order at

sea and the survey of maritime agreements, are possible outputs from the

working group.
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Affairs and Trade.

Since its inception rn 1966, the centre has supported a number
of visiting and research fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety of
investigations. Recently the emphasis of the centre,s work has been on
problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms prolileration and arms
control; policy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Departmenf and the strategic implications of developments in
southeast Asia, the Indian ocean and the southwest pacific. The centre
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on strategic
issues. Its publications programme, which includes the Canberra
Papers on Shategy and Defence and SDSC Working papers, produces
more than two dozen publications a year on strategic and defence
issues.
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CANBERRA PAPERS ON STRATEGY AND DEFENCE:

NEW SERIES

NO. TITLE $A
CP43 Australia's Secret Space Programs

by Desmond Ball 15.00

CP44 High Personnel Tumover: The ADF is not a Lirnited Liability Company
by Cathy Downes 15.00

CP45 Should Australia Plan to Defend Christmas and Cocos Islands?
by Ross Babbage

CP46 US Bases in the Philippines: Issues and Implications
by Desmond Ball (ed.)

CP47 Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
by Desmond Ball

CP48 The Viebram People's Army: Regularization of Command 1975-1'988

by D.M. FitzGerald
CP49 Aushalia and the Global Strategic Balance

by Desmond Ball
CP50 Organising an Army: the Australian Experience1'957-L965

by f.C. Blaxland
CP51 The Evolving World Economy: Some Altemative Security Questions

for Australia
by Richard A. Higgott 15'00

CP52 Defending the Northem Gateway
by PeterDonovan 20'00

CP53 Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT): Intercepting Satellite Communications
by Desmond Ball _ 20.00

CP54 Bieaking the American Alliance: An Independent National Security Policy
for Australia
bv Garv Brown 20.00

cP55 Senior bfficer Professional Development in the Australian Defence Force:

Constant Study to Prepare
by Cathy Downes - 

20 00

cP56 Code777: Aushalia and the us Defense satellite communications system
(DSCS)
by Desmond Rall 2250

CP57 China's Crisis: The International Implications
by Gary Klintworth (ed.) 't7'OO

CP58 Index to Parliamentary Questions on Defence
by Gary Brown 20 00

CP59 Controiling Civil Maritime Activities in a Defence Contingency
by W.A.G.-Dovers 1'7 00

CP60 The Security of Oceania in the 1990s. Vol.l, Views from the Region
by David tiegarty and Peter Polomka (eds) 15'00

CP61 The Strategic Significance of Torres Strait
by Ross B;bbage 30.00

CP62 The Leading Edge: Air Power in Aushalia's Unique Environment
by P.J. CrisJ and D.;. Sctrubert 22'50

CP63 Tiie Northem Territory in the Defence of Australia: Geography, History,
Economy, Infrashucfure, and Defence Presence

by Desmond Ball and f.O. Langtry (eds) 24'50

Cp64 Vietnam,s Withdrawal from Cambodia: Regional Issues and Realignments
bv Gary Klintworth (ed.) 1'7'00

15.00

15.00

20.00

15.00

15.00

20.00
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CP65 Prospects for Crisis Prediction: A South Pacific Case Study
by Ken Ross 20.00

CP66 Bougainville: Perspectives on a Crisis
by Peter Polomka (ed.) 20.00

CP67 The Amateur Managers: A Study of the Management of Weapons System
Proiects
by F.N. Bennett

CP68 The Security of Oceania in the 1990s. Vol.2, Managing Change
by Peter Polomka (ed.)

CP69 Australia and the World: Prologue and Prospects
by Desmond Ball (ed.)

CP70 Singapore'sDefencelndustries
by Bilveer Singh

CP71, RAAF Air Power Dochine: A Collechon of Contemporary Essays
by Gary Waters (ed.)

CP72 South Pacific Securitv: Issues and Persoectives
by Stephen Henningham and Desmond Ball (eds) 20.00

CP73 The Northem Territory in the Defence of Aushalia: Strategic and
Operational Considerations
by J.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds)

CP74 The Architect of Victory: Air Campaigns for Australia
by Gary Waters

CP75 Modem Taiwan in the 1990s
by Gary Klintworth (ed.)

CP76 New Technology: Implications for Regional and Australian Security
by Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson (eds)

CP77 Reshaping the Aushalian Army: Challenges for the 1990s
by David Horner (ed.)

CP78 The Intelligence War in the Gulf
by Desmond Ball "17.50

CP79 Provocative Plans: A Critique of US Strategy for Maritime Conflict in the
North Pacific
by Desmond Ball

CP80 Soviet SIGINT: Hawaii Operation
by Desmond Ball

CP81 Chasing Gravity's Rainbow: Kwajalein and US Ballistic Missile Testing
by Owen Wilkes, Megan van Frank and Peter Hayes

CP82 Australia's Threat Perceptions: A Search for Security
by Alan Dupont

CP83 Building Blocks for Regional Security: An Australian Perspective on Confid-
ence and Security Building Measures (CSBMs) in the Asia/Pacific Region

22.50

15.00

25.00

14.00

15.00

24.50

23.00

23.00

23.00

24.00

20.00

't7.50

22.50

17.00

17.00

18.50

1.7.00

23.00

20,00

by Desmond Ball
CP84 Australia's Security Interests in Northeast Asra

by Alan Dupont
CP85 Finance and Financial Policy in Defence Contingencies

by Paul Lee
CP86 Mine Warfare in Australia's First Line of Defence

by Alan Hinge
CP87 Hong Kong's Future as a Regional Transport Hub

by Peter |. Rimmer
CP88 The Conceptual Basis of Australia's Defence Planning and Force Structure

Development
by Paul Dibb 1,7.50
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CP89 Strategic Studies in a Changing World: Global, Regional and Australian
Perspectives
by Desmond Ball and David Horner (eds)

CP90 The Gulf War: Australia's Role and Asian-Pacific Responses
by J. Mohan Malik 21.00

CP91 Defence Aspects of Australia's Space Activities
by Desmond Ball 20.00

CP92 The Five Power Defence Arrangements and Military Cooperation among
the ASEAN States: Incompatible Models for Security in Southeast Asia?
by Philip Methven 23'00

CP93 Infrastructure and Security: Problems of Development in the West Sepik
Province of Papua New Guinea
by T.M. Boyce

CP94 Aushalia andSpace
by Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson (eds)

CP95 LANDFORCE: 2010: Some Implications of Technology for ADF Future
Land Force Doctrine, Leadership and Structures
by David W. Beveridge

CP96 The Origins of Australian Diplomatic Intelligence in Asia, "1933--1941

bv Wavne Gobert
CP|T Jipan is Peacekeeper: Samurai State, or New Civilian Power?

by Peter Polomka
CP98 The Post-Sovie't World: Geopolitics and Crises

by Coral Bell
CP99 Indonesian Defence Policy and the Indonesian Armed Forces

by Bob Lowrv 20.00

CP100 Rigional Security in the South Pacific: The Quarter-Century 1970-95
byken Ross 23.00

CP101 The Changing Role of the Military in Papua New Guinea
by R.J. Miy 1s'00

cP102 s-hategic Change and Naval Forces: Issues for a Medium Level Naval Power
by Sam Batemin and Dick Sherwood (eds) 23.00

Cp103 ASfen Defence Reorientation 7975-1,992: The Dynamics of Modernisation
and Structural Change
by J.N. Mak

CP10.l The United Nations and Crisis Management: Six Studies
by Coral Bell (ed.)

CP105 Operational and Technological Developments in Maritime Warfare:
Implications for the Westem Pacific
by bict< Sherwood (ed.)

CP106 More Than Little Herocs: Australian Army Air Liaison Officers in the
Second World War
by Nicola Baker 23.00

CP107 Vanuatu's 1980 Santo Rebellior"r: Intemational Responses to a Microstate
Security Crisis
by Matthew Gubb

CPl08 The Development of Aushalian Army Doctrine 7945-1964
by M.C.J. Welburn

CP109 The Navy and National Security: The Peacetime Dimension
by Dick Sherwood

CP110 Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) in South Korea
by Desmond Ball 15.00

CP111 India Looks East: An Emerging Power and Its Asia-Pacific Neighbours
by Sandy Gordon and Stephen Henningham (eds) 24'OO

28.00

23.00

26.00

15.50

77.50

16.00

15.00

24.00

77.50

20.00

14.00

15.00

16.00
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Nation, Region and Context: Studies in Peace and War in Honour of
Professor T.B. Millar
by Coral Bell (ed.) 24.OO

CP113 Transforming the Tatmadaw: The Burmese Armed Forces since 1988
by Andrew Selth T.00

cP114 calming the waters: Initiatives for Asia Pacific Maritime Cooperation
by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 23.00

CP115 Strategic Guidelines for Enabling Research and Development to Support
Aushalian Defence
by Ken Anderson and Paul Dibb 't7.00

cP772

cP118

cP119

CP123

CP116 Security and Security Building in the Indian Ocean Region
by Sandy Gordon 24.00

CPI17 Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) in South Asia: India, pakistan, Sri Lanka
(Ceylon)
by Desmond Ball y.SO
The Seas Unite: Maritime Cooperation in the Asia Pacific Region
by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds)
In Search of a Maritime Strategy: The Maritime Element in Australian
Defence Planning since 1901
by David Stevens (ed.) 24.00

CP120 Australian Defence Plaruring: Five Views from Policy Makers
by Helen Hookey and Denny Roy (eds)

cP121 A Brief Madness: Australia and the Resumption of French Nuclear Testing
by Kim Richard Nossal and Carolynn Vivian 15.00

CPL22 Missile Diplomacy and Taiwan's Future: Irurovations in politics and
Military Power
by Greg Austin (ed.)

!r9f-Aig Phenomena in Southeast Asia: Piracy, Drug Trafficking and
Political Terrorism
by Peter Chalk 17.50

CP124 Regional Maritime Management and Security
by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 24.00

CP125 The Environment and Security: What are the Linkages?
by Alan Dupont (ed.) "12.00

CP1,26 'Educating an Army': Australian Arrny Dochinal Development and the
Operational Experience in South Vietn am, 7965 -7 2
bv R.N. Bushbv t7.50

25.00

15.00

25.00

CP'127 South Africa and Security Building in the Indian Ocean Rim
by Greg Mills 20.00

CP128 The Shape of Things to Come: The UgJapan Security Relationship in the
New Era
by Maree Reid 17.50

CP'129 Shipping and Regional Security
by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 20.00

CP130 Bougainville 1988-98: Five Searches for Security in the North Solomons
Province of Papua New Guinea
by Karl Claxton

CP131 The Next Stage: Preventive Diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific Region
by Desmond Ball and Amitav Acharya (eds)

CP'132 Maritime Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region: Current Situation and
Prospects
by Sam Bateman (ed.)

CP133 Maintaining the Strategic Edge: The Defence of Aushalia in 2015
by Desmond Ball (ed.)

23.00

25.00

23.00

30.00








